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SUMMARY
This work presents a practical approximate technique for the 
analysis of dense space structures, with particular reference to single 
layer space structures. The technique is exemplified in terms of barrel 
vaults and flat grids.
Following a general introduction in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 provides a 
general survey of the methods employed in the analysis of space 
structures, highlighting improvements to the methods of analysis which 
have been made to reduce the cost of analysis and storage requirements.
The concept of formex algebra is described in Chapter 3, together 
with its application to data generation for structural analysis. A 
technique for frontwidth minimisation for frontal solution technique is 
also presented, with a number of illustrative examples.
In Chapter 4, the concept of structural factoring is proposed as a 
basis for approximate analysis of very dense space structures. The 
Chapter gives the procedure by which the concept of structural factoring 
is used to estimate the structural behaviour of a dense space structure 
from the result of analysis of a similar structure with fewer number of 
nodes and members.
Chapter 5 gives the details of all the barrel vaults analysed and 
the parameters varied to assess the accuracy of the proposed method.
In Chapter 6, the results of the analysis are discussed. The 
results obtained by the method are compared with those obtained by the 
’exact' analysis of barrel vaults and flat grids.
The conclusions are given in Chapter 7, together with the suggested 
extensions.
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C H A P T E R  1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Engineers and architects have been interested in the development of 
three dimensional space structures for over seventy years. However, it 
is only in the last three decades that the use of space structures has 
become widespread. In the beginning their structural behaviour was 
difficult to solve by the traditional methods of calculation, in view of 
the large number of unknowns and it was necessary to extrapolate from 
information based on the theory of slabs and thin shells.
It is only since the advent of computers that it has been possible 
to analyse the structure and calculate the forces in all the members of 
these complex structures and to apply them in a rational manner.
With the advent of computers, different types of problems emerged. 
The analysis of the space structures posed formidable computational 
difficulties when approached by the conventional computing methods. As 
a result, efforts have been made to obtain efficient methods that lessen 
these computational difficulties. The result of these efforts include 
the creation of methods that make use of the characteristics of the 
structural systems or the properties of the analysis techniques, to 
reduce the computational effort.
Notable methods which are currently being used are those of 
numerical methods of analysis. The-method produces a large number of 
simultaneous equations which have to be solved. The solution of the set 
of simultaneous equations which arises in this method of analysis of 
structures has become of prime importance which can be attested to, by
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the amount of work done on the improvement of solution algorithms. The 
economies of structural analysis is now critically dependent upon the 
time for the solution of the set of simultaneous equations and the
capacity of the available computer. It has been shown that 1/3 to 1/2 
the computer time involved in small deflection small strain analyses is 
used in solving simultaneous equations. In non-linear analysis, the 
solution of the simultaneous equations requires as much as 80% of the 
time of the computer analysis.
To reduce the storage and computer time requirement for the
solution of the simultaneous equations, different characteristics of the 
structure and properties of the stiffness matrix have been used. These 
include methods of substructuring, symmetry and organisation of the 
structure such that the resulting simultaneous equations form a band of 
non-zero values about the diagonal of the matrix.
As it has been shown that no other method of solution of
simultaneous equations is more efficient than the Gaussian elimination 
type method, many modifications of it has been made, aimed at reducing 
the arithmetic operations. These include the Cholesky’s method and the 
method of frontal solution.
However, even in this present age of large computers with large 
main memories and inspite of all the available analysis techniques, 
dense space structures cannot easily be analysed. This may be as a 
result of the central memory not being able to take the frontwidth or 
the bandwith of the stiffness matrix formed in the stiffness matrix 
method of analysis or lack of adequate out-core storage space. If the 
frontwidth or the bandwidth is too large for the available computer 
memory, the only alternative is to resort to the on-core-out-core
analysis with the subsequent astronomical increases in the cost of 
analysis as a result of increased requirement of storage and computer 
time. Sometimes, this increased storage requirement might not even be 
available in the computer set-up. Also, in some developing countries, 
large main frame computers may just not be available, yet situations may 
arise when dense space structures will be required to be analysed and 
designed. In these circumstances, recourse is usually taken to the 
continuum analogy methods with all their limitations, to produce the 
final design for the structure.
1.2 OBJECTIVE
As a result of these problems, it becomes necessary to explore the 
possibility of finding an approximate method which is not substantially 
constrained by the structural system and also overcome the problems of 
increased computer storage and time of analysis.
In the present day, for an approximate method to be practically 
useful, it should be either suitable for a quick and simple hand 
calculation or it should be suitable to be programmed on a computer. 
This would then be used to tackle different structural systems 
systematically in a cheaper and less time consuming manner than the 
'exact’ analysis.
The reduction method of analysis presented in this work is of this 
later type of approximate method. Very dense space structures can be 
systematically reduced to produce a space structure of similar 
interconnection pattern, but with fewer number of nodes. The reduced 
structure obtained will not be too dense for the available computer to 
handle, but dense enough for the accuracy of the result obtained based
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on it to be acceptable for design purposes.
1.3 APPROACH
The organisation of the present work is albng the line of the 
development of the present day structural analysis outlined previously.
Chapter 2 deals with the general methods of structural analysis 
suitable for the analysis of space structures. A brief description of 
those methods of analysis which make use of the properties of the 
structure are presented. These include the method of substructuring, 
symmetry and approximate methods which have been used to overcome the 
problems of storage and computer time for space structures.
Also, briefly discussed are the methods of solution of the 
resulting simultaneous equations set-up in the analysis of the 
structures using the stiffness matrix method of structural analysis. 
Most of these methods of solution are based on Gaussian elimination with 
advantages taken of the properties of the stiffness matrix of the 
structure. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the matrix 
method of structural analysis.
The problem of data generation is considered in Chapter 3. In it, 
the concepts of formex algebra are described and examples given, on 
using the concepts to automatically generate the data for analysis by 
the stiffness matrix methods. Also, techniques of frontwidth and 
bandwidth minimisations using the concepts of formex algebra are 
presented for different structural configurations.
In Chapter 4, the concept of structural factoring is described. 
The Chapter describes the procedure to predict the behaviour of a dense 
space structure based on the results of analysis of a less dense
10
structure.
Details of over 1000 barrel vaults analysed in this work are given 
in Chapter 5. Information concerning the collection and organisation of 
the results are also, given in this Chapter.
The result of analysis of the barrel vaults described in Chapter 5
are presented and discussed in Chapter 6 to verify the validity of the 
concept of structural factoring proposed in Chapter 4.
Finally in Chapter 7, conclusions are drawn and recommendations are
made for areas that might require more information for further work.
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C H A P T E R  2
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
2.1 INTRODUCTION
There are three major methods of structural analysis. These are
a) Experimental methods
b) The classical methods of continuum mechanics and their 
adaptations
c) Numerical methods
The choice of the method of analysis depends on the type of 
structure, the use to which the result of the analysis will be put to, 
and the tools available for the analysis. These main methods are 
described in this work to an extent which reflects their relevance to 
it.
2.2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The use of experimental methods in space structures is limited by 
the need for good laboratory facilities, skilled craftsmen and patience 
to produce a result which is comparable with the results obtained by 
mathematical models. Physical models therefore tend to be confined to 
tests aimed at the confirmation of new mathematical idealisations or 
methods of analysis. It then means that numerical methods and the 
classical methods of continuum mechanics and their adaptations are the 
methods used for most structural analysis. Experimental method is 
therefore not necessary in the present work.
2.3 METHODS OF CONTINUUM MECHANICS
The classical methods of continuum mechanics begin by considering 
the properties of small differential elements of the continuum. 
Equilibrium and compatibilty equations as well as the constitutive laws 
of the material are set up for mean values of the various quantities 
associated with the infinitesimal elements. The partial differential 
equations or integral equations governing the behaviour of the continuum 
are established by a limiting process in which the element size is 
allowed to approach zero as the number of elements increases 
indefinitely.
The governing partial differential or integral equations can be 
solved in only very few simple structures. Therefore, their use in 
structural analysis is very much limited.
Major adaptations of the classical methods of continuum mechanics 
are the methods employing analogous continua, notably the slab and shell 
analogies employed in the analysis of skeletal space structures. It is 
believed that they have the objective of providing estimates of the 
behaviour of the skeletal structures with reduced calculations. The 
skeletal structure is usually replaced by an equivalent continuum with 
appropriately chosen properties such that its macroscopic behaviour 
bears some relation to the original skeletal structure.
The continuum is then analysed and the results interpreted in terms 
of the behaviour of the original skeletal structure. It is however, 
important that the equivalent continuum problem should be more easily 
solved than the original skeletal problem, and herein lies the major 
constraint to the method. Just as in the classical continuum mechanics, 
the equivalent governing partial differential or integral equations for
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skeletal structures are usually solvable in a very few cases and when 
the structure is of necessity very simple. However, the fact that some 
mathematical solutions are availble for some structures, makes it 
necessary that the designer be aware of them and make use of them when 
it is probably absolutely necessary. The two main analogies will now be 
briefly described.
2.3.1 SLAB ANALOGY
In slab analogy the governing differential equation used is that of 
an equivalent plate. It is used mainly for single and double layer flat 
grids. As known, plates are divided into two main types namely 
isotropic, having identical elastic properties in all directions and 
anisotropic, possessing different properties in different directions.
Two-way single and double layer flat grids are special cases of the 
anisotropic plate called orthotropic plate. The general differential 
equation of the deflected surface of an orthotropic plate can be 
expressed as follows (Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959),
2 .3 .1
where
w = vertical deflection of a point having co-ordinates x and y
Dx = Exh^ = unit flexural stiffness of the plate in the 
12(1-u2)
x-direction
Dy = Eyh ^
12(1-u2)
= unit flexural stiffness of the plate in the
y-direction
2H = u(Dx + Dy) + 2(Dxy + Dyx)
Dxy = Exh^ . Dyx = Eyh^
2 4 ^ 4 - 1 0  2 4 Q  v - u )
Ex and Ey = the moduli of elasticity of the material of the plate 
along two mutually perpendicular axes x and y 
u = Poisson’s ratio 
h = thickness of plate
qo = intensity of the external loading acting on the plate at the
considered point.
Equation 2.3.1 is valid for any type of loading, and the plate may
be supported in any manner. However, the existing solutions of equation
£31
c— O’1 >
>
b
b.
''
'
FIG 2.1
2.3.1 for different loading and support conditions are very few. Navier 
obtained a solution for a plate supported in a continuous manner along
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all four sides and under the action of a lateral loading of intensity 
qo. For a uniformly distributed load qo, covering the whole plate, the 
solution obtained, is simplified to 
ttx T ry
1 f.n  Sxn —  S m  -=f- „ „ ■
w _ q° a______ b..   2.3.2
TI6 Dx ^ 2H ^ Dy 
t  + ~rrz + 74
a a b b
where a and b are the dimensions of the plate.
For a two way grid such as shown in Fig 2.1 the following terms are
substituted in equations 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 to give the governing
differential equations and the solution for uniformly ditributed load.
Ex = Exlx = the unit flexural rigidity of beams in x-direction 
bj
Dy = Eyly = the unit flexural rigidity of beams in y-direction 
01
2H = C1 + C 2  
bl Qi
C1 and C2 the torsional rigidities of beams in x and y
directions respectively
Dxy = Cl Dyx = C2
t>i m
b1 = the spacing of beams in x-direction 
a1 = the spacing of beams in y-direction.
The equivalent governing differential equation is therefore given 
by equation 2.3.3 (Makowski, 1981)
ExIx S V  + ?}_ + 6^w Eyly =
bi Sx^ bi ai Sx^y^ Sy4 0
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Successive differentiation of the equivalent equations of 2.3.3 
gives the bending moment and shear forces in the flat grid.
For two-way double layer grids, the axial forces in the top and 
bottom members are obtained by dividing the bending moments determined 
for equivalent single layer grid by the structural height of the double 
layer grid. The forces in the diagonal members are obtained from the 
shearing forces determined for the appropriate points of equivalent 
single layer grid taking into account the angle of inclination of the 
diagonals.
For three way grids MakowskiC1981) obtained relations for the 
forces in the members based on the work of Wright(1966), Margarit and 
BauxadeC1972).
2.3.2 SHELL ANALOGY
Just as equivalent plate equations are used for flat grids, space 
structures with curved surfaces such as domes and barrel vaults are 
replaced by equivalent shell equations. The constitutive shell 
equations used are based on the following conditions being satisfied 
(Makowski, 1984):
1) The layout of the skeletal structure produces a regular uniform 
mesh.
ii) All members are theoretically of the same length and of the same 
cross-sectional dimensions, 
iii) The structure does not have any discontinuities or large openings.
Shell analogies are based on membranal stresses for thin shells. 
This means that they refer to shells which under external loading will 
develop only membrane forces.
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SalvadoriC1967) showed the derivation of the formulae for an 
equilateral triangular grid bars which will enable forces in the members 
of such structures to be calculated. A detailed account of other 
formulae for different type of curved space structures are given by 
MakowskiC1984).
2.4 NUMERICAL METHODS '
There are basically two types of numerical methods which can be 
used in structural analysis; either the differential equations 
describing the deflections and/or stresses in the structure are solved 
by numerical computing procedure, or alternatively, the structure is 
idealised into an assembly of discrete structural elements having an 
assumed form of stress or displacement distribution.
The finite difference method which is the name given to the former 
is not of much importance in the present state of structural analysis, 
and therefore, further references to it are not made.
The later numerical technique used in computational method of a 
continuum introduces in some way an aproximation of the continuum by a 
discrete model and is usually referred to as the finite element 
discretisation. This method of replacing a continuum by discrete 
elements has become accepted and widely used.
The practice of replacing a continuous function by one which is 
piecewise continuous dates from early times. However, its application 
to problems of structural analysis is comparatively recent probably 
dating from early 1940’s and with the formulations not appearing until 
late 1950’s
The basic approach in the finite element method is to first
18
idealise the structure into an assembly of elements of finite size, with 
an assumed form of displacement within each element expressed as a
function of finite number of degrees of freedom associated with the
\
element; the displacements at selected points known as nodes. The 
properties of the individual elements are next determined by the methods 
of classical continuum mechanics or by the application of one or more 
variational principles. In many cases, the elements are of a very 
simple form and this stage of the solution is comparatively trivial.
Finally the application of the conditions of equilibrium and the 
enforcement of interelement compatibility results in systems of 
algebraic equations which are usually very large. The continuum with 
infinitely many degrees of freedom have been replaced by a simplified 
model with finite number of degrees of freedom.
2.4.1 SKELETAL STRUCTURES
Skeletal structures in their nature of consisting of only beams, 
struts, ties etc, form an important special case in the field of finite 
element method of analysis. They are in such a way that the initial 
idealisation into elements can be made to coincide with the members. 
The only assumptions which need be made are that the structural elements 
are line elements, that is, one dimensional. As a result, their 
relevant properties can be expressed as a function of the distance along 
the axis of the member.
Furthermore, if the following assumptions are made; 
the elements are linearly elastic, 
their force-displacement behaviour is linear, 
and the overall structure behaves linearly,
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then the solution to the structural system could be obtained without 
further approximation.
There are two methods in the matrix methods of structural analysis. 
These are the stiffness and the flexibility methods. In the former, the 
equations of equilibrium are set-up in terms of the nodal displacements 
as unknowns. The equations are then solved. Having solved the 
equations, the internal forces or stresses are determined for each 
element using its force-displacement properties and nodal displacements. 
This is the form described earlier for the finite element method. In 
the later, the equations of equilibrium are set-up in terms of the 
internal element forces as unknowns. Further equations are obtained if 
the system is statically indeterminate by using the conditions of 
compatibilty at a selected number of internal points in terms of the so 
called ’redundant’ forces. The nodal displacements can then be found 
from the element force-displacement properties once the forces are 
known.
In the past, argument had raged as to which of the two methods is 
better. Although there are still some programs written with the 
flexibility method, it is now considered that the stiffness method for 
the time being is the better of the two.
All the methods of discrete idealisation involve appreciable 
quantities of linear algebra which must be organised into a systematic 
sequence of operations. The use of matrix algebra is a convenient 
method of defining the various processes involved in the analysis. 
Furthermore, the formulation of a specific method of analysis in matrix 
algebra is ideally suited for subsequent solution on the computer and it 
also allows f^or an easy and systematic compilation of the required data.
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In the stiffness method of analysis which is used from now on, the 
equations of the linear structure may be written as 
Kd = W . . . 2.4.1
where K is referred to as the stiffness matrix for the structure, d is 
the unknown displacements at the nodes and W the appended load vector.
With the advent of computer came a different type of problem in 
structural analysis. The solution of equation 2.4.1 which is a set of 
simultaneous algebraic equations that has arisen from the numerical 
methods of analysis has become of prime importance. This could be 
attested to by the amount of work done on improvement of solution 
algorithms. The economy of the structural analysis is now critically 
dependent upon the time used for the solution of simultaneous equations 
and the capacity of the available computer. It has been shown 
(Spillers, 1967) that 1/3 to 1/2 the computer time involved in small 
deflection or small strain analysis is used in solving simultaneous 
equations. In non-linear analyses, the solution of the simultaneous 
equations requires as much as 80 percent of the computer analysis time.
Because of the proportion of this problem, certain properties of 
the structures and the stiffness matrix have been used to reduce the 
computer storage and/or time for the analysis. Some of these are 
briefly described.
2.4.2 PARTITIONING AND SUBSTRUCTURING
Tocher(1966) pointed out that reduction in the storage could be 
achieved for partitioned matrices by changing conventional calculation 
sequence. There are two major methods that make use of these 
partitions. Kron(1963) described a method of tearing and
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interconnection while Prezemieniecki(1963) described a procedure for 
dividing the structure to provide the capability of handling large 
structures when the ability exists to handle small matrices. Both 
Kron’s and Prezemienicki’s methods form the basis of the method of 
substructuring which will now be briefly described.
Method of Substructuring
In this method of analysis, the complete structure is initially 
partitioned into a number of substructures whose boundaries are 
specified arbitarily, including even the possibilty of one structure 
being inside another. However, it should be pointed out that, the 
method of partitioning affects subsequent matrix operations and 
therefore special care must be exercised to ensure that the substructure 
boundaries are selected in the most economical manner.
This method of analysis consists essentially of separate analysis 
of each substructure, with all the degrees of freedom on common 
boundaries completely constrained, followed then, by the relaxation of 
these boundaries to ensure equilibrium and the calculation of the 
substructure boundary displacements. Naturally, the solution for the 
boundary displacements involves considerably smaller number of unknowns 
compared with the solution for the complete structure without 
partitioning. Each substructure can then be analysed separately again 
under known substructure loading and boundary displacements and this can 
be achieved without much difficulty since the substructures analyses 
would be of a relatively small size. Peterson and Popov(1977), Noor and 
Kamel(1978) and Dodds and Lopez(1980) give in great detail the current 
procedure for organising the method of substructuring in the stiffness 
method of structural analysis.
22
COMMENT
The method of substructuring, provides the capability of treating 
large structures when the ability exists to handle small matrices, and 
it is not possible to analyse the full structure in one go with the 
available computer. However, the number of operations cannot be
decreased by partitioning. Moreover, partitioning incurs large data 
search penalties. Furthermore, most space structures cannot be easily 
split into reasonable substructures, that will result in any reduction 
in the number of operations.
The technique has however, an obvious advantage when the structural 
system can be split into some similar substructures. This makes it
possible to analyse only one of the similar substructures, therefore 
reducing the cost of analysis depending on the number of such similar 
substructures in the original structure.
2.4.3 SYMMETRY
Another important property of structures that is utilised to 
overcome the problem of solving large structural systems is the use of 
symmetry. Especially in space structures, it is not unusual for the 
configurations to contain one or more planes of bilateral or mirror 
image symmetry. That is, there exists one or more planes in which all
the properties of the structure lying to one side form an exact image of
the corresponding properties of the structure on the other side. The 
properties include every detail of the structure such as interconnection 
pattern, geometry, member cross-sections, material properties, support 
conditions, jointing method etc. Assuming that the response of the
23
structure is linear, then irrespective of the distribution of loading, 
the storage requirement for the analysis of the problem can be reduced 
by taking advantage of symmetry. The types of symmetry that are mainly 
used in structural analysis, are; 1) Bilateral symmetry with its 
special cases of two-plane symmetry and three-plane symmetry and 2) 
cyclic symmetry, also with its special cases which include translational 
symmetry and axial symmetry. An example of bilateral symmetry is shown 
in Fig 2.2. These two are the fundamental types of symmetry and all 
other types types of symmetry are special cases of them. In the case of 
bilateral symmetry, the special cases depend on the number of planes of 
bilateral symmetry existing in the structure. For cyclic symmetry, the 
special cases depend on the angle of cyclic symmetry. There are many 
excellent references such as Nooshin and ButterworthC1973), 
ButterworthC1981), WilliamsC1979) covering all these types of symmetry. 
Notably among them is Nooshin and ButterworthC1973) which gives an 
excellent treatment of cyclic symmetry with extensions to translational 
and axial symmetry.
trimmfrr
a) b )  0
Fig 2.2
Fig 2.2b shows the loading for symmetric analysis and Fig 2.2c show 
the loading arrangement for skew symmetric analysis. Both Figs 2.2b and 
2.2c are used to replace the original configuration of Fig 2.2a.
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COMMENT
Symmetry could be used to overcome the problem of storage and 
reduce cost of computation. However, extensive use of symmetry cannot
be made since structures in addition to unsymmetric loading which
increases computational effort could also have unsymmetric boundary 
constraints. Thus, although the geometrical shape of most space 
structures could fall into one of the above forms of symmetry, the 
loading and support conditions rarely do thus reducing the gains from 
symmetry. Moreover, when there is unsymmetric loading, the amount of 
effort required to organise the data for the symmetric and skew
symmetric cases become very enormous. It could therefore be safe to
conclude that, once there is unsymmetric loading, there will not be any 
benefit by the use of symmetry as far as the number of operations are 
concerned over the full analysis of the structure. It will then only be 
useful when there is no storage facilities for the full analysis of the 
structure, whether that will be economical is another matter.
2.4.4 APPROXIMATE STIFFNESS METHODS
In this Section, details of some of methods which try to reduce the 
storage and computational effort through approximation are examined. 
The approximation is made in the layout of the structure itself to 
reduce the number of the resulting simultaneous equations or storage 
requirement for the analysis of the structure.
Kazma(1971) presented a method of approximately analysing double 
layer grids. The method consists of ignoring some terms in the 
stiffness matrix which are dependent on the bracing members as follows.
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The stiffness equation of 2.4.1 is written in a partitioned form as
Kuu Kuz du Wu
Kzu Kzz dz
------
1
N* 
I
where the subscript u relates to the x-y direction components of the 
stiffness matrix and z for z-direction. In expanded form, equation
2.4.2 becomes
Kuu du + Kuz dz = Wu . . . 2.4.3a
Kzu du + Kzz dz = Wz . . . 2.4.3b
Premultiplying equation 2.4.3b by Kzz"^ and rearranging 
dz = Kzz”  ^ Wz - Kzz^Kzu du . . 2.4.4
substituting into equation 2.4.3a and rearranging then 
(Kuu-Kuz Kzz-1 Kzu)du = Wu-Kuz Kzz”1Wz . .  2.4.5
Premultiplying by (Kuu - Kuz Kzz"^ Kzu)"^ then
du = (Kuu-KuzKzz-  ^ Kzu)“^(Wu -Kuz Kzz“  ^ Wz) . 2.4.6 
which can be substituted into equation 2.4.4 to give 
dz = Kzz”^  {Wz-Kzu(Kuu-KuzKzz“^Kzu)”^(Wu-KuzKzz”^Wz)} . 2.4.7
If Kb is the stiffness matrix of the bracing members and Kc is the 
stiffness matrix of chord members, that is the top and bottom members, 
it was shown that equation 2.4.1 could be replaced by
(Kc + tKb)d = W . . . 2.4.8
where Kb = tKb and t is a scalar, representing the relative axial 
rigidity of the bracing members to the chord members.
Equation 2.4.8 in partitioned form becomes
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(Kc)uu (Kc)uz
t t
(Kb)uu (Kb)uz du Wu
(Kc)zu (Kc)zz (Kb)zu (Kb)zz J dz Wz
2.4.9
The chord members will have zero projections in the z-direction so that 
(Kc)uu 0
Kc = 2.4.10
0 0
From equations 2.4.8, 2.4.9 and 2.4.10 then
Kuu = (Kc)uu + (Kb)uu = (Kc)uu + t(Kb)uu . . 2.4.11a
Kuz = (Kb)uz = t(Kb)uz . . . .  2.4.11b
Kzu = (Kb)zu = t(Kb)zu . . . . 2.4.11c
Kzz = (Kb)zz = t(Kb)zz . . . .  2.4.11d
Substituting these into equations 2.4.6 and 2.4.7 then
du = [(Kc)uO + t(Kb*)uu]”  ^ Wu* . . 2.4.12a
dz = (Kb)”1zz Wz* . . . .  2.4.12b
where
(Kb*)uu = (Kb)uu - (Kb) uz(Kb)“^zz (Kb)zu . 2.4.13a
Wu* = Wu - (Kb)uz (Kb)~1zz Wz . 2.4.13b
Wz* = Wz - (Kb)zu du . . . . 2.4.13c
It was then argued that although the displacement vector is
dependent on t, it appeared to have little effect on its values obtained 
from exact* analysis. An approximation was therefore introduced by
ignoring the term t(Kb*)uu in equation 2.4.12a, so that
Ju = (Kc)“^uu Wu* 2.4.14
which gives
(Kc)uu du = Wu* . . . .  
the symbol on d denotes approximate du.
2.4.15
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The solution of equation 2.4.15 gives approximate values for du. 
The approximate values are then used to substitute in equation 2.4.13c 
and then in equation 2.4.12b to obtain dz without further 
approximations.
This method will obviously reduce the storage requirement for the 
analysis of double layer grids, but whether it would reduce the required 
computing time is doubtful. The main reason is that it requires 
tremendous data search in sorting out the z-direction components for 
each node which increases the computing time.
Another approximate method which is sometimes used is the 
replacement of planar trussed structure with a regular bay configuration 
of between 1 to N bays by an analogous prismatic I-beam. The 
construction of such analogous I-beam arose from intuitive ideas about 
the similarity of their action to that of substructures, which are 
planar trussed structures (Collings,1975). It has been thought that the 
flexural rigidity of such substructures derives mainly from the 
contribution of the chord members and that the flanges of an analogous 
I-beam, if given the appropriate chord areas, might perform similar 
functions. Likewise, since the bracing members provide a type of shear 
resistance, then the shear rigidity of the web of the I-beam would 
perform a similar function, but obviously in a different way. 
Relationships are then given for the establishment of analogous 
cross-sectional areas of the I-beam based on the properties of the 
substructures of the planar truss. For example, the thickness of the 
web of an analogous I-beam is obtained by dividing the volume of the 
bracings of the substructures by the area of the substructure. That is,
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tv; = volume of the bracing members of the substructure 
area of the substructure
Based on these assumptions, the analogous beam is obtained and used in 
the analysis presenting only two nodes to the overall stiffness matrix.
This method will obviously reduce computational effort required and 
indeed was used in the design calculation of the Heathrow hanger which 
was completed in 1973. However, the structure must be laid out in such 
a way that such substructures as required by the method can be obtained.
These two methods of approximate stiffness matrix are very specific 
to the type of space structures they could be applied to. They are very 
restricted in use. There is therefore, the need to have an approximate 
method which can be applied to different types of space structures.
2.5 EQUATION SOLVERS
In the later Subsections of 2.4, the methods of analysis which
utilised the properties of the structural system to reduce the number of 
algebraic operations or to minimise storage were discussed. The present 
Section is intended to discuss those techniques which are used to solve 
the large simultaneous equations which result from the stiffness method 
of analysis. No attempt is made to modify the structure itself. The 
inherent properties of the stiffness matrix which result in the method 
of analysis are made use of or the data for the analysis of the
structure are arranged in such a manner as to produce simultaneous 
equations, which though not reduced, appear in such a way that the
arithmetic operations needed is greatly reduced and/or the storage 
minimised
As has been pointed out, the stiffness matrix method produces a
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stiffness matrix which forms the coefficient matrix for solving the 
displacements. The problem is to solve equation 2.4.1 which is a set of 
simultaneous equations. When the displacements at the nodes are known, 
the forces are then calculated.
There are two main methods of solving simultaneous equations. 
These are the iterative method and the direct method.
2.5.1 THE ITERATIVE METHOD
The iterative method in equation solving in structural analysis has 
been used for quite sometime and there are excellent publications such 
as Nooshin and MakowskiC1966), Fox(1964), Raltson and RabinowltzC1978) 
which covered it very well. The Gauss-Seidel iteration method with its 
extension of the method of successive over relaxation technique commonly 
abbreviated as SOR is also well documented. There was even a time when 
it was thought to be the best solution for large systems. 
Understandably, because it has both advantages and disadvantages 
compared with the direct method which will be considered in the sequel. 
It has the following advantages:
1) Central memory storage demand is reduced.
2) Triangular decomposition which is the most expensive part of direct 
solution is eliminated. However, it has the following disavantages:
1) There is no fore-knowledge on how many iterations are necessary to 
achieve an acceptable solution (often hundreds or thousands of 
iterations may be required).
2) The value of the over-relaxtion factor w used in the over-relaxation 
technique can change significantly, the convergence, and there may be 
need to continuosly change its value during the solution to achieve an
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optimal value.
3) In non-linear or multiple right-hand sides, no advantage (except 
perhaps with the optimum w value) can be taken of a previous solution 
process as the whole iteration process must be repeated.
As a result of the disadvantages of the iterative method, the
direct method of solution of the stiffness equation has come to be 
accepted as the most suitable process.
2.5.2 DIRECT METHOD
There has been a lot of interest shown in finding suitable methods 
for direct solution of the stiffness matrix equation and modifications 
to overcome the problems of storage and computing time.
There are three main types of direct method of solution of
simultaneous equations. These are the Gauss, Jordan and Aitken 
elimination methods. It has however been shown (Klyuyev and 
Kokovkin-Scherbak,1965) that there is no other method which involves 
less operations than the Gaussian elimination method. It has therefore 
been accepted as the most suitable method of solving simultaneous 
equations. Many modifications of the technique exists which take into 
account the various properties of the stiffness matrix as well as the 
working of the computer to produce a more efficient elimination
technique. These properties include;
1) Symmetry
2) Positive definiteness
3) The possibility of making the elements be disposed in a band 
form about the main diagonal
4) The positions of the initial non-zero and computed non-zero
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coefficients of the stiffness matrix can be predicted before the 
solution. As a result, all other zero coefficients of the stiffness 
matrix need not be stored.
Simple Gaussian elimination takes no advantage of the 
characteristics of the stiffness matrix. There are therefore
modifications of the Gaussian elimination to make it more compact. 
Other methods develop an efficient equation solution routines which 
takes advantage of the properties of the stiffness matrix. A method 
which attempts to make Gaussian elimination more compact is that
proposed by Cholesky. Two techniques which makes use of the properties
of the stiffness matrix are the banded solution technique and the
frontal solution technique.
Using the simple Gaussian elimination, for example to analyse a 
space structure with six degrees of freedom at each node, and A nodes, 
the total number of equations n is 6xA. If the struture has C load 
cases, the storage requirement would be n^ + nC while the total 
number of operations will be about n^/3 + Cn^.
It is however, incorrect to suggest that it is always possible to 
minimise both storage and number of operations at the same time nor is 
the most efficient solution technique necessarily the one that has the 
smallest storage. Also, it is equally incorrect to base the cost of 
analysis of a structure entirely on the number of operations. A further 
point to consider is the amount of index calculation which may give rise 
to a significant proportion of the solution cost.
These methods which try to improve the simple Gaussian elimination 
by reducing storage and/or computing time, are discussed in the 
subsequent subsections.
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2.5.2.1 BANDED SOLUTION TECHNIQUE
The method of arranging the data for the analysis of a structure 
such that the resulting stiffness matrix appear in a banded form is 
perhaps one of the oldest method used in the direct solution of the 
simultaneous equations arising from the numerical method of structural 
analysis. It was only necessary to store values within the band and 
operate on them since all values outside the band involved multiplying 
zero by zero and storing zero. In this way, savings are made in both 
time and storage in the computer.
A further saving in storage and computer time is also made by 
making use of the symmetric properties of the stiffness matrix thus only 
coefficients which lie inside the upper part of the band, together with 
the leading diagonal terms need be stored and operations performed only 
on coefficients in this area. The number of locations per node is given 
by
BW = (ms + 1)f + C . . 2.5.1
where ms is the maximum node-number difference at the ends of any 
member. The term f is the number of degrees of freedom per node.
Assuming the band is ’full' of initial and computed non-zero
coefficients, the number of operations is approximately,
2
n(BW /2 + nC) . . . . 2.5.2
This is a substantial reduction from those of the simple Gaussian 
elimination since BW is always very much smaller than n
For any given structure, there is a varying bandwidth and as it has 
been shown, the efficiency of the technique depends very much on the 
minimisation of the bandwith. Because the time required to solve a
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linear system increases in direct proportion with the square of the 
bandwidth (for a given system), the reason for bandwidth minimisation is 
obvious. For example, a reduction in bandwidth of 5 0 %  represents a 
reduction in solution time of 75%.
The problem of bandwidth minimisation has therefore received
considerable attention. Grooms(1972) presented a method based on
systematic movement of rows that are far apart and coupled together to 
an optimum nearness. Alway and MartinO965) presented another method 
based on limited enumeration. For an N x N symmetric matrix, there are 
N! ways in which the rows (and corresponding columns) can be arranged. 
Akyuz and Utku(1968) presented iterative methods of bandwidth reduction. 
The scheme moves rows closer to the centre of the matrix in an effort to
reduce or leave unchanged the area within the band. Rosen(1968)
performed row interchanges (two at a time) that either reduce or leave
the bandwidth the same. Cuthill and Mckee(1969) took entirely different 
approach to the problem. They looked at connectivity matrix and then
using the ideas of graph theory, decided on a way to renumber the nodes 
which is the same as rearranging the rows and columns of the 
connectivity matrix. This amount of interest shows the importance of
the bandwidth reduction on the efficiency of the band solution
technique.
The banded technique is generally very efficient for in-core 
problems, but attention has also been directed towards the development 
of out of core band techniques for very large systems. These may be 
divided into three groups
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1) Physical Blocking
Considering for example, the box girder shown in Fig 2.3, it is 
possible to define the stiffness coefficients associated with all
\
Fig 2.3
degrees of freedom in any one section as a block. The elimination of
all unknowns of block i clearly will affect only the stiffness
coefficients associated with block i+1 . Consequently, only two such
blocks must be in core at any one time and the step by step solution
process would be as follows.
1) The stiffness coefficients for the first structure segment is formed.
2) All unknowns in block 1 (section 1) are eliminated thereby 
modifying the coefficients of block 2.
3) The reduced block 1 is saved on storage tape, drum or disk, 
henceforth called peripheral storage and block 2 is moved into 
its place and the area previously occupied by block 2 initialised.
4) The stiffness of the structure segment 2 is assembled and added 
to the partially modified stiffness coefficients of block 2.
5) All unknowns of block 2 (section 2) are eliminated, thereby
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modifying the coefficients of block 3.
6) These are continued until the last block has been reduced
7) Backsubstitution is straightforward requiring only one block at a 
time in core, which is called from the peripheral storage, 
starting with the last one.
It is the characteristic of physical blocking that the bounds for 
bandwidth m are prescribed in terms of the number of equations per block 
nb. That is,
nb < m 2nb - - - 2.5.6
2. Variable Blocking With m Less or Equal to nb
The restriction on the block length posed by equation 2.5.6 seldom
permits efficient utilisation of available core memory. Efficient
utilisation of the core memory can however, be achieved more easily by
determining the number of equations in a block from the expression
nb = ncore . . . 2.5.7
2(m + C)
where ncore = the amount of memory available for the equations, 
m = the bandwidth,
C = the number of load cases.
Now of course, the physical meaning of an equation block is lost but 
exactly the same solution procedure applies as in the case of physical 
blocking.
3. Variable Blocking With m Greater than nb
If the given equation is so large that equation 2.5.7 yields a 
number of equations per block that is smaller than the bandwidth, then
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the elimination of any block affects not only the other block in core,
but also one or more subsequent blocks that are not in core (Fig 2.4).
In this case, the following step by step solution procedure would be 
followed.
Fig 2.4
1) The equation blocks 1 and 2 are formed in core and they are
modified due to the elimination of all equations of block 1.
2) The partially modified block 2 are stored on some temporary file N1
and equation block 3 is formed in its place.
3) Block 3 are modified due to the elimination of all equations of
block 1.
4) Steps 2 and 3 are repeated for all remaining blocks that are affected 
by the elimination of the first block (up to block 6 in Fig 2.4a).
5) Block 1 is saved on some peripheral storage file N3.
6) File N1 is rewound and the partially reduced blocks 2 and 3 are 
read into the core.
7) Blocks 2 and 3 are modified due to elimination of all equations in 
block 2.
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8) The partially modified block 3 is saved on some temporary storage 
file N2 and equations of block 4 read into its place.
9) Block 4 is modified due to the elimination of all equations of 
block 2.
10) Steps 8 and 9 are repeated for all the remaining blocks that are 
affected by the elimination of block 2.
11) This process is repeated while switching the designation of file N1 
and N2 until the last block is reduced completely.
12) The backward substitution is straightforward, requiring the 
presence of only one block in core at a time.
When reducing the matrix by columns instead of rows, most of the
operations involving zero multipliers can be avoided(Meyer,1973). In 
this case, blocks of columns have to be manipulated (Fig 2.4b). An out 
of core band routine with this capability was developed by Wilson
etal(1975).
As the preceeding outline illustrates the total solution time 
includes a considerable amount of periheral processing for transferring 
equation blocks between central memory and backup storage. Moreover, 
the ratio of peripheral to central processor time increase with m/nb 
ratio because for any given core storage available, the number of
in-core operations between blocks shifts decreases from approximatetly 
nbm^/2 for nb ) m to mnb^/2 for nb < m
2.5.2.2 FRONTAL SOLUTION TECHNIQUE
The frontal solution technique first presented by Irons(1970) has 
proved to be an effective method for the solution of the large number of 
simultaneous equations arising from the stiffness method of structural
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analysis.
The technique is basically Gaussian elimination with ' special 
housekeeping proceedure for handling the structural stiffness matrices. 
The housekeeping procedure enables element stiffness and load matrices 
to be transferred into the computer central memory sequentially from a 
file and the structure stiffness and load matrices are assembled and 
solved a section at a time. This enables both small and large 
structures to be handled efficiently.
The frontal solution requires that the equations are solved in a 
certain order to keep the frontwidth and thus the total number of 
arithmetic operations to a minimum. The frontwidth is controlled by the 
order in which the element matrices are introduced into the central 
memory. Apart from the increased cost of solution, inefficiency in the 
order in which the elements are presented may cause a modest sized 
structure to become too large to be solved by the frontal solution 
technique.
In this solution technique, each element is given a unique element 
number. The location of each element is defined by its node numbers 
which must be specified in a certain order. The element numbers for the 
structure may have omissions and need not start at one, however, since 
frontal solution normally solves the structure equations according to 
ascending element numbers it may be necessary to number the elements 
consecutively and accross the narrow direction of structure to minimise 
frontwidth. Sometimes however, it may be more convenient to number the 
elements to suit data generation. In this case the frontwidth is 
minimised using a frontwidth mininmisation technique.
The node numbers for a structure may also have omissions and do not
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have to start at one. The manner of node numbering does not affect the
frontal solution technique and may be done to suit data generation.
This also allows the addition or deletion of elements in subsequent
analysis without the need to renumber the entire mesh.
PROCEDURE
The frontal solution calls the element stiffness and load matrices 
into the central memory in the order determined by the user and 
assembles a pseudo-triangular structural stiffness matrix due to 
symmetry of the stiffness matrix. The corresponding load matrices is 
also assembled. Any equations which are complete are immediately 
eliminated so that the size (the frontwidth) of the triangular 
structural stiffness and thus the central memory requirement is 
minimised. This strategy enables the technique to be used to solve 
large structure matrices for a given size of central memeory.
When an element stiffness matrix is ' introduced into the central 
memory and assembled into the structure stiffness matrix together with 
the loads, then any completed equations are immediately eliminated
leaving the space vacated for new equation. For example, consider the 
seven-element five-node structure shown in Fig 2.5. Recalling equation
2.4.1 written as
Kd = W . . . 2.5.8
Assuming a single degree of freedom per node, then after assembling 
of the first element as numbered in Fig 2.5, the state of the matrix 
without considering symmetry is as follows
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where the superscripts denotes the element number from which matrix
entry was derived. At this stage no node is fully summed and element 
number 2 has to be assembled. Assembling element 2 the matrix becomes
or
a i
p - n  
I\, 1 c.
a !~  -n
i -r K  1 1
1 / 1 9  
IV I J
d 1
K 2 1 K 2 2 0
d 2
z
K 3 1 0 K 3 3
d 3
12
K 1 1 k 'i 2 K Z1 3
d 1
K 2 1 K !2 2 0
d 2
X
K 3 1 0 1 ^ 3 3
d 3
_ . , .
n
w i + w I
W2
v h
ii
W1
W2
i
W3
2.5.10a
2.5.10b
At this stage, node 1 has been fully summed and therefore can be 
12,
eliminated. The K11 coefficient may be used as a pivot to eliminate d ^ . 
Rows 2 and 3 which are not yet fully summed cannot be eliminated until 
further assembly of element equations. The resulting matrix after 
elimination of d^ is thus
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2.5.11
The eliminated row is then stored in the peripheral storage available. 
It could be observed that although rows 2 and 3 were altered before they 
were fully summed, the terms substracted involved only those components 
involving node 1 which were complete. Subtraction of the Gaussian 
elimination products does not increase the storage required since no 
terms are involved other than those found in equation 2.5.10b. The row 
left by the elimination of d 1 is n0w ready to receive terms of node 4 
due to the assembly of elements 3 and 4. On assembling of these 
elements, the front matrix becomes
3
K44
3
K24
3
K42
1
K22
1
K21
12
Kll
2
K31
12
Kll
1 3 if
K12 + K22 + K22
1 4
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12
Kll
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2
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2
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12
Kll
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K13 + K33
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K21 12 3 4
Wl + W2 + W2
12
Kll
2
K31
12
Kll
12 4
. Wl + W3
2.5.12
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From this, row 2 which has now been fully summed can be eliminated to 
give room for the introduction of node number 5. The process continues 
until all the nodes are eliminated.
If the nodes 1, 2, 3 had been numbered say 6, 3, 1 respectively,
there would have been no difference and the routine would only record 
that the first equation is from node 6 and the second from node 3 and so 
on. Each operation refers to the degrees of freedoms at a particular 
node, so that at any stage of the solution, the front consists of all 
the nodes which are in the central memory, with equations or rows which 
are complete and ready for elimination and those which are not yet 
complete.
The equation solution is therefore visualised as progressing like a 
wave over the structure. At any given time, the front is the total 
number of active degrees of freedom. These are associated with the 
partially processed degrees of freedom. For example, if there is only 
one degree of freedom per node in the single line element of Fig 2.6 and 
all the node numbers less than eight have been treated in the structure, 
then the frontwidth is 10. The ten circled nodes lie within the front 
shown as a region bounded by the outer dotted line which encloses 
partially processed nodes and the inner dotted line which encloses fully 
processed and eliminated nodes. In general, the frontwidth will vary in 
size throughout the solution and the maximum frontwidth is important 
since, as has been pointed out earlier, it determines the size of the 
central memory required to solve the structure stiffness matrix.
In the structure shown in Fig 2.6, the maximum frontwidth is 10. 
At the next step, node 13 will be enveloped and node 8 eliminated. It
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FIG 2.6
is necessary to minimise frontwidth since the solution cost is 
proportional to the sum of the squares of the frontwidth throughout the 
solution. Most computer centres charge their customers according to an 
effective time t computed as
t = a CP + B PP - - - 2.5.13
where CP is the central processor time 
PP is the Peripheral processor time
a and B depend on the charging system of the particular computer 
centre(Willoughby,1969).
The frontwidth is determined by the order in which the elements are 
introduced into the central memory and this is usually controlled by the 
user.
Consider the finite element mesh for plane stress analysis shown in
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Fig 2.7. The elements are numbered accross the narrow direction. Using 
increasing element number as the order of analysis, the solution 
frontwidth will be optimum. As each element is introduced into the 
central memory, the solution process proceeds as shown in Table 2.1. 
TABLE 2.1
Element Nodes in Central Nodes with Complete Frontwidth (= No.
Memory Equations that are of Nodes in CM x
Eliminated Degrees of freedom
1 1 2 7 6 1 8
2 12 2 7 6 .11 6 11 10
3 12 2 7 3 8 2 10
4 12 13 7 3 8 12 7 10
5 4 13 9 3 8 3 10
6 4 13 9 14 8 13 8 10
7 4 5 9 14 10 4 5 10
8 15 0 9 14 10 15 9 14 10 10
CM denotes central memory.
1
6
3
7
in
00
7
9
2
11 12
6
13
C
O
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The front nodes in the central memory at each stage are shown in the 
second column and they constitute the active nodes which are partially 
assembled and those that are fully assembled and ready to be eliminated. 
The third column of Table 2.1 contains the nodes that are fully summed 
and eliminated. The frontwidth is shown in the last column. The 
maximum frontwidth is 10 for this optimum solution order and it is not 
possible to reduce it any further.
If an inefficient solution order was specified for the same 
structure by numbering the elements along the longer length as shown in 
Fig 2.8, the frontwidth will be increased. The frontal solution would
1 2 3 1
1 2 3 1
s 7 8 8
5 6 7 8
11 12 13 11
FIB 2.8
have proceeded as shown in Table 2.2
The maximum frontwidth is now 14, and this requires both more 
central memory space and more computing time to produce a solution. The 
central memory requirements for the frontal solution are approximately
1/2 x (maximum frontwidth)2 
and the computing time is approximately
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TABLE 2.2
Element Nodes in Central Nodes with Frontwidth (= No.
Memory Complete Equations of Nodes in CM x
that are Eliminated Degrees of freedom
1 1 2 7 6 1 8
2 3 2 7 6 8 6 11 10
3 3 4 7 6 8 9 3 12
4 5 4 7 6 8 9 10 4 5 14
5 12 11 7 6 8 9 10 11 6 14
6 12 13 7 0 8 9 10 12 7 14
7 14 13 0 0 8 9 10 13 8 14
8 14 15 0 0 0 9 10 14 15 9 10 14
C x total degrees of freedom x Average frontwidth 
where C depends on the machine used(LUSAS,1980). The later solution 
would therefore be approximately twice as expensive as the former hence 
the need to minimise the frontwidth.
Frontwidth Minimisation
Since the efficiciency of the frontal solution technique is 
dependent on the size of the frontwidth, it becomes very important to 
have techniques that could automatically minimise the frontwidth of a 
badly numbered elements for a frontal solver. RazzaqueC1980) presented 
an indirect method based on Grooms algorithm of bandwidth automatic 
reduction mentioned in subsection 2.5.2.1. It involves obtaining first 
a node numbering of the mesh which gives a minimum bandwidth or as near 
minimum as possible using Groom’s algorithm. Based on this node 
numbering, the elements are renumbered in an ascending order of their
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least node numbers. Therefore, if the least numbered node of an element 
is 2 and that of another is 3, then the former is given an element 
number smaller than the later. In other words, the element with 3 as 
its least number is assembled after that with 2. Razzaque admitted that 
it is not possible to show that the resulting frontwidth from this 
technique is always optimum.
A method of frontwidth minimisation which is based on formex 
algebra is presented in Chapter 3.
Advantages of the Frontal Solution Technique:
1) When a large number of elements share one central node the frontwidth 
is less than bandwidth. However, this does not happen often in finite 
element.
2) If there are midside nodes storage is minimised. For example, 
consider the finite element mesh shown in Fig 9 which is a part of a 
large structure. After element 13, the frontal routine would have
,28 ,30 ,31
FIG 2.r
eliminated nodes 10 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 and 23 with the active nodes 
being 16 17 18 28 29 30 31 32 and 24. Thus the frontwidth is 9x number
of degrees of freedom per node. For band routine, the only nodes that
could be eliminated after member 13 are 10 11 12 13 14 and 15. The 
active nodes will be 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 28 29 30 31 • and 32
giving a bandwidth of 14x number of degrees of freedom per node. The 
frontal technique makes a saving of more than 100 percent in both 
storage and number of operations. However, if a band minimisation 
algorithm is used to renumber the mesh, the difference between the 
bandwidth and the frontwidth will not be as much, if any.
Disadvantages
1) The frontal technique fails when the core storage of the computer 
cannot store all the coefficients in the active zone. That is to say, 
that the front stiffness must fit into the core of the available 
computer. However, Ida and Lord(1984) presented an out of core frontal 
solution technique but at a very large increase in time more than that 
by out of core banded method.
2) During the stiffness matrix reduction, more operations are involved 
in the inner loop of the reduction process.
4) There is tremendous amount of complex organisation and indexing. 
Unless the input data specifies the last appearance of each variable, 
this has to be sorted out in addition to the nodal destination search. 
Therefore the gain in computer time is less than
bandwidth/frontwidth(Irons,1969). When the frontwidth is equal to the 
bandwidth as in most space structures, the extra logics cause losses in 
time compared to the time for the banded solution technique.
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2.5.2.3 CHOLESKY'S METHOD
In this Subsection, in addition to the mention of the Cholesky's 
method, the skyline method which reduces storage is also briefly 
described.
The Cholesky’s method assumes from the outset that the coefficient 
matrix is symmetric and obtain a triangular decomposition of the form 
K = L Lt . . . 2.5.14
where L is a lower triangular matrix. The algorithm for Cholesky’s 
triangular decomposition is well known and it is not thought necessary 
to show it here.
As a result of the assumption of symmetry at the outset in 
Cholesky's method, it is necessary to store only the lower triangular 
matrix and obtain the transpose when required. This reduces by almost 
half the required storage for the coefficient matrix. Still larger 
savings in storage can be achieved if only the terms within a non-zero 
band are stored. It is possible to reduce the required storage and 
computational effort still further by storing only the necessary part of 
the upper triangular portion of the stiffness matrix by columns, as 
shown in Fig 2.10.
This was done by Bathe and WilsonC1976), Mondkar and Powell(1974a), 
Mondkar and Powell(1974b) and FelippaC1975) for symmetric matrices. 
Now, it is necessary to store and compute only within the non-zero 
profile of the equations. This method of storage has definite 
advantages over a banded storage. First, it always requires less 
storage; second, the storage requirements are not severely affected by 
a few very long columns as shown in Fig 2.10, and last, it is very easy 
to use vector dot product routines to effect the tringular decomposition
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and forward reduction(Mondkar and Powell,1974b). This last fact is very 
important to modern machines which are vector oriented. The columns 
above the principal diagonal or the rows below the diagonal are stored
in a single subscript array as shown in Fig 2.10. A pointer array is
used to locate the diagonal elements. The assembly of the global
stiffness matrix stored in profile form is accomplished using a pointer
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array. To facilitate the assembly, a destination vector is established 
for each element. Each element of the vector contains the equation 
number corresponding row and/or column in the global arrays for a 
corresponding row and/or column of the element arrays. Logical 
variables are set to define which array or arrays are to be assembled.
The capacity of the program can be extended by making use of the 
out-core methods described in Subsection 2.5.2.1. This will greatly 
increase the size of structure which the program could be used to 
analyse.
2.5.2.5 RESUMABLE SEGMENTED GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION
Sometimes, the amount of time required for the solution of large 
system of linear algebraic equations by the Gaussian elimination may be 
underestimated in commercial computer systems. This underestimation of 
the computer times often leads to unwanted termination of the solution 
even when there is sufficient core storage for the successful completion 
of the analysis. Pao(1981) presented a method which will make it 
possible to resume a Gaussian elimination which has stopped or when 
there is time constraint in the available computer.
The method is similar to the out-core banded technique of 
Subsection 2.5.2.1 with slight modifications. The modifications are 
made in the indexing of the solution algorithms as the decomposition and 
backsubstitution are carried out. These indexes include recording the 
blockings, the filing of the pivots and a well documented manner of 
peripheral storages. These will make it possible to resume the solution 
if the allotted time finishes and the solution abborted without 
completion of the analysis.
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C H A P T E R  3
DATA GENERATION
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The solution of large structural systems by computer does not only 
pose the problem of analysis, but the computer has to be given a 
detailed description of the structure necessary for the analysis, 
namely, the data which include the interconnection pattern, the element 
and material properties and the node or element numbering depending on 
the solution technique being used. This task of giving the computer, 
the data for small structures is simple and straightforward. It 
involves inputting into the computer what is known, in the way the 
programmer intended it to be given. However, for large systems, the 
amount of information to be input to the computer, makes the whole 
process time consuming and error prone. As a result of this and the 
realisation that the natural regularity of structures could be 
exploited, considerable interest in automatic data generation has been 
shown and it is still continuing. Most of these methods are limited in 
scope and lack any form of generality. Some of them are, in addition, 
very complicated and cannot be easily used in the design office, nor can 
1 they be easily adapted for use by designers.
A very powerful method which has revolutionised the whole process 
of data generation, is given a sound mathematical footing and simplicity 
in the formex algebra, a concept proposed by NooshinC1975). The process 
excels in its simplicity and universal applicability and this will be 
discussed in the sequel. The discussion is also extended to cover the
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use of formex algebra in the frontwidth minimisation for the frontal 
solution technique.
3.2 THE ELEMENTS OF FORMEX ALGEBRA
Formex algebra is a mathematical system used to process and
organise a collection of entities or configurations. It includes
abstract entities called formices and a set of rules used in their 
manipulation to organise the configurations. The word configuration is 
used in its widest sense and a structural system may be viewed as a
collection of inter-related entities. The concepts of formex algebra
may therefore conveniently and efficiently be used, to deal with both 
the representation of structural configuration and the automatic 
generation of data.
Every algebra is a set of abstract objects, a set of relations, 
operations and functions. In formex algebra the abstract objects are 
called ’formices'.
3.2.1 FORMICES
The simplest abstract object in formices is called a ’uniple’. It 
is simply a single integer. Examples of uniples are 2, 4, 3+2, i+3 
where i must be an integer variable.
A sequence of one or more uniples is called a ’reglet’. It is 
written in the form
[U1,U2,. . . .,Un]
where U represents a uniple and n is known as the ’grade’ of the reglet 
and it is the number of uniples that constitute a reglet. If the reglet
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is of the first grade, (that is, n=1), the enclosing brackets are 
dropped.
For example, 
[6,2,-48]
5
[8,-i,8,j]
and
3i+j
is a reglet of third grade, 
is a reglet of the first grade, 
is a reglet of fourth grade
is a reglet of the first grade provided that i and 
j are integer variables.
A sequence of one or more reglets is called a ’maniple’. The 
reglets in a maniple must be of the same grade and this common grade is 
known as the grade of the maniple. The number of reglets in a maniple 
is called the ’plexitude’ of the maniple. A maniple is written in the 
form
[U11 ,U12,.... ,U1n; U21 ,U22,......,U2n;  ; Um1,Um2,......Umn]
where U11 is the first uniple of the first reglet of the maniple and Umn 
is the nth uniple of the mth reglet of the maniple. A maniple of the 
mth plexitude may be referred to as an ’mth-plex’ maniple. If m=n=1 , 
the enclosing brackets are omitted.
For example,
[3,2,1; 1,2,1; 2,2,1; 5,1,3] 
is a maniple of the third grade and fourth plexitude and 
[2i,j+5; i+j,2; 1,4-j] 
is a mainple of the second grade and third plexitude.
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A sequence of zero or more maniples is called a ’formex*. The 
maniples must be of the same grade and the common grade is the grade of 
the formex. The number of the maniples in a formex is called the 
’order’ of the formex. The maniples need not be of the same plexitude. 
A formex is written in the form
{M1,M2........... Mr}
where M denotes a maniple and r is the order of the formex. If r = 1 , 
then the enclosing curly brackets are omitted.
For example,
{[2,1; 1,1], [3,3; 2,31, [4,8; 10,22]} 
is a formex of the second grade and of the order 3 and 
{[1,3,1; 4,2,19], [3,1,25], [i,2i+j,k-1; 3,1,100],
[78,11,98; i-j,j,k+j; 3+k,2i,ij]} 
is a formex of.the fourth order and third grade. Also
[7,2; 9,2] is a formex of the first order and second grade,
[6,8,2] is a formex of the first order and third grade,
9 is a formex of the first order and first grade.
There are some component parts of a formex which have special 
names. For example, if a formex denoted by F is given by
{M1 ,M2,........... ,Mr}
then any one of the maniples M1, M2, . . . ., Mr is called a ’cantle’
of F. Also, if F is of the nth grade, then any reglet of the nth grade
which is contained in F. is called a ’signet’ of F. It may be noted 
that, whereas the terms ’uniple', ’reglet’, ’maniple’ or ’formex' may be 
used to refer to any of the following; a formex which is a part of
another formex or a formex which is not a part of another formex or a
formex which is viewed as an independent whole, irrespective of it being
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or not being a part of another formex (this is the sense that is usually 
implied unless otherwise indicated), the term ’signet’ or ’cantle’ is 
used exclusively, to refer to a formex which is a component part of 
another formex. Also, not all the maniples in a formex could be called 
cantles of the formex. For example, let a formex denoted by F be given 
by
{[3,2], [3,4; 4,4], [4,1]} 
then [3,2], [3,4;4,4] and [4,1] are cantles of F and [3,2], [3,4],
[4,4], and [4,1] are signets of F. However, though [4,4] is a maniple, 
it is not a cantle of F.
A formex that contains no cantle, is called the ’empty’ formex and
is represented by a pair of enclosing curly brackets {}. The empty
formex is considered to have a zero order and an arbitrary grade.
If the cantles of a formex are of the same plexitude, the formex is 
said to be a ’homogeneous’ formex. The common plexitude is the 
plexitude of the formex. If the cantles of a formex are not of the same 
plexitude, then the formex is said to be ’non-homogeneous'. The empty 
formex is considered to be a homogeneous formex of arbitrary plexitude.
A homogeneous formex of the first plexitude is called an ’ingot'. 
For instance,
{[3,1,9], [10,0,6], [300,1,26], [5,10,30]} 
is an ingot of the third grade and fourth order.
The serial position number of a cantle in a formex is called the
'orderate' of that cantle. For example, the formex given by 
{[3,3,1; 3,1,1], [3,1,1; 1,3,3], [3,3,3; 2,1,3]} 
is a homogeneous formex of the third grade, second plexitude and third 
order. The orderate of the cantle
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[3,3,3; 2,1,33 
is 3. The formex
{[1,2], [3,3; 2,2], [5,3; 2,0; 3,3], [i+j+k,2i+j]} 
is a non-homogeneous formex of the second grade and of order 4. The
orderate of the cantle 
[3,3; 2,2]
is 2.
3.2.2 RELATIONS AND OPERATIONS OF FORMICES
3.2.2.1 EQUALITY OF FORMICES
Two formices are said to be of the same 'constitution* if and only
if they .are of the same order and grade, and that every cantle in one is
of the same plexitude as the corresponding cantle in the other. For 
instance, the formices
{[11,13; 21,33], [3,2], [1,3; 39,40; 41,42]}
and
{[1,0; 41,22], [91,92], [23,i; i+j,k; 3,k]} 
are of the same constitution. Also, the formex 
{[1,3; 1,2], [3,3], [45,3; 34,1; 1,2]} 
is of the same constitution as the above two formices, but the formex 
{[3,3], [45,3; 34,1; 1,2], [1,3; 1,2]} 
is not.
Two formices are said to be 'equal' if and only if they are of the 
same constitution and that every uniple in one is equal to the 
corresponding uniple in the other. The conventional equality symbol is 
used to indicate the relationship of equality of formices. Thus, if a
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formex F is given by
{[6 ,9,10], [10,9,6]} 
and a formex G is given by
{[i+2,2j+3,k+4], [2i+2,3j,k]} 
then, F and G are equal provided that 
i=4, j=3 and k=6.
3.2.2.2 SEQUATIONS OF A FORMEX
Two formices are said to be sequations of each other provided that
one can be obtained from the other by a rearrangement Of the positions
of its cantles. This means that, the orderate of a cantle can be 2 in
one of the formices and M in the other. For example, if 
F = {[3,1,1; 1,3,33, [2,2,2; 2,1,1], [3,3,1])
then,
F1 = {[3,3,1], [3,1,1; 1,3,3], [2,2,2; 2,1,1])
and
F2 = {[2,2,2; 2,1,1], [3,3,1], [3,1,1; 1,3,3]) 
are sequations of F. Every formex is a sequation of itself and any 
formex of the first order has no other sequation than itself.
3.2.2.3 VARIANTS OF A FORMEX
Two formices are said to be variants of each other, if and only if 
they are of the same constitution and that every cantle in one may be 
obtained from the corresponding cantle of the other by a rearrangement 
of the positions of its signets. Thus, if
F = {[3,3,3; 1,1,1], [2,2,2], [2,1,1; 2,2,1; 1,1,2], [2,1,1]}
then
F1 = {[1,1,1 ;3,3,3], [2,2,2], [2,2,1; 2,1,1; 1,1,2], [2,1,1]}
and
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F2 = {[3,3,3; 1,1,1], [2,2,2], [2,2,1; 1,1,2; 2,1,1], [2,1,1]} 
are variants of F. Also if 
H = [3; 2; 5; 8]
then,
H 1 = [2; 3; 5; 8]
and
H2 = [8; 5; 2; 3] 
are variants of H.
3.2.2.4 PROLATE FORMEX
A formex is said to be 'prolate' if and only if it contains cantles 
that are variants of one another, otherwise, it is 'non-prolate'. Thus, 
the formices
{[1,2,3], [3,3,1], [3,6,4]}
and
{[2,2,3; 3,2,1], [1,1,3; 5,3,1], [8,9,2;. 4,1,4]}
are non-prolate as there is no cantle that is a variant of any other.
However, the formices
{[2,3,2; 3,3,1], [3,2,2; 4,2,2], [3,3,1; 2,3,2]}
and
{[4,3; 6,4], [4,5; 3,6], [6,4; 4,3], [3,6; 4,5]} 
are prolate. This is because, in the first formex, the cantles of
orderate 1 and 3 are variants of each other, while in the second formex, 
the cantles of orderate 1 and 3 are variants of each other and so are 
the cantles of.2 and 4.
3.2.2.5 COMPOSITION OF FORMICES
If F1 and F2 are two formices of the same grade, then the
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composition of F1 and F2 is defined as a formex F, that consists of all
the cantles of F1, appearing in the same order as in F1, followed by all
the cantles of F2, appearing in the same order as in F2. The relation
between F, F1 and F2 is written as 
F = F 1 # F2
The symbol # is referred to as the *duplus symbol* and is read as
’duplus*. Formices of different grades give an undefined composition
and therefore are never composed. For example, if 
F1={[2,7,5; 1,2,33, [8,11,12], [1,3,3]}
and
F2={[4,3,7; 5,7,93, [9,11,10]}
then
F1#F2={[2,7,5; 1,2,33, [8,11,12], [1,3,33, [4,3,7; 5,7,93, [9,11,10]} 
Formex composition has the following basic properties.
1) Formex composition is not commutative. That is, in general,
F1#F2 * F2//F1.
2) Formex compostion is associative, that is
(G1#G2)#G3 = G1#(G2#G3).
3) If E and F are two formices of the same grade, then the formices
E # F and F # E
are sequations of each other.
3.2.2.6 LIBRA NOTATION.
Let Fi denote a formex which is given in terms of an integer 
variable i. Also, let F with a subscript other than i, say j, represent 
a formex that is obtained by replacing every occurrence of i in Fi by j. 
Furthermore, let m and n be any two integers. A construct of the form
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is a shorthand form of writing a formex that is the result of the 
composition of a sequence of formices, each of which is obtained by
substituting a value for i in Fi. The symbol E  is called a 'libra
symbol', i is called a 'libra variable' and the construct —  is 
called a 'libra operator'. In the present work, this shorthand is 
written in the form 
lib(i=m,n)i Fi.
where the symbol i is called the 'rallus symbol' and is read as 'of'. 
The libra operator is therefore represented by lib(i=m,n)!. More 
specifically, if m < n, then
lib(i=m,n)!Fi = Fm # Fm+1 # ................ # Fn-1 # Fn
and if m = n
lib(i=m,n)i Fi = Fm 
and if m > n
lib(i=m,n)|Fi = Fm # Fm-1 # . . . . . #  Fn+1 # Fn.
For example, if Fi is given by 
{[2i,5; 3.i], Ci,3iD}
then
lib(i=0,3)iFi = {[2,5; 3,1], [1,3], [4,5; 3,2], [2,6], [6,5; 3,3],[3,9]) 
The formex F need not have the variable i. Therefore the following 
example is a perfectly valid libra composition, 
libCi = 1,2)i{[3,4,5; 2,3,3], [1,1,2]}
equals
{[3,4,5; 2,3,3], [1,1,2], [3,4,5; 2,3,3], [1,1,2]}
The general form of a libra composition is given by
lib(i 1 =m1 ,n1) i Iib(i2=m2 ,n2) i............ ! lib(ir=mr ,nr) iF
If r = 1 , the libra composition is said to be 'simple'. If r>1, then the
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libra composition is said to be ’nested’. Also, a nested libra 
composition that involves r libra operators may be referred to as an 
’r-nested’ libra composition. An example of a 3-nested libra compostion 
is given by
F = lib(i=2,3)ilib(j=i,i-1)ilib(k=2,2j-i)i[i,k,j] 
which is equal to
F=lib(j=2,1)ilib(k=2,2j-2)![2,k,j] # lib(j=3,2)ilib(k=2,2j-3)!C3,k,j] 
and in turn equal to
F=lib(k=2,2) i [2 ,k, 2] # lib(k=2,0) i [2 ,k, 1 ] // lib(k=2 ,3)! C3 ,k, 3] #
lib(k=2,1)![3 »k,2]
and finally
F = {[2,2,2], [2,2,1], [2,1,1], [2,0,1], [3,2,3], [3,3,3],
[3,2 ,2], [3,1,2]}
3.2.3 FORMEX PLOTS
A formex may be graphically represented and the resulting 
configuration is referred to as a formex plot. Also, every given 
geometric configuration may be represented by a formex. Herein lies the 
power of formices in aiding the analysis of structural systems and 
processing of configurations. This is because graphical representation 
is one of the most powerful means of expression through which a wide
range of abstract and physical situations may be handled and put into
view.
Any graphical representaion of a formex is referred to as a plot of 
that formex. Also, a part of a plot that represents a signet is 
referred to as a ’tenon’ and a part of a plot that represents a cantle
of second or higher plexitude is referred to as a ’frond'.
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A plot of a maniple of a second or higher plexitude consists of a 
single frond and a plot of a reglet consists of a single tenon. Every 
tenon is drawn relative to a point which is referred to as a ’pivot1.
The empty formex has no plot.
3.2.3.1 RETROCORD 
A choice for an aspect of the shape of a tenon or a frond is referred to 
as a ’retrocord’. For example, a tenon could be plotted as a small 
circle with centre at the pivot, or a small square. The choice of the 
small circle or the square is a retrocord, so is the choice of a 
straight line or a curve connecting two tenons, for a frond.
In practice, it is convenient to group the retrocords together to 
form different plotting styles for particular applications. Three forms 
of plotting styles are defined. These are the ’radix’, ’natural’, and 
'Zigmunt' plotting styles. These plotting styles are produced by 
corresponding retrocords called radix retrocords, natural retrocords and 
Zigmunt retrocords, respectively. With these retrocords, the 
corresponding plots produced are respectively, called radix plots, 
referred to in short forms as R-plots, natural plots referred to as 
N-plots and Zigmunt plots also referred to, in short form, as Z-plots.
Consider as an example, the formex given by
F = {[1,1; 3,1; 1,31, [4,5; 4,7], [3,1; 5,1], [4,2],
[5,1; 7,1; 7,3; 5,3], [4,7; 4,5]}. 
Figure 3.1 shows an R-plot of the formex F. It has the following 
retrocords: A tenon is plotted as a small circle with the centre at the
pivot, a 2-plex cantle is plotted as a straight line with an arrow from 
one tenon to the other. The directions of the arrows indicate the
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positions of the signets in the cantles. A 3-plex cantle is drawn as 
shown in Fig 3.1 as a shaded triangle, while a 4-plex cantle is also 
shown as a shaded quadilateral. If the plexitude is greater than 2, the 
order of appearance of the signets in the cantle is indicated by the 
arrowheads and the edge that connects the first and last tenons has no 
arrowhead. If the fronds of two 2-plex cantles are coincident, their 
fronds are drawn in displaced positions as also shown in Fig 3.1.
Figure 3.2 is an N-plot of the formex F. It is drawn using the 
following retfocords: For an m-plex cantle, where m ^ 2, the frond is
drawn by connecting straight lines joining the pivots relating to its 
signets. If m >/ 3, the pivots relating to the first and last signets 
are connected by a line. The signets are not explicitly drawn, but a 
one-plex cantle is drawn as a small solid circle. There is no 
indication of the order of appearance of the signets in the cantles. 
Also, coincident fronds are drawn once.
Consider the plot shown in Fig 3.3. It is a square-on-square
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double layer grid and different types of lines are used to represent 
different layers. The top layer members are drawn as full lines, the 
bottom members are drawn as dashed lines, while the diagonal members are 
drawn as dotted lines. Figure 3.3 is called a Zigmunt plot or Z-plot.
Z-plots are the formex plots of Z-plans of multiple layer structures.
These three plotting styles discussed above are by no means
exhaustive of all possible plotting styles. Other groups of retrocords
can be defined or the plotting styles discussed here may be modified to 
suit the particular application. Other plotting styles can also be 
defined for those plots and group of retrocords.
3.2.3.2 RETRONORMS
A ’retronorm' is a set of rules through which the signets of a
formex may be mapped into pivots of a plot. It is usually defined using
one of the following methods.
1) Mathematical formulae and/or descriptive statements. This type of 
retronorm is called a ’formal' retronorm.
2) A graphical construction. This type of retronorm is called a 
graphical retronorm or a 'normat'.
3) A retronorm can also be defined in terms of a table and this type 
of retronorm is referred to as a ’tabular retronorm’.
The formal retronorm usually includes one or more coordinate 
equations. The general form of a coordinate equation is given by;
J l =  f (U1 ,U2 .................. ,Un)
where Jl- is a coordinate and U1, U2,........ Un are the uniples of a
typical signet of a formex. The symbol*/Umay be one of the coordinates 
x, y or z of a Cartesian coordinate system or one of the coordinates r
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or 0 in polar coordinate system. In practice, it is not necessary to 
involve every uniple in the coordinate equations.
For example, consider the formex F given by;
F=lib(i=0,6)ilib(j=0,4)i{[2i+1,2j+1; 2i+3,2j+1],[2i+1,2j+1; 2i+1,2j+3]} 
This formex may be plotted using the following coordinate equations, 
x = U1 . . . 3.2.1
y = U2 . . . 3.2.2
The N-plot of the formex F using these coordinate equations is shown in
3..
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Fig 3.4. The coordinate equation must always give a real uniquely 
determinable value. Therefore, if for example, a coordinate equation of 
the form
z = arcos(U2/12)
U1
is specified, then, if the value of U2 is greater than 12 or less than
-12, the value of z is undefined and the coordinate equation is wrong.
However, a formal retronorm stating that
z = arcos(U2/12) for -12 U2 < 12
is a valid formal retronorm.
Suppose the coordinate equations 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 are used to plot 
an array of points indicating all the possible pivot positions in the 
region, say 1 to 8 for both U1 and U2. This array of points is shown in 
fig 3.5, where in addition to the points, two families of dotted lines 
are drawn, that help to clearly define the array of points. Such an 
array of points or such a grid of lines that define such an array of 
points is called a ’normat'. Each one of the grid lines is called a
U2.
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’normat line’ and each one of the grid point is referred to as a ’normat 
point’.
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A tabular retronorm is exemplified in terms of Table 3.1 where all
TABLE 3.1
U1
U2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 X -3.0 -1.0 1.0 3.0 5.0 7.0 9.0
y -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.0 -3.5 -3.2 -3.0
2 X -2.5 -0.5 1.5 3.2 5.0 6.4 8.5
Y -1 .5 -1.5 -1.8 -1.9 -1.7 -1.4 -1.5
3 X -2.0 0.0 2.0 3.5 5.0 6.6 8.0
Y 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.0
4 X -2.0 -0.2 1.9 3.4 5.0 6.7 8.0
Y 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
5 X -2.0 -0.5 1.8 3.5 5.0 7.0 8.0
Y 2.0 2.5 2.3 2.0 2.3 2.1 2.0
6 X -2.2 -0.5 2.0 3.5 5.0 6.7 7.8
Y 3.5 4.0 4.1 4.0 3.8 4.0 4.0
7 X -1.5 0.0 2.0 3.5 5.0 6.3 7.0
Y 5.0 5.5 6.0 5.5 ' 5.3 5.1 5.0
the possible pivots relating to a typical signet [U1,U2] for all values 
of U1 and U2 ranging from 1 to 7 are given with respect to a plane 
Cartesian coordinate system. The retronorm which is represented by 
Table 3.1 may also be represented through a normat and such a normat is 
shown in Fig 3.6.
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3.2.3 .3 RETROBASES AND PROBASES
A ’retrobasis' is a set of rules through which a given formex may 
be plotted. It consists of two different types of rules. Firstly, 
there are the rules through which the position of the pivots are 
obtained and secondly, there are the rules through which the shapes of 
tenons and fronds are determined. That is, a retrobasis is a 
combination of a retronorm and a collection of retrocords.
In contrast, a 'probasis' is defined as a set of rules through 
which a given geometric configuration may be represented by a formex. 
It also consists of two different types of rules called ’procords' and 
'pronorms’. Procords provide information regarding the correspondence 
between the component parts of the configuration and the signets and
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cantles of the formex. A pronorm provides information about the values 
of the uniples in the formex.
It may be generalised that, a retrobasis is required when it is 
desired to produce a plot of a given formex while probasis is required 
when the formex formulation of a given configuration is desired.
Similar to retronorms, pronorms can be defined as formal, graphical 
or tabular pronorms. The term normat is also used to refer to a 
graphical pronorm. Pronorms are most conveniently defined in graphical 
form and is the specification usually employed in practice.
3.2.3.4 STANDARD RETRONORMS
There are six categories of retronorms that relate to commonly used 
coordinate systems. These relate to one dimensional, two dimensional 
and three dimensional Cartesian coordinate systems. In addition, there 
are others which relate to the polar, cylindrical and spherical 
coordinate systems. Associated with the six coordinate systems are 
retronorms called ’unifect’, ’bifect', 'trifect', polar, cylindrical and 
spherical retronorms.
Certain special cases of the above retronorms are classified as 
standard retronorms. There are three families of standard retronorms 
and these are surmarised in Table 3.2. The first family of standard 
retronorms are referred to as ’basiant retronorms’ and their details are 
given in Table 3.2a. The terms b 1 , b2 and b3 in Table 3.2 are called 
’basifactors’. Those basifactors associated with linear and angular 
coodinates are respectively, called linear and angular basifactors.
The second family of standard retronorms are referred to as 
’pariant retronorms'. There are six types of pariant retronorms and the
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TABLE 3.2a
NAME COORDINATE EQUATIONS
basiunifect x = b -j u 1
basibifect x = b^ui 
y = b2U2
basitrifect x = b^ui 
y = b2U2 
z = b3U3
basipolar r = b -j u 1 
0 = b2U2
basicylindrical r = b -j u 1
0 = b2u2
z = b3U3
basispherical r = b ^ l  
0 = b2U2 
t  = b3U3
TABLE 3.2b
NAME COORDINATE EQUATION
pariunifect x = U1
paribifect x = U1 
y = U2
paritrifect x = U1 
y = U2 
z = U3
paripolar r = U1 
0 = b2u2
paricylindrical r = U1 
e = bpU2 
z = U3
parispherical r = U1 
0 = bpU2 
= b3U3
particulars of these are given in Table 3.2b. Pariant retronorms are
special cases of basiant retronorms. More specifically, pariant
retronorms are obtained by letting every linear basifactor to be equal
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TABLE 3.2c
NAME COORIDNATE EQUATION
metriunifect x = b1 met(U1tm1)
metribifect x = b1 met(U1,m1 
y = b2 met(U2,m2
metritrifect x = b1 met(U1,m1 
y = b2 mat(U2,m2 
z = b3 met(U3,m3
metripolar r = b1 met(U1,m1 
6 = b2 met(U2,m2
metricylindrical r = b1 met(U 1 ,m1 
0 = b2 met(U2,m2 
z = b3 met(U3,m3
metrispherical r = b1 met(U1,m1 
0 = b2 met(U2,m2 
H  = b3 met(U3,m3
to one unit length. The corresponding names of the retronorms are 
obtained by replacing basi- in the basiant retronorms by pari- for the 
new family. A retronorm of the type x = U1 and y = 1)2 is an example of 
a paribifect retronorm.
The third family of standard retronorms are referred to as 
’metriant retronorms’. The definitions of metriant retronorms involve a 
particular scalar function which is known as the 'metril function'. The 
metril function is based on the concept of geometric progression and is 
described below.
Let U be an integer and m be a non-zero positive real number. Let 
R be obtained in accordance with the following rule:
If U > 0, then
R = 1 +  m + m ^ + .......... + m^-^
and if U = 0, then
R = 0
and if U < 0, then
R = -1 - m - m 2 - .........-m1“u
Using the known formula for the sum of the terms in a geometric 
progression, the above rule may be given in the following form.
If m = 1 or if U = 0, then 
R = U
and if m M  and U | 0, and if U > 0, then 
R = (1-mu )/1-m 
and if U <0 ,  then 
R = (1-m-U)/m-1
The rule through which R is obtained from U and m is represented in 
terms of a function. This function is referred to as the metril 
function and the abbreviation ’met’ is used to symbolise it. The term R 
is referred to as the metril of U and m and the relation between U, m 
and R is written as 
R = met(U ,m).
The family of metriant retronorms may now be defined in terms of the 
metril function. There are six types of metriant retronorms and the 
particulars of these are given in Table 3.2c. The terms m l , m2 and m3 
are referred to as 'metrifactors’.
It has to be noted however, that these standard retronorms are by 
no means exhaustive of all the possible retronorms that can be defined. 
Others can be defined depending on the application to which the formex 
algebra is being made.
If a standard retronorm is used to produce a plot, the plot may be 
identified by that retronorm. For instance, a paribifect plot is 
produced using a paribifect retronorm.
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3.2.4 TRANSFLECTION FUNCTIONS
In formex algebra, when there is a particular way of processing a 
formex which arises repeatedly, it would then be convenient to 
standardise the process by turning it into a function. A number of 
frequently useful formex functions are described in the present work.
In every function, there is usually a dependent and an independent 
variables. The relation of a function is of the form
F = (fciE
which expresses a formex F in terms of another formex E. The formices F 
and E are referred to as the dependent and independent variables, 
respectively and $ is the function that defines the relationship between 
them. In discussing the formex functions, the following terminology and 
notations are used.
If F and E are two formices and F = (feiE, if E is also expressible in 
terms of F, then the function $ is said to have an inverse. The inverse 
of the function $) is denoted by jp** and it has the property that
E = dr1 IF
If
...........!$2!&1!E
then, the term . . . .  i$2i(j)1l is called a
composite function and is used to denote a sequence of transformations 
of the type
F1 = 4-ISE 
F2 = $2 1F1
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F3 = 43 iF2 
*
F = d) IF 1
A composite function obtained by r-repeated application of any 
function (j) is denoted by (j)r . A composite function that consists of 
and jjLn is equivalent to .^m+n.
The zeroth power of any function 4  (that is, (£°) is called the 
identity function and has the property that 
F = &°!F
The the description of a family of functions that are referred to as 
’transflection functions’ are given below. There are five basic classes 
of functions in this group. These are known as translation, reflection, 
vertition, projection and dilatation functions. In addition, any 
combination of these basic functions is referred to as a transflection 
function.
3.2.4.1 TRANSLATION FUNCTIONS
Let E be a formex of the nth grade, T be any integer and h be a 
non-zero positive integer less than or equal to n. Let a formex G be 
obtained from E by replacing every signet 
[U1,U2, . . . ,Un] 
of E by
[W1,W2, . . .  ,Wn] 
where for all values of i=1,2,....,n except for i=h 
Wi = Ui
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and where
Wh = Uh + T
The rule by which E is transformed into G is symbolised in terms of a 
function. The function is denoted by 
tran(h,T)
and is referred to as a ’translation function*. The formex G is
referred to as a translation of E and the relationship between E and G
is written as
G = tran(h,T)|E
For example, if
F1 = {[3,3; 5,31, [5,3; 5,6]}
then
F2 = tran(1,5)|F1 = {[8,3; 10,3], [10,3; 10,6]}
F3 = tran(2,iJ)!F1 = {[3,7; 5,7], [5,7; 5,10]}
and
F4 = tranC1,7)!tran(2,6)!F 1 = {[10,9; 12,9], [12,9; 12,12]} 
Basibifect R-plots of F1 to F4 are shown in Fig 3.7, where the plot of 
Fi is denoted by Pi.
An examination of these plots reveals that if 
Fj = tran(h,T){F i
then Pj is obtained by translating Pi parallel to the Uh axis by T 
units. Thus, P2 is obtained by translating P1 parallel to the U1 axis 
by 5 units and P3 is obtained by translating P1 parallel to the U2 axis 
by 4 units.
It may be noted that a completely, general rule regarding the 
graphical effects of translation functions does not exist. In most 
cases, the resulting graphical effects include some notion of 
translation. However, the precise nature of these effects depends on 
the particulars of the retronorm used.
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Translation function has the following basic properties;
1) Translation functions are commutative. That is,
tran(h1,T1)itran(h2,T2)|E = tran(h2,T2)!tran(h1,T1)!E
2) The inverse of a translation function, tran(h,T) is the translation 
function, tran(h,-T).
3) It may be shown that
tran(h,T1)itran(h,T2)IE = tran(h,T1+T2) 
and this in turn implies that
tran(h,T)^lE = tran(h,TT)|E 
where T is any integer.
3.2.4.2 RINDLE FUNCTIONS
A construct of the form 
lib(u=0,s-1)i tran(h,Tu)IF 
which involves the concepts of libra composition and translation
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function occur frequently in formex formulations. If h, T and F are 
independent of the libra variable u, and if s 1, then the above libra 
composition may be written as 
rin(h,s,T)IF
where
rin(h,s,T)
is referred to as a 'rindle function' and where s and T are referred to 
as 'spread' and 'pace', respectively. For example, if 
F = {[1,4; 2,4], [2,4; 3,1])
and if
F1 = lib(i=0,5)i tran(1,2i)jF
and
F2 = lib(i=0,3)ilib(j=0,2)Itran(1,2i)itran(2,3j)IF 
then F1 and F2, in terms of the rindle function, can be written as 
F1 = rin(1,6,2)IF
and
F2 = rin(1,4,2)!rin(2,3,3)!F
3.2.4.3 REFLECTION FUNCTIONS
Let E be a formex of the nth grade and h be a non-zero positive
integer less than or equal to n. Also, let T be either an integer or a
peninteger, where a peninteger is defined as a rational number of the
form M/2 with M being an odd integer. Let a formex G be obtained from E
by replacing every signet 
[U1,U2,. . . .,Un] 
of E by
[W1 ,W2......... Wn]
where for all values of i=1,2,. . . . .,n except for i=h
Wi = Ui
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and where
Wh = 2T - Uh
The rule by which E is transformed into G is symbolised in terms of 
a function denoted by 
ref(h.T)
and is referred to as a 'reflection function'. The formex G is referred
to as a reflection of E and the relation between E and G is written as
G = ref(h,T)i E
For example, if
F1 = {[3,3; 5 ,3 ], [5,3; 5,6]}
then
F2 = ref(1,8)|F1 = {[13,3; 11,3], [11,3; 11,6]}
F3 = ref(2,7)!F1 = {[3,11; 5,11], [5,11; 5,8]}
and
F4 = ref(1,9)iref(2,6)IF1 = {[15,9; 13,9], 113,9; 13,6]}
Basibifect R-plots of F1 to F4 are shown in Fig 3.8, where the plot of
10-
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Fi is denoted by Pi. An examination of these plots reveals that if 
Fj = ref(h,T)j F i
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then, Pj is obtained as the mirror image of Pi with respect to a plane
which is normal to the Uh axis and intersects it at a point for which
Uh=T. Thus, P2 is the mirror image of P1 with respect to a plane which
is perpendicular to the U1 axis at U1 = 8.
However, similar to the simple rule of the translation funtions, 
this simple rule regarding the graphic effects of the reflection 
functions does not apply in all cases.
Reflection functions have the following basic properties
1) If hi t h2, then
ref(hi,T1)i ref(h2,T2)IE = ref(h2,T2)iref(hi,T1)iE 
that is, reflection functions that correspond to different directions 
are commutative.
2) A reflection function is the inverse of itself. That is,
ref(h,T)“1 IE = ref(h,T)|E 
This in turn, implies that if T is any integer, then 
ref(h,T)2P.'E = E
and
ref(h,T)2p+1IE = ref(h,T)lE 
That is, any even power of a reflection function is an identity function 
and any odd power of a reflection function is equivalent to itself.
3.2.4.4 LAMBDA FUNCTIONS
The construct of the form 
lib(i=0,1)iref(h,T)i !E 
occurs frequently in formex formulations. A convenient way of 
representing this construct is to write it as 
lam(h,T)|E
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where
lam(h,T)
is referred to as a ’lambda function’ and it represents 
lib(i=0,1)!ref(h,T)i
3.2.4.5 VERTITION FUNCTIONS
Let E be a formex of the nth grade with n being greater than or
equal to 2. Also, let hi and h2, hi f h2, be two nonzero positive
integers less than or equal to n. Furthermore, let T1 and T2 be either
any two integers or any two penintegers. Let a formex G be obtained
from E by replacing every signet 
[U1,U2,. . . . .,Un] 
of E by
[W1 ,W2,.......... Wn]
where for all values of i=1,2, ,n except for i=h1 and i=h2
Wi = Ui 
and where
Wh1 = T2 + T1 - Uh2
and
Wh2 = T2 - T1 + Uh1 
The rule by which E is transformed into G is symbolised in terms of a 
function denoted by 
ver(h1,h2,T1,T2)
and is referred to as a 'vertition function’. The formex G is referred
to as a vertition of E and the relation between E and G is written as
G = ver(hi,h2,T1,T2)i E
For example, if
F1 = (C3,3; 5,31, [5,3; 5,6]}
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then
F2 = ver(1,2,3,8)1F1 = {[8,8; 8,10], [8,10; 5,10]}
F3 = ver(2,1,9,4)]F1 = {[-2,10; -2,8], [-2,8; 1,8]}
and
F4 = ver(1,2,7/2,13/2)!F 1 ={[7,6; 7,8], [7,8; 4,8]}
Basibifect R-plots of F1 to F4 are shown in Fig 3.9, where the plot of
6..
1..
FIG 3.3
Fi is denoted by Pi. Here, if 
Fj = ver(h1,h2,T1,T2)!Fi 
then Pj is obtained by' rotating Pi through if/2 about an axis that is 
perpendicular to the Uh1-Uh2 plane and intersects this plane at a point 
for which Uh1 = T and Uh2 = T2 and where the sense of rotation is such 
that a rotation of Uh1 through 'if/2 about the origin will map the 
positive side of Uh1 on to that of Uh2. Thus P2 is obtained by rotating 
P1 through »/2 in the anticlockwise direction about the point U 1 = 3  and 
U2 =8.
However, an all embracing general rule regarding the graphical 
effects of the vertition functions does not exist, but this basic simple 
rule will apply in most practical cases.
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Some basic properties of vertition functions are
1) In general, vertition functions are not commutative.
2) The inverse of a vertition function is the cube of itself. That is,
ver(h1,h2,T1,T2)~1 iF = ver(h1,h2,T1,T2)3 |F
3) If T is any positive integer, then
ver(h1,h2,T1,T2)^T |F = F 
That is, an identity function.
3.2.4.7 ROSETTE FUNCTIONS 
The construct of the form
lib(i=0,3)iver(hi,h2,T1,T2)i !E 
occurs frequently in formex formulations and it is conveniently 
represented as
ros(h1,h2,T1,T2)!E
where
ros(h1,h2,T1,T2)! E 
is referred to as a ’rosette function'.
3.2.4.8 PROJECTION FUNCTIONS
Let E be a formex of the nth grade, T be any integer and h be a 
non-zero positive integer less than or equal to n. Let a formex G be 
obtained from E by replacing every signet
[U1, U2  ............,Un]
of E by
CW1,W2,. . . . .  .,Wn]
where for all values of i=1,2, ,n except for i = h
Wi = Ui
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and where 
Wh = T
The rule by which E is transformed into G is symbolised in terms of a 
function denoted by 
proj(h,T)
and is referred to as a ’projection function’. The formex G is referred
to as a projection of E and the relation between E and G is written as
G = proj(h,T)|E
For example, if
F1 = {[1,1; 5,53, [5,5; 1,10], [10,1; 5,53, [5,5; 10,103 3
then
F2 = proj(2,13)|F
={[1,13; 5,133, [5,13; 1,133, [10,13; 5,133, [5,13; 10,1333
and
F3 = proj(1,12)!F 
. ={[12,1; 12,53, [12,5; 12,10], [12,1; 12,53, [12,5; 12,10]}
Basibifect N-plots of F1 to F3 are shown in Fig 3.10, where the plot of
Fi is denoted by Pi. An examination of the plots reveals that if
Fj = proj(h,T)i Fi
then, Pj is obtained by projecting Pi on to a plane that is 
perpendicular to the Uh axis and intersects it at a point for which 
Uh=T.
Projection functions have the following basic properties
1) A projection function has no inverse'.
2) If hi $ h2, then
proj(h1,T1)lproj(h2,T2)IE = proj(h2,T2)iproj(hi,T,) iE 
That is, projection functions that correspond to different directions 
are commutative.
3) A combination of two or more projection functions that correspond to 
the same direction is equivalent to the last projection function 
implemented. That is,
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proj(h.Tk) i................ lproj(h,T2) iproj(h,T1) I = proj(h,Tk) iE
This in turn, implies that if T is a non-zero positive integer, then 
proj(h,T)T i F = proj(h,T)IF 
That is, any non-zero positive power of a projection function is 
equivalent to itself.
3.2.4.9 DILATATION FUNCTIONS
Let E be a formex of the nth grade and h be a .non-zero positive 
integer less than or equal to n. Also, let T be a rational number such 
that if Uh denotes the hth uniple of a signet of E, then for every 
signet of E the product T x Uh is an integer. Let a formex G be 
obtained from E by replacing every signet
[U1 ,U2,............,Un]
of E by
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[W1,W2,........... ,Wn]
where for all values of i = 1,2,.r.....,n except for i = h 
Wi = Ui 
and where
Wh = T x Uh
The rule by which E is transformed into G is symbolised in terms of a 
function denoted by 
dil(h,T)
and is referred to as a ’dilatation function’. The formex G is referred 
to as a dilatation of E and the relation between E and G is written as 
G = dil(h,T)!E 
For example, if
FI = {[1,1; 1,2], [1,1; 2,1], [1,2; 2,1]}
then
F2 = dil(1,3)!F = {[3,1; 3,2], [3,1; 6,1], [3,2; 6,1]}
F3 = dil(1,-1)jF = {[-1,1; -1,2], [-1,1; -2,1], [-1,2; -2,1]}
and
F4 = dil(1,6)idil(2,3)!F 1 = {[6,3; 6,6], [6,3; 12,3], [6,6; 12,3]}. 
Basibifect R-plots of F1 to F4 are shown in Fig 3.11, where the plot of 
Fi is denoted by Pi.
From Fig 3.11, it could be observed that a dilatation function has 
a graphical effect of stretching or contracting the plot of a formex by 
a factor T in a direction parallel to Uh axis and this is accompanied by 
a translational displacement. Also, if T is less than zero, there will, 
in addition be a reflective effect. These observations are correct for 
most practical purposes but depend on the retronorm used.
Dilatation functions have the following basic properties
1) Dilatation functions that relates to different directions are
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commutative. That is, if hi + h2, then
dil(h1,T1)!dil(h2,T2)!E = dil(h2,T2)Idil(hi,T1)iE
2) If T is a non-zero rational scalar, then 
dil(h,T)
has an inverse which is given by 
dil(h,1/T)
3.2.4.10 GEMINATION AND TRIAD FUNCTIONS
A 'gemination function' is a transflection function that relates to 
two directions while a 'triad function' is a transflection function that 
relates to three directions. When these two functions are used in 
conjunction with other transflection functions a series of directional 
functionals relating to two or three directions are obtained, depending 
on whether they are used respectively, in conjunction with a gemination 
or a triad function.
There are three categories of gemination functions and these are 
known as geminid, geminis and geminit functions.
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A geminid function relates to directions 1 and 2 in the order 1,2.
For example, the construct tranid(T1,T2) is equivalent to 
tran(2,T2)i tran(1,T1) 
and is referred to as a translation geminid function.
Similarly, there are geminid functions for the rindle, reflection, 
vertition, projection, dilatation, lamda and rossette functions.
For the ordered directions 1 and 3, the gemination functions are 
called ’geminis functions’, while for the ordered directions 2 and 3» 
the gemination functions are called ’geminit functions.
A triad function is a transflection function that relates to 
directions 1,2 and 3 in the order 1,2,3. There are six types of the 
triad functions. For example, the construct 
tranad(T1,T2,T3) 
is equivalent to
 t-ron B tT-3 j-i tra n(2TT2)',1:ran(-l7T1j---------------- — -----------------------
and is referred to as a ’translation triad function’. Similarly, there 
are triad functions for the rindle, reflection, lambda, projection and 
dilatation functions.
Table 3.3 gives the summary of the names of the transflection 
functions with the names of their corresponding gemination and triad 
functions.
3.2.5 INTROFLECTION FUNCTIONS
Another group of functions which are called ’introflection 
functions’ are discussed below. These functions allow formices to be 
curtailed in various ways and are of particular value when irregular 
interconnection patterns are being formulated. Three basic classes of
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introflection functions are described. These are pexum, cordation and 
relection functions.
3.2.5.1 . PEXUM FUNCTION
If F is a formex which contains a cantle C, then every other cantle 
C1 of F which is a variant of C and of orderate greater than C is 
deleted from F. The process is repeated for all the cantles of F until 
it becomes non-prolate. The resulting formex F1 is referred to as the 
pexum of F. The rule by which F1 is obtained from F is symbolised in 
terms of a function denoted by ’pex’ and is referred to as the ’pexum 
function’. The relation between F and F1 is written as 
F1 = pexjF 
and F1 is said to be the pexum of F.
The pexum function has the following basic properties 
—H~*Hre-perccum-function-has no inverse.
2) If F is a non-prolate formex, then
pexiF = F.
3) If k is a non-zero positive integer, then
pexk !F = pexiF 
For example, if
F = {[3,5; 6,8], [3,5; 7,8], [6,8; 3,5], [2,4], [3,5; 6,8],
[2,3; 5,7], [7,8; 3,5], [8,7; 5,3]},
H = {[4,3,1], [4,1,3], [4,3,1], [5,6,7; 6,8,9]},
and
G = [4,3; 4,3; 4,3],
then
F1 = pexiF = {[3,5; 6,8], [3,5; 7,8], [2,4], [2,3; 5,7], [8,7; 5,3]},
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H 1 = pex iH = {[4,3,1], [4,1,3], [5,6,7; 6,8,9]} 
and
G1 = pexiG = [4,3; 4,3; 4,3].
The pexum function is very useful in eliminating repeated elements 
in the formex formulation of skeletal space structures. This could be 
illustrated by the following example. Let a formex F represent the 
formex formulation of the configuration whose basibifect N-plot is shown 
in Fig 3.12. That is,
F = rinid(2,2,2,2)irosid(1,1)![0,0; 2,0].
The formex F is prolate and in expanded form it is given by
3..
FIG 3.12
(1) (2) (2)
F = {[0,0; 2,0], [2,0; 2,2], [2,2; 0,2], [0,2; 0,0], [0,2; 2,2],
(3)
[2,2; 2,4], [2,4; 0,4], [0,4; 0,2], [2,0; 4,0], [4,0; 4,2],
(4) (1) (4)
[4,2; 2,2], [2,2; 2,0], [2,2; 4,2], [4,2; 4,4], [4,4; 2,4],
(3)
[2,4; 2,2]}.
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The cantles marked with similar numbers are variants of each other and 
their fronds are correspondingly, marked in Fig 3.12. Obviously, these 
repetitions are not wanted and only a frond in each case is to be 
retained. The pexum function is used to eliminate the repetitions. The 
formex F1 = pex! F is non-prolate and in expanded form is given by 
F1 = {[0,0; 2,0], [2,0; 2,2], [2,2; 0,2], [0,2; 0,0], [2,2; 2,4],
[2,4; 0,4], [0,4; 0,2], [2,0; 4,0], [4,0; 4,2], [4,2; 2,2],
[4,2; 4,4], [4,4; 2,4]}.
A basibifect N-plot of the formex F1 will be the same as the plot shown 
in Fig 3.12 but without any repeated elements.
Sometimes, it is more convenient and easier during a formex 
formulation of a configurations, to start the formulation with the 
configuration produced initially, containing more cantles than are 
necessary. Introflection functions are then used to reduce the 
configuration to the required form. Such a formulation is said to~be— a~ 
'superpansive' formulation. In contrast, a formex formulation that does 
not include superfluous cantles during the formulation is called a 
'perpansive’ formulation.
3.2.5.2 C0RDATI0N FUNCTIONS
There are four classes of cordation functions. They are known as 
’nexum’, 'luxum1, ’conexum’ and 'coluxum’ functions and these are 
described below.
Let F and E be two formices of the same grade. Let the formices F1 
to F4 be obtained as follows:
The formex F1 is obtained by deleting every cantle of F that 
includes one or more signets that are not in E.
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The formex F2 is obtained by deleting every cantle of F that
includes one or more signets that are in E.
The formex F3 is obtained by deleting every cantle of F that
consists of signets all of which are in E.
The formex F4 is obtained by deleting every cantle of F that
consists of signets none of which is in E.
The rules by which F1, F2, F3 and F4 are obtained are symbolised in 
terms of functions denoted by nex(E), lux(E), con(E) and col(E) and are 
referred to as a ’nexum function’, 'luxum function’, ’conexum function’ 
and a ’coluxum function’, repectively. The formices F1, F2, F3 and F4 
are respectively, referred to as the nexum, luxum, conexum and coluxum 
of F with respect to E and the relations between them and F are written 
repectively, as
F1 = nex(E)IF,
F2 = lux(E)IF,
F3 = con(E)!F,
and
F 4 = col(E)IF.
For example, if
F = {[1,1; 3,1], [4,1; 5,6], [6,7; 4,5; 6,5], [6,6; 4,1; 1,1]}
and
E = {[1,1], [3,1], 14,1], [6,6]}
then
F1 = nex(E)!F = {[1,1; 3,1], [6,6; 4,1; 1,1]},
F2 = lux(E)!F = [6,7; 4,5; 6,5],
F3 = con(E)!F = {[4,1; 5,6], [6,7; 4,5; 6,5]}
and
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F4 = col(E)!F = {[1,1; 3,1], [4,1; 5,6], [6,6; 4,1; 1,1]}.
The term 'cordation function' is used to refer to any of the four 
functions. Also, the construct 
cord(E)
is used to mean nex(E) or lux(E) or con(E) or col(E). As a graphical 
illustration of the effect of the cordation functions, consider the 
formex given by
F = rinid(5,5,2,2)irosid(1,1)|[0,0; 2,0] # rosid(5,5)I[2,4; 4,2] 
and the formex E given by
E = {[4,4], [6,6], [6,6], [4,6]}.
Paribifect N-plots of the formices F, E, nex(E)|F, lux(E)iF, con(E)|F 
and col(E)iF are shown in Fig 3.13.
3.2.5.3 RELECTION FUNCTIONS
Consider a formex E and let there be a condition denoted by P, such 
that every cantle of E either satisfies or does not satisfy P in an 
unambiguous manner. That is, P with respect to a cantle of E is either 
true or false. Let a formex G be obtained from E by examining the 
cantles of E, proceeding in the natural order, and deleting every cantle 
for which the condition P is false. The rule by which E is transformed 
into G is symbolised in terms of a function denoted by 
rel(P)
and is referred to as a 'relection function'. The formex G is referred 
to as the relection of E with respect to P and the relation between E 
and G is written as 
G = rel(P)SE
The condition P is referred to as a 'perdicant'. In general, a
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perdicant is defined as a Boolean function which has one or more 
formices as arguments.
For example, consider the formex E given by 
E = {[1,1; 2,2], [5,1; 3,2], [4,3; 6,1], [2,5; 3,3],
[6,5; 7,1], C3.1; 2,5]} 
and let the condition P be specified that P is true if the sum of the 
uniples of the first signet is greater than the sum of the uniples of 
the second signet, otherwise, P is false. The relection of E with 
respect to P is obtained as;
G = rel(P)!E = {[5,1; 3,2], [2,5; 3,3], [6,5; 7,1]}
A relection function has the following basic properties:
1) A relection function has no inverse.
2) If k is a non-zero positive integer then, 
rel(P)k !E = rel(P)|E
BREVIC NOTATION: Perdicants can be expressed in terms of a mixture of
mathematical expressions and statements in a natural language. However, 
a shorthand notation may conveniently be used to express some commonly 
used perdicants that can be put in terms of uniples of one or two 
cantles. The shorthand notation is referred to as the ’brevic 
notation*.
If Ma and Mb are two maniples which need not be of the same 
plexitude and grade, then, Table 3.4 gives a summary of the symbols that 
constitute the brevic notation.
The following simplifications of the symbols given in Table 3.4 are 
allowed.
1) If j is a single integer variable or an integer number less than 10
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TABLE 3.4
SYMBOL MEANING
EU Every uniple of Ma
AU Any uniple of Ma
EU (j) jth uniple of every signet of Ma
AU(j) jth uniple of any signet of Ma
U(i,j) jth uniple of the ith signet of Ma
EW Every uniple of Mb
AW Any uniple of Mb
EW( j) jth uniple of every signet of Mb
AW( j) jth uniple of any signet of Mb
W(i,j) jth uniple of the ith signet of Mb
then EU(j), EW(j), AU(j) and AW(j) may be written as EUj, EWj AUj and 
AWj, respectively.
2) If i and j satisfy the condition of j in (1) above, then U(i,j) and 
W(i,j) may be written as Uij and Wij, respectively.
3) If Ma and Mb are maniples of the first plexitude, then U(1,j) and 
W(1,j) may be written as U (j) and W(j) repectively. If in addition j 
satisfies condition (1) above, then U(j) and W(j) may be written as Uj 
and Wj respectively.
4) If Ma and Mb are maniples of the first grade, then, U(i,1) and
W(i,1) may be written as U(i) and W(i) repectively. If i also satisfies
condition (1), then, they are repectively, written as Ui and Wi.
5) If Ma and Mb are maniples of the first plexitude and first grade
then, U (1,1) and W(1,1) may be written as U and W, respectively.
It may be noted, that it is not necessary for the maniples Ma and
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Mb to satisfy these conditions at the same time. If only one of them, 
say Ma, satisfies the conditions above, the notations are then 
simplified for the uniples of Ma only, while those of Mb remain 
unchanged.
The relection function usually refers to only one maniple and in 
subsequent discussions, this maniple is assumed to be Ma. Further 
examples of the relection functions with the perdicants expressed in 
brevic notations are given below.
E = {[6,4; 3,4; 4,4], [5,4; 1,4; 2,2], [7,1; 2,3; 4,5],
[7,6; 2,2; 1,1], [3,4; 5,5; 4,6; 7,1]}.
If the perdicant P1 is given as U12=4, then
G = rel(P1)iE = {[6,4; 3,4; 4,4], [5,4; 1,4; 2,2],
[3,4; 5,5; 4,6; 7,1]}.
Another perdicant P2 can be specified as 
AU > 5 AND U 13 = 4
then,
F =rel(P2)1E = {[6,4; 3,4; 4,4], [7,1; 2,3; 4,5], [3,4; 5,5; 4,6; 7,1]}.
GENERIC FORMULATION 
The process of formex formulation can be carried out in terms of 
one or more parameters. This method of formulation is called 'generic 
formulation'. It is mainly used in the formulation of interconnection 
patterns which have the same basic shape, but of different numbers in 
the configuration or the same number of basic shapes but different 
generants. For example, if 
F = rinid(m,n,2,2)IE
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where
E = {[1,1; 3,1], C3,1; 3,3], [3,3; 1,3], [1,3; 1,1], [3,1; 1,3]} 
is used, then it is possible to generate different configurations. The 
formulation can be given a name such as FIP(m,n) which may mean that it 
is a formex formulation of interconnection patterns of flat grids with 
the parameters m and n. With different values of m and n, different 
interconnection patterns are produced having the same basic shape. For 
example, if m = 10 and n = 8, the configuration in Fig 3.1^a is
obtained. If m=20 and n=12, the configuration in Fig 3-1^b is obtained.
3.3 AUTOMATIC DATA GENERATION FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
The rudiments of the concepts of formex algebra have been discussed 
in Section 3.2. In the present Section, attention is focussed on using 
these concepts together with other new functions to prepare the data in 
such a way that they can be used by the existing structural analysis 
programs.
The data required by programs for the stiffness method of 
structural analysis include, node numbering, interconnection pattern, 
support positions, load points and for some techniques element 
numbering. These are discussed in the sequel.
3.3.1 NODE NUMBERING
The process of node numbering is very important in the present day 
structural analysis as discussed in Chapter 2. Through the node 
numbers, the interconnection pattern of a structure can easily be 
obtained. In addition, support locations, load points and elements 
having the same properties can be established through the node numbers.
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The following Subsections will be devoted to illustrating how these 
could be obtained using the concepts of formex algebra.
3.3.1.1 CONCEPT OF A CATENA
If E is a formex and T is an ingot of the same grade as E, then T is 
said to be a 'catena* of E, provided that for every chosen signet S of
E, there is at least one signet in T that is equal to S. The ingot T is
said to be an 'exclusive catena' of E, if in addition to being a catena
of E, it is non-prolate and every signet of T is contained in E,
otherwise, it is called an 'inclusive catena' of E. For example, If the 
formex E is given by
E = {[1,1; 2,1], [3,1; 4,1], [5,2; 3,3]}, 
and two ingots T1 and T2 are given by
T1 = {[1,1], [2,1], C3.1], [4,1], [5,2], [3,31)
and
T2 = {[5,3], [1,1], [2,1], [6,1], [3,1], [5,2], [4,1], [3,1]) 
then, both T1 and T2 are catenas of E, but T1 is an exclusive catena of
E because, no other signet except those in E are in T1. The ingot T2 is
an inclusive catena of E because, the cantles [5,3] and [6,1] are not
the signets of E, but all the signets of E are in T2.
3.3.1.2 DICTUM AND REDICTUM FUNCTIONS
Consider a formex F of nth grade and an ingot T of the same grade as F.
Let H be the nexum of F with respect to T. That is,
H = nex(T)|F.
Furthermore, let F1 be obtained from H by replacing every signet
S = [U1,U2,........Un]
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of H by a signet of the first grade U, where U is the orderate of the 
first occurrence of S with respect to T.
The rule by which the formex F is transformed into F1 with respect
to an ingot T is symbolised in terms of a function denoted by
dic(T)
and is referred to as a 'dictum function'. The formex F1 is said to be
the dictum of F1 with repeat to T and the relation between F and F1 is
written as
F1 = dic(T)iF.
For example, if a formex F is given by
F={[8,6 ,9 ], [4,3,2; 2 ,2 ,0 ; 1,3,33, [1,3,33, [2 ,2 ,0 ; 8,6,93,
[9,6,4; 2,2,03}
and the ingot T is given by
T = {[8,6,93, [4,3,23, [2,2,03, [1,3,333,
then,
F1 = dic(T)IE = {1, [2; 3; 43, 4, [3; 13).
The dictum function is used to obtain the node numbdering for a
structural configuration. This could be illustrated as follows: 
Consider the configuration shown in Fig 3.15. The formex representing 
the configuration may be formulated as
F = pex!rinid(8,4,2,2)!([3,1; 1,33 # rosid(2,2)j[1,1; 3,13).
Also, let an ingot T representing the node points of the configuration 
be obtained as
T = rinid(9,5,2,2)I[1,13.
The orderate of every cantle of T is written near the node represented 
by it in Fig 3.15. Considering the formex F1 as the dictum of F with
respect to T, it is found that F1 is a formex whose sequence of cantles
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provides a complete description of the interconnection pattern of the 
configuration shown in Fig 3.15.
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The node points are numbered as shown in Fig 3.15 and the formex F1 
contains an ordered pair of node numbers describing the interconnection 
pattern of the configuration. This numbering scheme is not affected by
the order of appearance of the cantles in F but is determined by that of
T. For example, if the ingot T given by
T = rin(1,9,2)irin(2,5,2)|[1,1] 
is used, then the node numbering will be as shown in Fig 3.16. That is, 
once the formex representing an interconnection pattern is obtained, an 
ingot T whose cantles represent the node points of the structure is 
generated and the arrangement of whose cantles reflects the required 
manner of node numbering, then the dictum of F with repect to T provides 
a formex containing a complete description of the interconnection 
pattern in terms of the node numbering scheme dictated by the order of
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appearance of the cantles in T.
Suppose, it is required to find the node numbers which are
supported or loaded, then this could be achieved as follows:
Firstly, the ingot T of the nodal points of the whole structure is 
obtained, with the cantles disposed in the manner of node numbering 
required. An ingot E of the nodal points of the loads or support points 
is then obtained for the configuration. The dictum of E with respect to 
T, that is
H = dic(T)iE
will give the formex containing the required node numbers for the load 
points or support positions.
As an illustration, consider the configuration shown in Fig 3.17.
The formex formulation for the configuration may be given by 
F = rinid(8,4,2,2)|rosid(2,2)|{[1,1; 3,1], [3,1; 2,2]}.
The ingot of the node points may be given by
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T = T1 # ref(1,9)Irin(2,5,2)! [1,13,
where
T1 = rin(1,8,2)i(rin(2,5,2)|[1,1] # rin(2,4,2)![2,2]).
Now, suppose the configuration is supported on the two long sides, 
then the ingot of the support nodes may be given by 
E = lam(2,5)!rin(1,9,2)![1,1].
The formex containing the node numbers of the support points is given by 
E1 = dic(T)IE.
These are as shown in Fig 3.17, marked with asterisks.
Suppose, a quarter of the internal nodes are loaded, then the ingot 
of the support nodes may be obtained as 
G = rinid(4,2,2,2)I{[3*33, [2,2]}.
To obtain the node numbers for these points, the dictum of G with 
respect to T is obtained as 
G1 = dic(T)'G.
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The numbers contained in the formices E1 and G1 represent the node 
numbers of the support and the loading points in the configuration of 
Fig 3.17. The nodes which are loaded are shown marked with squares in 
Fig 3.17.
In addition to node numbering, support and loading point
identifications, it may happen that members of the configuration have
different geometric and material properties. It is possible to identify 
the members with the same geometric and/or material properties using a 
dictum function in terms of the node numbers of the overall structure.
For example, suppose the members drawn in Fig 3.18 with different lines
U 2 t
6..
1-
2..
FIG 3.18
have different geometric properties. Data preparation for them may be 
achieved as follows: Firstly, the formex formulation of the overall
configuration may be obtained as 
F = F1 # F2 # F3
where
F 1 = rinid(5,4,2,2)|rosid(2,2)|[2,1; 3,2],
F2 = lam(2,5)Irin(1,4,2)i[2,1; 4,1]
and
F3 = lamO ,6) !rin(2,3,2) I [1,2; 1,4].
The ingo£ of the node points may be given by 
E = E1 # ref(1,6)jrin(2,4,2)i[1,2],
where
E1 = rin(1,5,2)I(rin(2,4,2)j[1,2] # rin(2,5,2)![2,1 ]).
The formex representing the interconnection patterns for the three 
member groups with different geometric properties represented by members 
drawn in full, dashed and dotted lines may respectively, be formulated 
as H 1 , H2 and H3 as follows 
H1 = nex(T1)IF
where
T1 = lam(1,6)|rin(2,4,2)i[1,2] # lam(2,5)irin(1,5,2)i[2 ,1 ],
H2 = rinid(3,2,2,2)irosid(4,4)![4,3; 5,4] 
and finally,
H3 = nex(T1)!F # con(T1)ilux(H2)IF.
The dictum of each of these formices H1, H2 and H3 with repect to E 
gives a formex containing the required interconnection pattern in terms 
of the node numbers of the whole structure for each group of geometrical 
properties. Each interconnection pattern is then associated with the 
given geometrical properties during the structural analysis.
A similar procedure is followed if there are differences in 
material properties or in both geometric and material properties.
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If E is a formex of the first grade and T is an ingot of any grade 
and of order r, a formex F may be obtained from E by deleting every 
cantle of E that contains a uniple U such that either U 0 or U > r. 
Now, let a formex G be obtained from F by replacing every uniple of F by 
the signet of T whose orderate is equal to U. The rule by which G is 
obtained from E is symbolised in terms of a function denoted by 
red(T)
and is referred to as a ’redictum function'. The formex G is referred 
to as the redictum of E with respect to T and the relationship between G 
and E is written as 
G = red(T)IE.
For an example, consider the formex given by
E = {[1; 2], [1; 3; 2], [4; 9; 1], [2; -1; 7]}
and the ingot T given by
T = {[1,1], [3,1], [5,3], [8,4], [1,5]},
then,
F = red(T)!E = {[1,1; 3,1], [1,1; 5,3; 3,1]).
It will be observed that only the first two cantles of E are considered. 
The third cantle contains a uniple 9 which is greater than the order of 
T. The fourth cantle contains a uniple which is less than zero.
The dictum and redictum functions have the following basic 
properties:
1) In general they have no inverse. However, if T is an exclusive catena
of the formex E, and
H = dic(T)IE
then,
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E = red(T)i H.
Thus, in this case red(T) is the inverse of the dic(T).
Also, if T is an ingot of order r, H a formex with positive
non-zero uniples which are less than or equal to r and 
E = red(T)!H
then,
H = die(T)IE.
In this case, the dic(T) is the inverse of the red(T).
3.3.1.3 SEVIATION AND LATITUDE FUNCTIONS 
If E is a formex of the first grade and
CU1; U2; .............; Um]
is a typical cantle of E. The symbol d is an integer which represents
the maximum difference obtained by comparing all possible pairs of
U1,U2,....... ,Um, if m=1 then d = 0, and di represents that difference
for cantle of orderate i in E. The value of the maximum di for i=1 to r 
where r is the order of E is denoted by D. The rule by which D is 
obtained from E, is called the 'seviation function'. It is denoted by 
sev
and is referred to as the seviation of E. The relation between E and D 
is written as 
D = sev IE 
As an example, consider the formex
E = {[1; 91, C3; 5; 10], [11; 3; 1], [25; 20; 24], 16, [3; 4]} 
then d 1=8, d2=7, d3=10, d4=5, d5=0 and d6=1, therefore,
D = sev|E = 10
Consider the configuration shown in Fig 3.19. If H is the formex of the
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first grade representing the interconnection pattern of Fig 3*19 in
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terms of the numbering scheme shown, then 
D = seviH = 1 0
It will be observed that the value of D is the greatest difference
between the terminal node numbers which is a measure of the bandwidth. 
Therefore, the seviation function can be used to obtain the bandwidth of 
the stiffness matrix of the configuration.
Let E be a formex and T an ingot of the same grade. Let 
D = sevidie(T)IF
The rule through which D is obtained from E and with respect to T is 
represented by a function denoted by
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lat(T)
and is referred to as a ’latitude function’. The integer D is 'called 
the latitude of F with respect to T. The relationship between F and D 
is written as
D = lat(T)IF
A latitude function has no inverse.
For example, consider the formex given by 
F=U1,1; 3,1; 1,33, [1,3; 3,3; 3,1], [3,1; 5,1; 3,3], [3,3; 5,3; 5,1]) 
and
T = {[1,1], [3,1], [1,3], [3,3], [5,1], [5,3]}
then,
D = lat(T)IF = 3.
3.3.1.4 NOVATION FUNCTIONS
In the preparation of the data for such structures as skeletal 
domes using the concepts of formex algebra, a problem arises in the node 
numbering schemes. For instance, consider the configuration shown in 
Fig 3.20. Its formex formulation may be given by
F = rinit(20,10,2,2)irosit(1,1)i[20,0,0; 20,0,2].
The encircled node cannot be represented by a unique node number. 
An examination of the signet of F that represent the node will show that 
for the member marked X it is given by [20,0,10] and for the member 
marked Y, it is given by [20,40,10]. It may then be observed that, with 
regards to a dictum of the formex representing the interconnection 
pattern with respect to the ingot of the node points, the nodes are not 
the same. This is not wanted in the configuration for structural 
analysis. Such problems are overcome using the ’novation functions' and 
they are described below.
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Let E be a formex, F, a 2-plex formex, both of which are of the
same grade, and the first cantle of F is represented by
[S1;S2]
where S1 and S2 are the first and second signets of the cantle, 
respectively. If G is obtained by replacing every signet of E which is 
equal to S1 by S2, the process being repeated for all cantles of F 
proceeding in the natural order, then the rule by which E is transformed 
into G is symbolised in terms of a function denoted by 
nov(F)
and is referred to as a ’novation function’. The formex G is referred
to as the novation of E with respect to F and the relation between E and
G is written as
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G = nov(F)IE.
As an illustration, consider the formex E given by
E = {[3,2; 4,4], [5,4; 7,5], [3,3], C4.1; 5,5; 2,1]}
and a 2-plex formex F is given by
F = ([3,2; 4,1], [3,3; 2,1], [5,5; 2,3], [7,8; 4,4]}.
The modification of E with repect to the first cantle of F is obtained
as
E1 = {[4,1; 4,4], [5,4; 7,5], [3,3], [4,1; 5,5; 2,1]}.
The modification of E1 by the second cantle of F is obtained as
E2 = {[4,1; 4,4], [5,4; 7,5], [2,1], [4,1; 5,5; 2,1]}.
The modification of E2 by the third cantle of F is obtained as
E3 = {[4,1; 4,4], [5,4; 7,5], [2,1], [4,1; 2,3; 2,1]}.
The modification of E3 by the last cantle of F leaves the formex 
unchanged as the first signet of the last cantle does not appear in E3.
Consider also, the configuration shown in Fig 3.21. The formex 
representing the configuration may be formulated as
H = rinit(20,10,2,2)1rosit(1,1)i{[10,0,0; 10,0,2], [10,0,2; 10,2,0]}. 
The pexum function will be unable to remove the repeated members marked 
with asterisks. This is because, an examination of the cantles 
representing the marked members shows that each repeat comes from 
entirely different cantles. To eliminate the repetitions, a 2-plex 
formex F is obtained as
F = rin(3,11,2)i{[10,0,0; 10,40,0]}.
Then,
G = nov(F)!H
will give the required interconnection pattern but with the repeated 
members represented by variants of the same cantles. If the pexum of G
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4-0)
is now obtained, there will be no repetitions in the configuration.
3.3.2 FORMEX COLLATION
During the preparation of the data for the stiffness method of 
structural analysis, it may be necessary to minimise the bandwidth or 
frontwidth of the structure depending on the solution technique being 
used as discussed in Chapter 2. In such situations, it may be necessary 
to rearrange the order of appearance of a sequence of formices, or 
cantles of a formex or even the order of appearance of signets of 
cantles of a formex. Such operations are accomplished using the 
processes described below.
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3.3.2.1 CONCEPT OF RAPPORTANCE
If E and F are two formices which may be evaluated with respect to 
a perdicant P, and if this evaluation is done twice for both E and F, 
first in the order E,F and second in the order F,E, then there are four 
possible results arising from both cases. These are summarised in Table
3.5 with their associated meanings with respect to P.
TABLE 3.5
CASE VALUE OF P WITH RESPECT MEANING WITH RESPECT TO P
E AND F IN THE ORDER 
E,F F,E
1 true false E is of higher rapportance than F,
that is E is more rapportant than F
2 false true E is less rapportant than F
3 true true E is of equal rapportant with F
4 false false E is of equal rapportant with F
The various relationships between E and F may be symbolically 
represented in Table 3.6.
As an illustration, consider the following formices 
E1 = {[1,1,3; 4,5,6], [6,5,3; 2,4,5], [4,7,6; 2,1,1]},
E2 = [3,0; 0,1; 2,1; 1,5]
and
E3 = [4,5,6,6].
Let a perdicant P be specified that P is true provided that the sum of 
the uniples of the first signet of the first cantle of the left element 
is. less than that of the right element of the pair, otherwise it is 
false.
Examining the formices E1, E2 and E3 with respect to P, then P is
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MEANING
E is more rapportant than F with respect to P.
E is less rapportant than F with respect to P.
E and F are of the same rapportance with respect to P.
E is of a rapportance higher or equal to F with 
respect to P.
E is of rapportance lower than or equal to F with 
respect to P.
E is not more rapportant than F with respect to P.
E is not less rapportant than F with respect to P.
E and F are not of the same rapportance with respect 
to P.
E is not of a rapportance higher than or equal to F 
with respect to P
E is not of a rapportance lower than or equal to F 
with respect to P.
false in the order E1,E2, but true in the order E2,E1 and therefore E1 
is less rapportant than E2 with repect to P, that is 
E1 [<P] E2 
Similarly,
E1 [>P] E3 
E2 O P ]  E3
When brevic notation is used in stating the perdicant P, the 
convention adopted is that when P is being evaluated for E and F in the 
order E,F then U's relate to E and W's relate to F, while when P is 
being evaluated in the order F,E, then the U ’s relate to F and the W ’s 
relate to E.
TABLE 3.6 
SYMBOLIC 
REPRESENTATION 
E O P ]  F 
E [<P] F 
E [=P] F 
E O P ]  F
E U P ]  F
E O P ]  F 
E O P ]  F 
E [*P] F
E [>P] F
E O P ]  F
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3.3.2.2 PROCESS OF RAPPORTATION
Consider a sequence S of n formices where n>1 and let there be a 
perdicant P which may be evaluated with respect to any two elements of 
the sequence. Let the term ’(i,j) forward seriation' be used to refer 
to the following procedure:
For k = i, i+1, i+2 ........ ...., j-1
the and (k+1)^  elements of S are compared and if the later
is more rapportant than the former with respect to P, bhen these 
elements are interchanged. Also, let the term '(j,i) backward 
seriation' be used to refer to the following procedure:
For k s j, j-1, j-2,...........  i+1
the kth and (k—1)th elements of S are compared and if the later 
is less rapportant than the former with respect to P, then these 
elements are interchanged.
The term 'seriation' may be used to refer to either a forward 
seriation or backward seriation. In relation to a seriation, when 
reference is made to an element S, say the k ^  element, it means the 
element which is in the k^h position of the sequence at the time of
4 -  U
reference, and not the element which was in the k position of the 
sequence, initially.
Let the sequence S be subjected to the following process:
For k = 1, 2,..... .....
a (k, n-k+1) forward seriation is carried out and then, followed by an 
(n-k, k) backward seriation. The process ends when either the total 
number of completed seriations is equal to n-1 or when a seriation does 
not involve an interchange of elements. This process is referred to as
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the process of ’rapportation'. The sequence S, may be said to have been 
rapported with repect to P. For instance, consider a sequence of 
uniples,
6, 5, 9, 4, 3, 2, 4, 7 
and let a perdicant P be specified in brevic notation as 
U > W
To rapport the above sequence with respect to P, the process is 
started with a (1,8) forward seriation with progress being made from 
left to right as indicated by arrows in Fig 3.22a
a) 6, 5, 9, 4, 3, 2, 4, I
b) 9, 5, 4, 3, 4, 7, 2
c) 9, 6, 7, 5, 4, 3, 2
d) 9, I , 6, 5, 4, 4, 3, 2
e) 9, 7, 6, 5, 4, 4, 3, 2
Fig 3.22
The resulting sequence will be as shown in Fig 3.22b. The next 
step is a (7,1) backward seriation, involving elements 1 to 7 in the 
sequence to give rise to the sequence in Fig 3.22c. The next step is a 
(2,7) forward seriation involving elements 2 to 7 of the sequence. This 
gives rise to the sequence shown in Fig 3.22d. Next is a (6,2) backward 
seriation which leaves the sequence unchanged signallying the end of the 
process of rapportation.
As further examples, consider the following formices 
F = {[6,5; 3,6], [4,3; 5,1]},
E = [1; 2; 3; 5; 6],
H = [[4,5,6; 7,7,6; 4,1,1], [2,3,6]}
and
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K = [3,4; 5,5; 4,5].
Now, let a perdicant P be stated that if the elements E1 and E2 are 
evaluated with respect to P in the order E1,E2, then P is true provided 
the grade of E1 is higher than the grade of E2 otherwise, it is false.
Consider the sequence F,E,G,H,K. By a (1,5) forward seriation the 
sequence obtained is 
F,G,H,K,E
A (4,1) backward seriation gives the following sequence 
H,F,G,K,E.
A (2,4) forward seriation gives 
H,G,F,K,E
and a (3,2) backward seriation, leaves the sequence unchanged.
In general, if S is a sequence of formices which is to be rapported 
with respect to a perdicant P, then the only condition that the elements 
of S should satisfy is that P must be applicable to every pair of the 
elements of S.
3.3.2.3 RAPPORTED SEQUATION FUNCTIONS
Let E be a formex and let P be a perdicant which may be evaluated 
for every pair of the cantles of E. Let a formex G be obtained from E 
by subjecting the cantles of E to a process of rapportation with respect 
to the perdicant P. The rule by which G is obtained from E is 
symbolised into a function denoted by 
ras(P)
and is referred to as a ’rapported sequation function’. The formex G is 
referred to as the rapported sequation of E with respect to P and the 
relation between E and G is written as
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G = ras(P)|E
A rapported sequation function has the following basic properties
1) If the formex E is a maniple, then any rapported sequation of E 
is itself.
2) It has no inverse.
For example, consider the formex E given by
E = {[1,1], [1,2], [2,1], [1,4], [5,2], [3,4]} 
and let a perdicant be given in the brevic notation as 
(U1 < W1) OR (U1 = W1 AND U2 < W2)
The rapported sequation of E with respect to P is obtained as
F = ras(P)!E = {[1,1], [1,2], [1,4], [2,1], [3,4], [5,2]}
3.3.2.4 RAPPORTED VARIANT FUNCTIONS
Let E be a formex and Let P be a perdicant which may be evaluated
for every pair of the signets that are contained in a cantle of E. Let
a formex G be obtained from E by replacing every cantle C of E by a 
maniple obtained by rapporting the signets of C with respect to P. The
process by which G is obtained from E is referred to as a ’rapported
variant function' denoted by 
rav(P).
The formex G is referred to as the rapported variant of E with 'respect 
to P and the relationship between E and G is written as 
G = rav(P)IE.
If E is a 1-plex formex, then any rapported variant of E is itself. 
A rapported variant function has no inverse.
For example, consider the formex E given by 
E = {[3,3; 4,1; 6,3], [5,5; 6,3], [5,7; 4,5; 7,5]}
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and let a perdicant P be given in brevic notation as 
Ui1 + Ui2 > U(i+1,1) + U(i+1,2) for i = 1 to n 
where n is equal to the plexitude of each cantle of E. The rapported 
variant of E with respect to P is obtained as
F = rav(P)iE. = {[6,3; 3,3; 4,1], [5,5; 6,31, [5,7; 7,5; 4,5]}.
3.3.2.5 BANDWIDTH MINIMISATION
During the discussion of the dictum functions, it was noted that 
the disposition of the cantles of an ingot of the node points determines 
a node numbering scheme for a configuration and hence the bandwidth. It 
may happen that an ingot of the node points is inefficiently obtained 
resulting to a large bandwidth. The bandwith may be reduced by the 
process of rapportation, in particular by the rapported sequation 
functions. For example, consider the configuration shown in Fig 3.23. 
The formex representing the configuration may be formulated as 
F = F1 # lam(1,9)!rin(2,2,4)![1,1; 1,5]
where
F1 = rin(2,2,4)i(F3 # rin(1,7,2)i[2,3; 4,31)
and
F3 = rin(1,8,2)ilam(2,3)i{[1,1; 3,1], [3,1; 2,3], [2,3; 1,1]).
The ingot of the node points may be formulated as 
T = T1 # ref(2,5)lrin(1,9,2)|[1,1]
where
T1 = rin(2,2,4)!(rin(1,9,2)j[1,1] # r i n d ,8,2)![2,3]).
The dictum of F with respect to T will produce the interconnection 
pattern in terms of node numbers for the configuration. The node 
numbering produced is as shown in Fig 3.23. If the seviation of G is
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obtained, it will be found to be equal to 17. The bandwidth is equal to
18. This value of the bandwidth is not the optimum value for the
configuration. The bandwidth may be minimised using a rapported
sequation function. The perdicant P used is given in brevic notation as
(U2 < W2) OR (U2=W2 AND U1 < W1)
A rapported sequation of the ingot T with respect to P is obtained as
T1 = ras(P)jT
The dictum of the formex F with respect to T1, that is 
G1 = dic(T1)!F
gives the node numbering scheme shown in Fig 3.24. Using 
D1 = lat(T1)!F
the latitude of F with repect to T1 is 6. The bandwidth is now 7, which 
is a lower value than 18 obtained using the ingot T.
Furthermore, consider the triangular finite element mesh shown in 
Fig 3.25. Its formex formulation may be given as
F = F1 # F2
where
F1 = F3 # tran(1,10)!F3»
F3 = rinid(3,5,2,2)i([1,1; 3,1; 3,31, [1,1; 1,3; 3,3]}
and
F2 = rinid(2,5,2,2)Jref(1,5)! {[ 1,1; 3,1; 3,3], [1,1; 1,3; 3,33).
An ingot of the node points may be formulated as 
T = rinid(9,6,2,2)![1,1].
Using the relationship 
G = dic(T)IF,
the node numbering scheme is produced. Again, this numbering scheme is 
unsatisfactory. A more satisfactory numbering scheme may be obtained
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using a rapported variant function and a rapported sequation function 
The perdicant P, for the rapported variant of T may be given by
(U11 < U21) OR (U11 = U21 AND U12 < U22).
That is,
H =rav(P1)!T.
The perdicant P2 for the rapported sequation of H is given by
(U 1<W1) OR (U1=W1 AND U2<W2) OR (U1=W1 AND U2=W2 AND U3<W3)
That is,
H2 = ras(P2)!H
The node numbering scheme produced with respect to the ingot H2 is as 
shown in Fig 3.26. A comparison of the bandwidth of the node numbering 
schemes shown in Figs 3.25 and 3.26, shows that the bandwidth has been 
reduced from 11 to 8.
3.3.2.6 FRONTWIDTH MINIMISATION
Frontwidth minimisation involves a rearrangement of the cantles of 
a formex which represent in an ordered form the node numbers describing 
the interconnection pattern of a configuration. In other words, a 
rapported sequation function is used to obtain a formex H from the 
formex G (the dictum of the formex representing the configuration with 
respect to the ingot of the node points) with respect to given 
perdicants.
In the present work, two techniques are presented. The first 
technique is dependant on the possibility of obtaining an ingot that 
will produce a minimum bandwidth. The second uses the frontal solvers 
technique of wave-like flow through the structure to find a minimum 
frontwidth growth part from one part of the structure to the other.
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THE FIRST TECHNIQUE: Consider the triangular finite element mesh shown
in Fig 3.27. The formex representing the interconnection pattern may be 
formulated as
U2
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FIG 3.27
F = {[1,1; 3,1; 3,3], [1,1; 3,3; 1,31, [3,1; 5,3; 3 ,3 ],
[3,1; 5,1; 5,31, [5,1; 7,3; 5,3], [5,1; 7,1; 7,3]}.
A formex, such as F representing the configuration can be obtained in
whatever manner that is most convenient for the configuration. However,
for finite element meshes, the signets of each cantle is arranged in the 
form in which the corresponding node numbers are required to appear in 
the elements for analysis. The next step is to obtain the ingot of the 
node points. It is important that the ingot of the node points be 
obtained in such a way as to minimise the bandwidth. Alternatively, the 
bandwidth is first minimised by the process already described in
Subsection 3.3.2.5. Continuing with Fig 3.27, the ingot of the node
points may be given by
T = {[1,1], [1,3], [3,1], [3,3], [5,1], [5,3], [7,1], [7,3]}.
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This by inspection, will produce an optimum bandwidth for the 
configuration. Now, using the formices F and T, the formex representing 
the node numbers in an ordered form is given by 
H = dic(T)IF.
The formex H for Fig 3.27 is given by
H={[1; 3; 43, [1; 4; 23, [3; 6; 4], [3; 5; 6], [5; 8; 6], [5; 7; 8]}. 
This node numbering scheme is shown in Fig 3.27. Each cantle of H 
represents an element in the configuration of Fig 3.27. A rapported 
variant of each of the cantles of H is obtained with respect to a 
perdicant P1 given in brevic notation as 
Ui < U(i+1) for i = 1 to n 
where n is the plexitude of the cantle. That is,
B = rav(PI)!H
= {[1; 3; 4], [1; 2; 4], C3; 4; 6], [3; 5; 6], [5; 6; 8], C5; 7; 8]}
A rapported sequation of B is then obtained with respect to a perdicant
P2 given also in brevic notation as
(U 1<W1) OR (U1=W1 AND U2<W2) OR (U1=W1, U2=W2 AND U3<W3) OR
(U1=W1, U2=W2, U3=W3,.....    ,U(n-1 )=W(n-1) AND Un<Wn)
where n is the pexitude of the formex. That is 
G = ras(P2)|B
= {[1; 2; 4], [1; 3; 4], [3,4; 6], C3; 5; 6], [5,6; 8], [5; 7; 8]}.
The orderate of each cantle of G gives the element number which the
cantle represent. These are shown in Fig 3.27. If the configuration is 
a finite element mesh, the arrangement of the signets in the cantles 
will be as they appeared in the formex H. For the configuration of Fig 
3.27, the required formex for analysis is given by
G1 = {[1; 4; 2], [1; 3; 4], [3; 6; 4], [3; 5; 63, [5; 8; 6], [5; 7; 83).
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Incidentally, an examination of the effect of the transformation of
B to G will appear to have been accomplished as follows: Each cantle of
B is read as a single number ignoring the semi-colons separating the 
signets. The numbers so formed are then arranged in their order of 
ascending magnitudes. The signets are then written again in their usual 
form. The result will be the formex G.
As a further illustration of this method of frontwidth
minimisation, consider the flat grid shown in Fig 3.28. The formex
representing the configuration may be formulated as 
F r lux(C)!F1
where,
F1 = lib(i=0,17)ilib(j=i,17)!tranid(2j-i,2i)I {[ 1,1; 3,13,[3,1; 2,33,
[2,3; 1,11).
C = C1 # lib(i=0,5)ilib(j=i,5)!tranid(2j-i,2i)i[14,273
and
C1 = lam(1,19)ilib(i=0,5)ilib(j=i,5)!tranid(2j-i,2i)![1,13.
The formex representing the ingot of the node points may be formulated 
as
T = lux(C)Ilib(i=0,18)ilib(j=i,18)!tranid(2j-i,2i)i[1,13.
Using the relation 
H = dic(T)IF,
the node numbers of the configuration in an ordered form are obtained. 
The relation
B = rav(P1) IH
is used to arrange the signets of the formex H such that smaller uniples 
are the first in each cantle, where P1 is the perdicant used in the 
example of Fig 3.27. Finally,
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G = ras(P2)',B
arranges the cantles in the order in which their associated elements
will be introduced in the frontal solution routine. The element
numbering scheme produced will be as shown in Fig 3.28.
Suppose, a structure is inefficiently numbered by using an ingot 
obtained across the longer length as shown in Fig 3.29. An efficient
element numbering is achieved as follows: The node numbers as
inefficiently given are ignored and an ingot T which will produce an 
efficient node numbering is obtained together with a formex F 
representing the configuration. For example, the configuration may be 
formulated as
F=luxCC1)1lamid(11,7)1rinid(5,3*2,2)!{C1,1; 3,1; 1,3], [3,1; 3,3; 1,33) 
where
C1 = lamid(11,7)!{[1,1 ], [11,1]).
The ingot of the node points for an efficient node numbering may be 
given by
T = lux(C1)ilib(i=0,10)!lib(j=0,6)!tranid(2i,2j)i[1,1].
Using the formices F and T, a formex representing pseudo-node numbers 
are obtained with a dictum function. That is,
H = dic(T)IF.
The node numbers produced are called pseudo-node numbers because they 
will not be used as the node numbers for the analysis of the structure. 
The rapported variant B of H with respect to the perdicant P1 and the 
rapported sequation G of B with respect to the perdicant P2 are 
obtained. (P 1 and P2 are the perdicants used in the example of Fig 
3.27). The required element numbering is according to the disposition 
of the cantles of G, but the node numbers for analysis is as
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inefficiently given which is as shown in Fig 3.30. The minimisation has 
reduced the frontwidth from 13 to 8 which as noted in Chapter 2, 
represents a substantial saving in computer storage and computer time 
requirement for the analysis of the structure.
THE SECOND TECHNIQUE: The first technique discussed above is dependant
on the ingot obtained for the node numbering for its efficiency. For 
some configurations, the possibility of obtaining such an efficient 
ingot may be very difficult. The problem is overcome by using this 
second technique. The procedure is discussed using an example.
Consider the configuration shown in Fig 3.31. It is a rectangular 
finite element mesh. Its formex formulation may be obtained as
U2 11 12
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F = lux(C)j rinid(4,2,2,2)i{[1,1; 3,1; 3,3; 1,33
where
C = [7,53
13^
The ingot of the node points is obtained as 
T = lux(C1)!rinid(5,3,2,2){[1,1]
where
C1 = {[7,5],[9,5]}.
The ingot of the node points could be obtained in any form without any 
consideration as to the disposition of its cantles. The dictum of F 
with respect to T is then obtained and it is given in expanded form as 
H = die(T)!F = {[1; 2; 7; 6], [2; 3; 8; 7], C3; 4; 9; 8],
[4; 5; 10; 91, [6; 7; 12; 11], [7; 8; 13; 12]}.
This produces the node numbers as shown in the Fig 3.31.
For the rapported sequation of a formex such as H, it is necessary 
to define some terms which will be used in stating the perdicant needed 
for the process.
Signets appearing in the same cantle are said to be ’connected 
signets'. This means that the nodes which the signets represent form 
the nodal points of one element. The second column of Table 3.7 gives 
the connected signets for each of the signets of the formex H.
Each signet, say S has attached to it a number referred to as the 
’degree' of the signet. The degree of a signet is defined as the total 
number of its connected signets. For example, the signet 1 has a degree 
of 3 because there are 3 distinct signets (2,7 and 6) connected to it. 
The signet 2 has a degree of 5 as there are 5 distinct signets (1,7,6,3 
and 8) which are connected to it. The third column of Table 3.7 gives 
the degrees of all the signets of the formex H. It may be necessary 
during a rapported sequation, to obtain the 'associated degree' of a 
signet and this is defined as the sum of the degrees of those signets 
connected to that signet. For example, the associated degree of the
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TABLE 3.7 
SIGNET CONNECTED SIGNETS DEGREE ASSOCIATED
1 2 , 7 , 6 3 18
2 1, 3, 6 , 7, 8 5 28
3 2, 4, 9, 8 , 7 5 30
4 3, 5, 10 9 8 5 23
5 4 9 10 3 13
6 1 2 7  1 1 1 2 5 24
7 1 2  3 6 8 11 12 13 8 36
8 2 3 4 7 9 12 13 7 36
9 3 4 5 8 10 5 23
1 0 4 5 9 3 13
1 1 6 7 1 2 3 18
1 2 6 7 8 1 1 1 3 5 26
13 7  8 1 2 3 2 0
signet 1 of the formex H is the sum of the degrees of the signets 2, 6  
and 7 which from the second column of Table 3.7 is given by (5+8+5)=18. 
The last column of Table 3.7 gives the associated degree of all the 
signets of H. The ’current degree’ of a signet is defined as the degree 
of that signet, without considering its connected degrees in the cantles 
which are more rapportant than its own cantle. Finally, the term 
’current associated degree' of a signet is the sum of the current 
degrees of its connected degrees without considering those signets in 
the cantles which are more rapportant than its own cantle.
The perdicant P for the rapported sequation of H may now be stated 
as follows: If two cantles Ca and Cb of H are considered in the order
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Ca,Cb, the perdicant is true, if the current degree of any signet' of Ca 
is less than the current degree of all the signets of Cb. If however, 
the minimum current degree of the signets of Ca equals the minimum 
current degree of the signets of Cb, then the perdicant is also true if 
the minimum current associated degree of any signet of Ca is less than
the minimum current associated degree of all the signets of Cb.
Furthermore, if the minimum associated degrees of the signets of Ca 
and Cb are equal, then the perdicant is also true if any signet of Ca is 
in a cantle which is more rapportant than all other cantles which 
contain any of the signets of Cb.
At the commencement of the process of rapportation, the initial 
degrees and associated degrees are assumed to be the current values. 
The perdicant P will be clearer, if the rapported sequation of H with 
respect to it is obtained step by step.
If all the signets of H are considered it is found from Table 3.7 
that the following signets (1, 5, 10, 11 and 13), have the minimum
degree of 3* These signets are contained in three cantles of H. The
signets out of these that have the minimum associated degree are 5 and
10 and they belong to the same cantle. Based on the stated perdicant, 
it becomes the first cantle in a new formex G which is given by
G = ras(P)|H.
Once a cantle is transferred to G, it is deleted from H. The ’current 
front’ is constituted by the signets which are both in G and H at any 
one time. In the example, when the cantle containing the signets 5 and 
10 is transferred to G, the current front consists of the signets 4 and 
9. The current degrees of the signets remaining in H are calculated. 
These will be as shown in Table 3.8. Also shown, are their
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corresponding 
TABLE 3.8
SIGNET CONNECTED SIGNETS CURRENT DEGREE CURRENT ASSOCIATED
DEGREE
1 2 7 6 3 18
2 1 3  6 7 8 5 28
3 2 8 7 3 18
4 3 8 2 8
6 1 2 7 11 12 5 24
7 1 2 3 6 8 1 1 1 2 1 3  8 32
8 2 3 7 12 13 5 24
9 3 8 2 8
11 6 7 12 3 10
12 6 7 8 11 13 5 24
13 7 8 12 3 18
associated degrees. The signets in the current front with the minimum 
current degree are 4 and 9 and they belong to the same cantle. Their 
cantle is then transferred to G to have an orderate equal to 2. At this 
stage of the rapported sequation of H, the formices H and G will be as 
follows
H = {[1; 2; 7; 6], [6; 7; 12; 11], [2; 3; 8; 71, [7; 8; 13; 12]} 
and
G = {[4; 5; 10; 9], C3; 4; 9; 8]}.
The current degree of the remaining signets of H are then 
calculated. In the next cycle, the signets in the current front with 
the minimum current degree are 3 and 8. They belong to the same cantle,
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therefore, their associated degree are not needed. If they are needed, 
they will be found to be 9 for the signet 3 and 10 for the signet 8. 
Their common cantle is the next most rapportant cantle in H. It is 
therefore transferred to the formex G. The cycle is repeated until all 
the cantles of H are transferred to G.
In practice, it will not be necessary to calculate the current 
degrees and the current associated degrees for all the signets of H in 
every cycle. It is only necessary to calculate the current degrees of 
the signets in the current front and those of their connected signets 
which are still in H and use these to calculate the associated degrees 
of the signets in the current front, if necessary. For instance, in the 
example, after the transfer of the first cantle to G, it is only 
necessary to calculate the current degrees of the signets 4, 9, 3 and 8, 
so that if it is necessary to calculate the current associated degrees 
of 4 and 9, it can be successfully, done. This saves a large amount of 
computing time. It may also be observed that, when the changes in the 
values from Table 3.7 to the values in Table 3.8 are compared, it is
seen that these signets are the ones whose current degrees are different
from their initial degrees.
At the end of the cycle, the formex G will be given by
G = ras(P)!H = {[4; 5; 10; 91, t3; 4; 9; 8], [2; 3; 8; 7],
[1; 2 ; 7; 6], [6; 7; 12; 11], [7 ; 8; 13; 12]}.
The orderate of each cantle of the formex G is the number of the 
element which it represents. The final element numbering for minimum 
frontwidth is as shown in Fig 3.31.
As a further illustration, consider the configuration shown in Fig 
3.32. The formex representing the configuration may be formulated as
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F = con(C)I(F 1 #F 2)
where
F 1 = lamid(11,7)irinid(3,3,2,2) IF111
F2 = lamid((11,7)irinid(2,3,2f2)itran(1,6)iF11f
F11 = [1,3; 3,11// rosid(2,2) j [ 1,1; 3,1],
C = lamid(11,7)!([1,13, [3,1], [1,3], [5,1], [5,3], [1,5]} 
and the ingot of the nodal points E is given by 
E = lux(C1)Ir in(1,8,2)jrin(2,7,2)i[1,1]
where,
C1 = lamid(11,7)![1,1].
The configuration will produce a stiffness matrix of frontwidth equal to 
10.
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For another example, consider the 8-node finite element mesh shown 
in Fig 3.33. Its formex formulation may be given by 
F = lux(C)i rinid(11,9,2,2)J FI
where,
F1 = [1,1; 2,1; 3,1; 3,2; 3,3; 2,3; 1,3; 1,2],
C = C1 # tranid(8,6)!C 1
and
C1 = rinid(2,2,2,2)i[8,6] # rin(1,5,1){[9,7].
The ingot of the node points may be given by
T = lux(C)!(rinid(23,10,1,2)i[1,1] # rinid(12,9,2,2)![1,2]).
The frontwidth of the stiffness matrix of the configuration will be 25, 
a substantial reduction from 32 by the band minimisation technique 
previously discussed.
Consider also, the triangular finite element mesh shown in Fig
3.34. The formex representing the interconnection pattern may be 
formulated as
F = F1 # F2
where,
F1=con(C)|lux(C1)jrinid(11,11,2,2)!{[0,0; 2,0; 0,2], [2,0; 2,2; 0,2]},
C = C2 # refid(11,11)!C2,
C1 = C3 # refid(11,11)!C3,
C2 = {[4,14], [6,14], [4,16], [8,16], [8,18], [6,18]},
C3 = {[6,6], [6,8], [8,6], [8,8], [6,16]},
F2 = F3 # refid(11,11)!F3
and
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F3 = ([6,4; 6,6; 4,6], [8,8; 10,8; 8,10], [6,14; 8,14; 6,16],
[8,14; 8,16; 6,16]}.
The ingot of the node points may be formulated as 
T = lux(C4)Jrinid(12,12,2,2){[0,0] 
where,
C4 = {[8,6], [6,8], [14,16], [16,14]}.
The frontwidth will be 13.
Finally, consider the rectangular finite element mesh shown in
3.35. Its formex formulation may be given by
U2j
19. 116 111 112 105 103 99 97 93 91 87 85 81 80 79 78 77
115 113 111 106 101 100 98 91 92 88 86 82 76 75 71 73
15, 110 109 108 107 102 101 96 95 90 89 81 83 72 71 70 69
10 68 67 66 65
11. 9 61 63 62 61
8 57 58 59 60
7. 7 56 55 51 53
5 6 11 15 17 21 23 27 29 33 35 10 13 16 51 52
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F = lux(C)!rinid(16,10,2,2)|[0,0; 2,0; 2,2; 0,2] 
where,
C = rinid(10,3,2,2)![4,8].
The ingot of its node point may be given by 
T = lux(C) !rinid(17f 11,2,2)! [0,0]-.
The frontwidth will be 11 by this technique.
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C H A P T E R  4
STRUCTURAL FACTORING
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 2, a brief survey of some of the methods of analysis of 
large structural systems was made. It was illustrated that even in the 
present day of large and fast computers, there still remain the problems 
of computer storage and computer time. These problems are reflected in 
the astronomical increases in computer time and/or an expensive demand 
on the storage requirement when it is required to analyse dense space 
structures.
The analysis techniques either fail to carry out the analysis as in 
the case of frontal solution technique or there is a tremendous increase 
in the time of analysis as in the case of the out-core banded method 
when the bandwidth or the frontwidth cannot fit into the central memory 
of the computer.
Even when there is a large main frame computer available, with 
large main memory, the storage facilities are not unlimited, a problem 
experienced in the present work as discussed in Chapter 5.
Under these circumstances, it becomes important to find a method 
which can tackle both problems of computer time and storage at the same 
time, albeit approximately and therefore at the expense of some loss of 
accuracy in the results of analysis within a range, acceptable for the 
design of the structure.
Some approximate methods which have made attempts to solve these 
problems in this direction were mentioned in Chapter 2. However, as
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discussed, their applications are very limited as they are primarily 
based on the nature of the particular space structures to which they can 
be applied.
In this chapter, the concept of ’structural factoring’ is proposed 
and discussed as an approximate method for the analysis of very dense
space structures. The concept provides a method which can be used,
systematically to predict the behaviour of very dense space structures
within the confines of the available computer resources. It proposes a 
relationship between the forces and displacements in the dense structure 
with those in. a less dense structure of similar interconnection pattern. 
It also shows a systematic procedure to obtain the required less dense 
structure which may be analysed for the prediction of the result of 
analysis of the dense space structure.
4.2 CONCEPT OF STRUCTURAL FACTORING
Consider the flat grid whose plan view is shown in Fig 4.1, with 
the boundary lines forming a square of length L. It is assumed that the 
members of the grid are equally spaced in both directions and all the
members have the same geometric and material properties. The grid is
supported at all the boundary nodes, and the supports restrain 
translations only. A uniformly distributed load of intensity q acting 
vertically downwards is applied to the grid covering the entire surface 
of the grid.
As may be seen from Fig 4.1, there are many members and nodes over 
the area. The number of members and nodes over a given area of a grid
is important in this discussion and it is necessary therefore to
introduce the term density which in its natural sense means the quality
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of closeness. The term is used iri that sense to denote the closeness of 
the members and nodes relative to the area of the grid. The density 
increases as the number of members and nodes are increased while the 
area covered by the grid remains constant. Thus, if the number of 
members and nodes over the area of Fig 4.1 is increased, while 
maintaining the same interconnection pattern, the resulting grid will be 
said to be denser than Fig 4.1. That is to say that density is used to 
denote the relative number of members and nodes over a given area. It 
may be noted that density has been given a qualitative definition for 
the moment. A quantitative definition of density will be given later.
Now, consider the grid of Fig 4.2 which is derived from Fig 4.1 
such that alternate member lines in each direction are retained by the 
grid, the resulting grid having the same interconnection pattern as the 
grid of Fig 4.1. The overall dimensions of the grid are the same as 
those of Fig 4.1. The grid of Fig 4.2 is loaded over its entire area 
with a uniformly distributed load of intensity q, acting in the same way 
as the load on the grid of Fig 4.1. The grid of Fig 4.2 is also 
similarly supported as the grid of Fig 4.1 and all the members have the 
same cross sectional area, second moment of area and material properties 
as those of the grid of Fig 4.1.
Consider the behaviour of the grids of Figs 4.1 and 4.2. The two 
grids of Figs 4.1 and 4.2 are of the same interconnection pattern. It 
is then proposed that because they have the same interconnection 
pattern, and are supported similarly, with the overall boundary 
dimensions being the same, then under the load to which they are 
subjected as described earlier, that the two grids have the same 
behavioural pattern. This means that, displacements and forces are 
similarly distributed over the area of the grid. Due to this similarity 
of behaviour then, the grid of Fig 4.2 can be used to approximate the 
behaviour of the grid of Fig 4.1. The exact nature of the relationship 
for this approximation will be established in due course.
Furthermore, consider again the grid shown in Fig 4.1 supported and 
loaded as previously described. Instead of deriving the grid of Fig 4.2 
from Fig 4.1, the grid of Fig 4.3 is similarly derived from it, but now 
one member line in three is taken in each direction whilst maintaining 
the same interconnection pattern. The material properties of the 
members remain the same. The grid of Fig 4.3 is similarly supported at
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all the bondary nodes restraining translations only. A uniformly 
distributed load, also of intensity q acting in a similar manner as q of 
Fig 4.1 is applied to the grid. The boundary dimensions of the grid of 
Fig 4.3 are the same as those of Fig 4.1.
Considering this grid of Fig 4.3, its interconnection pattern is 
also the same as that of Fig 4.1. It is also possible to state that the 
pattern of behaviour of the grid of Fig 4.3 is similar to the pattern of 
behaviour of the grid of Fig 4.1. The behaviour of the grid of Fig 4.1 
can similarly be approximated by the grid of Fig 4.3 when the relation 
of this similarity is established. However, the grid of Fig 4.2 will
FIG 1.3
give a better approximation of the behaviour of the grid of Fig 4.1 than 
the grid of Fig 4.3. This is because the grid of Fig 4.2, being denser
than the grid of Fig 4.3, will monitor with greater accuracy the local
variations in the behaviour of the grid of Fig 4.1.
This means that corresponding points in the grids of Fig 4.3, Fig
4.2 and Fig 4.1 will have approximately the same proportion of 
displacement and force distributions compared with the displacements and 
forces in other points of the grids. However, the approximation of the 
behaviour of the grid of Fig 4.1 by the grid of Fig 4.3 will not be as
good as those from the grid of Fig 4.2.
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The flat grids of Figs 4.1 and 4.2 have been analysed and Figs 4.4
to 4.9 show the distribution of the displacements and forces in the
members of both structures under uniformly distributed load of a unit
force per unit area. The figures shown relate to only a quarter of the 
grid in each case and only a quarter of the structure was analysed as a 
result of symmetry in loading, support condition and the layout of the 
grids. In each case, the figure with subscript 'a1, represents the 
distribution for displacements or forces for the grid of Fig 4.1 while
the subscript 1b 1 relates to those of the grid of Fig 4.2.
An examination of the distribution will show clearly the similarity 
of distribution of the displacements and forces in the two grids. The 
fact that they look so alike, shows that there is an inherent similarity 
between the behaviours of the grids of Figs 4.1 and 4.2 and also, by
inference, the grid of Fig 4.3. It may be noted that thb grid of Fig
4.1 has 3721 nodes, the grid of Fig 4.2 has 961 nodes while the grid of 
Fig 4.3 has 441 nodes.
The grids of Figs 4.1 to 4.3 have the same interconnection pattern. 
However, the total length of the members in the grids decreases as the
density is reduced. By total length of the members is meant the sum of 
all the lengths of the individual members in the grid. For instance, if 
each member of the grid of Fig 4.1 has a unit length, then, the total 
length of its members is 7320 units. The total length of members of the 
grid of Fig 4.1 is almost twice the total length of the members of the 
grid of Fig 4.2. Similarly, the total length of the grids of Fig 4.1 is 
almost three times the total length of the grid of Fig 4.3.
Consider again, the grids of Figs 4.1 and 4.2. As has been 
discussed, they have similar interconnection pattern, covering the same
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area, with members having the same material and cross-sectional 
properties, and similar support and loading conditions. The only thing 
which causes differences in their behaviour is the amount of material in 
the grids. The differences in the quantity of the material is a 
function of the total length of members of the grids only. The grid 
with more materials implies that the total length of its members is 
greater. Therefore, the relationship between the behaviours of the 
grids depends on the ratio of the total length of their members. The 
term ’factor1 may be used to refer to this ratio of the total length of 
members of two such similar grids such as the grids of Figs 4.1 and 4.2. 
That is,
Ft = TLr/TLo . . . . . . . 4.2.1
where TLr and TLo are the total length of members of grids such as the
grids of Figs 4.2 and 4.1, respectively. Grids such as that shown in 
Fig 4.2 which are derived, are referred to as ’reduced’ grids while the 
grid from which they are derived, such as that of Fig 4.1 is called 
’original' grid.
Thus, Fig 4.1 is the original grid for the reduced grids of Figs
4.2 and 4.3. Fig 4.2 is as well the original grid for the grid of Fig 
4.3. The process by which the reduced grids are derived from the 
original grid is called ’structural factoring'. The grid of Fig 4.2 is 
obtained by a factor of 0.508 and the grid of Fig 4.3 by a factor of 
0.344. The factor is therefore not restricted to any particular value 
but could be any positive real number. The.density of a structure is 
therefore measured by the factor. When the factor is say, 1/2, it
implies that the density of the reduced grid is half the density of the
original grid. When a grid is said to be factored, it is assumed that
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the reduced grid and the original grid cover the same area, have similar 
interconnection pattern, the same support and loading conditions and 
their members have the same cross sectional and material properties.
If the interconnection pattern of two grids are similar, together 
with the support and loading conditions, then the distribution of their 
nodes is also, a measure of the amount of material in the structure over 
an area. To obtain this measure, the square root of the value obtained 
by this ratio of areas is required. This square root of the ratio of 
the number of nodes of the reduced grid to the number of nodes of the 
original grid may also be referred to as the factor. Thus, if Nr and No 
are the number of nodes of the reduced and the original grids 
respectively, then the factor is given by
Fn = (Nr/No)1/2 . . . . .  4.2.2.
The subscript n is used to denote that the factor is based on the ratio 
of the number of nodes. This factor can also be used to establish the 
relationship between the behaviour of the original and the reduced 
grids.
Incidentally, it may be noted from the grids of Figs 4.1 to 4.3 
that it is also possible to obtain the factor in terms of the maximum 
member length of the reduced and the original grid. If two grids have 
similar interconnection pattern, then the maximum member length will 
occur almost at the same point and member directions. Moreover, the 
member lengths of two such similar structures varies inversely with the 
total length of their members. Therefore, the inverse ratio of their 
maximum member lengths is similar to the ratio of the total lengths of 
the grids. Thus, if Lr denotes the maximum member length of a reduced 
grid and Lo is the maximum member length of the original grid, then the
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factor Fm is given by
Fm = Lo/Lr . . . .  4.2.3.
The subscript m is used to denote the factor based on the ratio of the 
maximum member lengths of the grids.
The parameters which need to be considered to obtain a reduced 
structure will now be discussed in the sequel, before proceeding to 
propose the exact relationship between the behaviours of the original 
and reduced structures.
4.2.1 INTERCONNECTION PATTERNS
Having discussed the general principle of structural factoring the 
next step is to discuss what is meant by similarity of interconnection 
pattern and the type of structures to which structural factoring can be 
applied.
Consider the grid shown in Fig 4.10a. The overall dimensions of
the grid form a rectangle. The members are equally spaced in each
direction. The grid is loaded and supported in the same manner as the 
grid of Fig 4.1. The members have the same area and second moment of 
area as well as the same material properties. The lengths of the 
members in each direction are equal.
Figure 4.10b is a reduced grid of the grid of Fig 4.10a obtained by
a factor of about half. The displacements and forces of the grid of Fig
4.10b will be similarly distributed over its area as those of the grid 
of Fig 4.10a. Based on the same arguement, that the grid of Fig 4.2 can 
be used to estimate the behaviour of the grid of Fig 4.1, then it is 
expected that it is possible to predict the behaviour of Fig 4.10a by 
the behaviour of the reduced grid of Fig 4.10b.
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All the examples given hitherto, have been square or rectangular 
flat grids. Consider a different type of flat grid, a diagonal grid 
with the boundary lines forming a square of length L as shown in Fig 
4.11a. The grid is supported and loaded similarly as Fig 4.1. By using 
a factor of about three-quarters it is possible to obtain the grid of 
Fig 4.11b. By similar reasoning, Fig 4.11b can be expected to 
approximate the behaviour of the grid of Fig 4.11a.
Continuing, consider the three way flat grid shown in Fig 4.12a.
The boundary dimensions form a triangular shape. All the members have
the same material and cross sectional properties. It is supported at 
all the boundary nodes restraining translations only. By a factor of 
about two-thirds the structure of Fig 4.12b is obtained. The behaviour 
of the original grid can similarly, be expected to be approximated by 
that of the reduced grid of Fig 4.12b.
Another family of structures well suited for factoring are single 
layer barrel vaults. Figures 4.13a and 4.13b show respectively the 
original and the reduced barrel vaults. The reduced barrel vault is 
obtained by factoring the original barrel vault by about three-fifths. 
They are also similarly supported on all the boundary nodes restraining 
translations only. Again by similar arguement the reduced barrel vault 
can be expected to predict the behaviour of the original barrel vault of 
Fig 4.13a.
Reticulated single layer domes can also be reduced by this method
of structural factoring. Figures 4.14a and 4.14b show the original and
reduced domes, respectively. Figure 4.14b is obtained by factoring the 
dome of Fig 4.14a by about four-fifths. With similar support and 
loading conditions, it is expected that the dome of Fig 4.14b will give
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an approximation to the behaviour of the dome of Fig 4.14a.
An examination of the structures of Figs 4.10 to 4.14 shows that 
the reduced and the original configurations have a similar layout and 
the members are arranged similarly throughout the structure. The 
members go into the supports in a similar way, and they make similar 
angles to themselves and to the supports.
Now, consider the grids shown in Figs 4.15a and 4.15b. At first 
glance, it would appear that both grids have similar interconnection 
patterns, but on closer examination, it may be observed that at the 
circled area the arrangement of members differ. Whereas three members 
come into the support marked A and B in the grid of Fig 4.15a, only two 
members come into the corresponding supports in Fig 4.15b. This 
variation in the interconnection pattern may not have a significant 
global effect on the similarity of the behaviour of the two grids. 
However, as will be shown in Chapter 6, they do have tremendous effect 
on the behaviour of local members at these points of variation. The 
variation may however, be ignored, if the major displacements and forces 
are not likely to occur at these areas, which depends on the loading 
system and positions of loads to which the structure is subjected. 
Nevertheless, if the major forces do occur in these area of variation, 
(for example, under uniformly distributed load, the area encircled in 
the grids of Figs 4.15a and 4.15b will have major shear forces and 
bending moments), it would be better not to allow such variations. It 
may even be wiser to accept a less dense grid which has the same 
interconnection pattern in all corresponding areas as the original grid 
to obtain the reduced grid.
Consider also the grid shown in Fig 4.16a. All the members are of
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equal length in both directions. Assuming that the factor needed to get 
the reduced grid to be analysed by the available computer is about 3/5 
with the interconnection pattern as shown. It will be observed that it 
is impossible to obtain a reduced grid with a factor of about 3/5 whose 
members are equal in both directions.
If similarity of interconnection is the only constraint, (there may 
be other constraints such as loading and support conditions which will 
be discussed in due course), then the problem is tackled as follows; 
the direction that gives a whole number of divisions on the boundary, in 
this example, x-direction is used to obtain the dimensions of the 
boundary and internal members in that direction. This dimension is used 
to divide the overall dimension in the other direction y. The number 
obtained will have a fractional part. The number thus obtained is then 
rounded to the nearest whole number, and is then used to divide the 
overall dimension in the second direction y. The values obtained will 
be the member lengths in that direction. It is obvious that these 
member lengths will not be the same as those of the other direction. 
However, the difference will usually be small compared with their 
lengths, if the reduced structure is sufficiently dense for the method 
to be reasonably applied. For example, in Fig 4.16a the members are of 
the same length equal to about 3metres. By a structural factor of 3/5 
the length for x-direction members is 5metres while the length for 
y-direction members is 5.143metres. The grid of Fig 4.16b, having these 
dimensions will be an adequate reduced grid and the actual factor is 
0.617.
For structures having members in more than two direction such as 
the grid of Fig 4.17a or structures of varying lengths, the problem is
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tackled by considering the member coordinates rather than the members 
directly. The direction that gives an exact value is considered first 
to obtain the required coordinates in that direction for the reduced 
structure. Then, the coordinates of the other directions are modified 
accordingly to obtain the required interconnection pattern such as the 
grid of Fig 4.17b which is the reduced grid for the grid of Fig 4.17a.
Consider the grid shown in Fig 4.18a. This grid has a variation in 
the interconnection pattern from one part of the structure to the other. 
As far as practicable, the boundary of this change in interconnection 
pattern has to be maintained in the reduced grid as shown in Fig 4.18b. 
The same interconnection pattern is similarly distributed over the area 
of the structure maintaining the boundary of the change. The grid of 
Fig 4.18a is factored by about half to obtain the grid of Fig 4.18b and 
therefore the behaviour of the two grids can be expected to be similar. 
The grid of Fig 4.18b can therefore be used to approximate the behaviour 
of the grid of Fig 4.18a.
In each of these examples of reduction, it is assumed that the
resulting grids are still sufficiently dense for the approximation to be 
meaningful. It will be shown in Chapter 6, that if this condition is 
not met, the approximation to the behaviour of the original structure 
may be incorrect and distorted.
4.2.2 SUPPORT CONDITIONS
So far in this discussion, the support condition has been
restricted to all the boundary nodes being restrained in translation 
only. This does not imply that structural factoring can only be applied 
to such support system but has been used simply for convenience. To
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introduce other types of support systems consider the grid of Fig 4.19a. 
It is loaded over its entire area by a uniformly distributed load of 
intensity q and all the members have the same material and 
cross-sectional properties. Now, only the nodes at the four corners of 
the grid are supported. In this case the supports restrain translations 
only at the corner nodes. The grid of Fig 4.19b is obtained by a factor 
of about 5/8. The behaviour of the grid of Fig 4.19b can similarly, be 
used to approximate the behaviour of the original grid of Fig 4.19a.
The support conditions are not restricted to those that restrain 
translations only but could be any support system. For example, 
consider the grid shown in Fig 4.20a. This has fixed supports on all 
the peripheral nodes, shown marked with astrisks, thereby restraining 
all the degrees of freedom at these nodes. The reduced grid shown in 
Fig 4.20b is obtained from Fig 4.20a by a factor of three-qurters. Now, 
all their peripheral nodes are supported, with all the degrees of 
freedom of the grid restrained, just as in the original grid of Fig 
4.20a. The reduced grid will have similar behavioural pattern as the 
original grid and therefore the reduced grid can be used to approximate 
the behaviour of the original grid.
In real life structures, a combination of support systems may be 
used in a single structure. This does not eliminate the use of 
structural factoring. As an illustration of the combined support 
system, consider the flat diagonal grid of Fig 4.21a. The structure is 
supported as follows; all periperal nodes of one long and one short 
sides are supported but restrained in translations only. The other long 
side has all the nodes on it fully restrained. The other short side is 
not supported at all. By a factor of about two-thirds, the reduced
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grids obtained is shown in Fig 4.21b. The grid of Fig 4.21b is 
supported in a similar way as the grid of Fig 4.21a. The similarity is 
not in number of nodes supported but on the fact that all nodes on 
corresponding sides are similarly supported. The behaviour of the 
reduced grid is of the same pattern as the behaviour of the original 
grid and therefore could be used to approximate it.
It may be assumed that if the support conditions of the original 
structure and those of the reduced structure are approximately the same, 
structural factoring will give a good approximation of the behaviour of 
the original structure by the reduced grid, whatever the type of support 
system used. However, it should be noted that the more regular the 
support system, the better the result of the approximation.
4.2.3 LOADING CONDITIONS
All the structures which have been discussed so far, have uniformly 
distributed load applied to them. This has been used solely for a 
simpler introduction of the concept and should not be regarded as a 
restriction. To show the processing of other types of loading 
conditions, consider the diagonal flat grid shown in Fig 4.22a. The 
member layout is as shown with all the members having the same 
cross-sectional properties. A point load of P units is now applied to 
the centre of the grid. By a structural factor of about two-thirds, the 
grid of Fig 4.22b is obtained. The same load P is also applied to the 
grid of Fig 4.22b. Again, the analysis of the grid of Fig 4.22b will 
give the same pattern of behaviour as in Fig 4.22a and therefore an 
approximation to the behaviour of the grid of Fig 4.22a.
It may happen that there is no node at the corresponding point of
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application of the load in the reduced structure. This is illustrated 
in Fig 4.22c, which is obtained by factoring of Fig 4.22a by 
three-quarters. The problem is solved by distributing the point load
FIG 1.22c
proportionately on all the nodes which bound the corresponding point of 
application of the load as shown in Fig 4.22c. The proportion is based 
on the distance of the nodes from the original point of application of 
the point load. It may be noted however, that in such circumstances, 
the displacement and force distributions at the vicinity of the point of 
loading will be very inaccurate. For this reason, it may be wiser to 
choose, as far as possible, a structural factor which will produce a
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reduced structure such that the point load positions are also node 
points. This means that although Fig 4.22c is denser than Fig.4.22b, it 
would be preferable to use Fig 4.22b as the reduced grid of Fig 4.22a 
because of the loading condition imposed.
When considering uniformly distributed loads, it may sometimes be 
assumed, that the loads act only at the nodal points of the structure. 
In such situations, the internal nodes may be assumed to be equally 
loaded, and the unsurpported peripheral nodes are proportionately 
loaded. This type of loading is treated in a similar way to the point 
load. The total load acting on the original structure is obtained by 
adding all the loads on all the nodes. This total load is then
redistributed proportionately on all the free nodes of the reduced
structure. Thus, if Ni is the number of internal nodes on the original 
grid and Ne are the total number of free peripheral nodes, Ti and Te are 
the loads that are applied to each internal and peripheral node
respectively, then, the total load on the original grid is given by 
TL = Ni x Ti + Ne x Te . . . . 4.2.4.
This is also, the total load on the reduced structure. The load on the 
reduced structure is then distributed over its free nodes. If Nri is 
the number of the internal nodes of the reduced structure and Nre are 
the peripheral nodes and the ratio of the loads carried by the 
peripheral node to the internal node is R then the load on each internal 
node is given by
Tr = TLr/(Nri + R x Nre) . . . . 4.2.5.
The load on the peripheral nodes is given by
Tre = R x T r ................................... 4.2.6
Now, consider a loading system which acts only on a part of the
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structure, that is a patch load on the structure. This type of loading 
is covered by structural factoring and is treated as follows: Suppose
the patch load is a uniformly distributed load of intensity q acting 
over an area A of the structure, then the corresponding uniformly 
distributed load acting on the reduced structure is of intensity q 
acting over a corresponding area A as in the original structure. If 
however, the load is transfered only to the nodes then the total load 
acting on the original structure is obtained in a similar manner as when 
it covered the total area of the structure. The reduced load is 
distributed similarly over those nodes in the corresponding area where 
the load is applied, in the original structure.
For example, consider the flat grid shown in Fig 4.23a and reduced 
by a factor of about three-quarters to -the grid of Fig 4.23b. The grid 
of Fig 4.23a is loaded as shown on a part of the grid with the loaded 
nodes as indicated. The load for the reduced grid of Fig 4.23b acts on 
the nodes also indicated. For this type of loading, it may be important 
that the boundary of the loading retain the same characteristics in the 
reduced grid as in the original structure. This means that if the 
boundary of the load is on nodes, then it should be retained on the 
nodes in the reduced structure. If it is on members then it should also 
be on members in the original structure. If this is not adhered to, it 
will be shown that some force resultant will show an increased loss of 
accuracy in the results of the approximation.
4.3 PREDICTION OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF-THE ORIGINAL STRUCTURE
The first step in the prediction of the behaviour of the original 
structure is to obtain a suitable reduced structure with the factor F.
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This may be obtained in two ways. At the outset, a value for the factor 
F is assumed depending on the capability of the available computer, the 
support and loading conditions, and the general layout of the structure. 
This may be acheived by determining the maximum number of nodes which 
the available computer will be able to handle. Using this value of the 
number of nodes, a tentative factor is calculated and used to obtain the 
required structure such that it will have similar interconnection 
patterns to the original structure. When the reduced structure is 
obtained, the actual factor can then be calculated. Alternatively, it 
may be more convenient to obtain by experience a reduced structure with
the number of nodes which can be handled by the available computer. The
actual factor can then be calculated.
The analysis is then carried out for the reduced structure using 
the stiffness method of analysis. This will give the distribution of
the displacements and forces in the reduced structure. The
distributions of displacements and forces will be similar for the 
original structure, if it were analysed. It is then postulated that the 
relationship between the displacements or forces for the reduced and the 
original structures is given by
Po = Pr x Fw . . . . 4.3.1
where F is the factor which could be Fm, Fn or Ft. The entity w is to 
be determined. Po and Pr are the displacement or force resultant for 
the original and reduced structures, respectively. Obviously, only 
those areas of the reduced structure which have significant values from 
the design point of view will need to be considered for the original 
structure.
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C H A P T E R  5
ANALYSIS OF BARREL VAULTS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The concept of structural factoring discussed in Chapter 4 is not 
based on any- rigorous mathematical analysis but rather on engineering 
intuition. To ascertain the validity of the concept, a large number of 
barrel vaults were analysed with varying densities. There are many 
parameters which affect the behaviour of barrel vaults. The aim is not 
to investigate the effect of these on the behaviour of the barrel vault 
in general, but on whether they have any effect on the behaviour of the 
barrel vault as the density varies. In other words, whether they affect 
the accuracy of the result of the approximation of the behaviour of a 
denser structure from the analysis of a less dense structure.
Braced barrel vaults are skeletal space structures which are often 
similar in shape to cylindrical shell structures. They may have single 
or multiple layer and may be supported on end diaphragms, walls or 
trusses which follow the curvature of the barrel vault. They can also 
have open ends without supports. In the present work, the analysis were 
carried out on single layer barrel vaults. Consequently, subsequent use 
of the name barrel vault(s) implies single layer barrel vault(s).
5.2 STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATIONS
Several different configurations of braced single layer barrel 
vaults have been investigated by PyrnneC1966), Zeman(1973) and
Parke(1983). The parameters which affect the behaviour of barrel vault
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include; the rise/width ratio, which is the ratio of the distance 
between a horizontal line joining the bases of the straight sides of the 
barrel vault to the crown and the width of the barrel vault measured 
along the line, the type of bracing, the support and loading conditions 
and the length/width ratio. The strategy in the present work is to 
investigate the effect, if any,, of as many of these as possible within 
the confines of the available computer resources, on the accuracy of the 
result obtained by structural factoring.
5.2.1 LAYOUTS
Three different layouts of barrel vaults were considered Each of 
the layouts were then factored into varying densities. Each type of 
interconnection pattern of the barrel vault is denoted by a code P with 
a number for differentiation., The term P1, refers to the barrel vault 
patterns shown in Fig 5.1. P2 refers to the barrel vault patterns of 
Fig 5.2 while P3 refers to the barrel vault patterns shown in Fig 5.3
The layouts a to k in Fig 5.1 are varying densities of barrel vault 
type, P1. Similarly, the layouts a to k in Fig 5.2 and 5.3 are varying 
densities of barrel vault types P2 and P3, respectively. The formex 
generic formulation of the different layouts are given in Appendix D.
5.2.2 LOADING CONDITIONS
Three types of loading conditions were considered for each of the 
configurations. These are 1) Uniformly distributed load coded L1 and 
shown in Fig 5.4a. This form of loading acts over the entire plan area 
of the barrel vault, but is assumed that the loads are distributed in 
such a manner that they act only at the joints of the structure. This
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means that, all the internal joints of the barrel vaults are equally 
loaded. The boundary nodes are loaded in proportion to the plan area of 
the structure which they are assumed to carry, in a manner analogous to
the load distribution on a rectangular slab.
2) A uniformly distributed patch load coded L2, covering a quarter of 
the plan area of the barrel vault as shown in Fig 5.4b. This introduces
an unsymmetric loading on the barrel vault and enables the effect, if
any of an unsymmetric loading on the accuracy, of results obtained by 
structural factoring to be illustrated.
3) A point load coded L3 is applied at the centre of the barrel vault 
as shown in Fig 5.4c.
5.2.3 SUPPORT CONDITIONS
The effect of support conditions on barrel vaults can be described 
by two simple modes of behaviours, namely arch and beam modes.
The arch mode of behaviour occurs in short barrel vaults
(length/width ratio, less than 1.5), when the barrel vault is supported
on all the nodes along the two straight sides. In this case, the
barrels vault acts as an arch and relies on the circumferential bending 
stiffness to resist displacement in the radial direction.
The beam mode of behaviour occurs in long barrel vaults
(length/width ratio greater than 1.5), when the barrel vault is 
supported on all the nodes along the curved sides. In this case, the 
barrel vault behaves as a simple beam.
The actual behaviour of barrel vaults is an interplay between these 
two oversimplified modes of behaviour. In each barrel vault, there may 
be a dominant behaviour depending on the support conditions. However,
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the degree of this dominance cannot be easily assessed by mere cursory 
look at the support conditions imposed on the structure. This is 
especially true for long barrel vaults these being the types which are 
considered in this work.
In order to cover as wide a range of behaviours as possible, four 
support conditions were chosen for analysis. In the first support 
condition, code-named S1, all the peripheral nodes on all sides of the 
barrel vaults are pin supported. In the second support condition 
code-named S2, all the nodes along the straight sides of the barrel 
vault are pin supported. The third support condition, code-named S3 
have pinned supports at only the four corner nodes. Finally, the fourth 
support condition code-named S4, have all the peripheral nodes on all 
the four sides of the barrel vault restrained in all their degrees of 
freedom, representing a situation where they are in-built into 
infinitely rigid walls.
5.2.4 RISE/WIDTH RATIO ,
Another factor, which affects the behaviour of barrel vaults is the 
rise/width (R/W) ratio. Three rise/width ratios were used in the study 
in an attempt to cover the range of rise/width ratios used in practice. 
These are
1) 1/8 code named R1
2) 1/4 code named R2
3) 1/2 code named R3
The rise/width ratio R1 results to a shallow barrel vault, while the 
rise/width ratio R3 gives rise to a deep barrel vault. The rise/width 
ratio R2 is in between the other two and gives rise to a barrel vault of
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medium depth.
5.2.5 CODING
It will have been observed that all the four factors are coded to 
help identify the structure types. The combination of these factors 
provided a total of 108 structure types obtained from 3 interconnection 
patterns, 4 support arrangements, 3 loading conditions, and 3 rise/width 
ratios. With 11 varying densities of each interconnection pattern, a 
total of over a thousand structures are to be identified and analysed. 
With such a large number of structures to be identified, it was 
necessary, to have a simple identification for each structure type. The 
codes of the four factors as given in their respective Sections were 
therefore combined. Thus, the code type P1S4L2R3 means a structure type 
with an interconnection pattern of type P1, supported by support 
condition S4, with loading condition L2 and of rise/width ratio R3.
The varying densities of the barrel vaults were not coded. 
They are identified by their number of nodes.
The parameters necessary for the calculation of the factors for the 
different structural configurations are set out in Tables 5.1 to 5.3. 
Table 5.1 relates to interconnection pattern type P1, Table 5.2 relates 
to pattern type P2 and Table 5.3 relates to pattern type P3. The first 
column gives the serial number for the varying densities, the second 
column gives the number of nodes, columns 3 to 5 give the total lengths 
for the three rise/width ratios (R 1,R2 and R3), columns 6 to 8 give the 
maximum length of a member in each of the three rise/width ratios. 
These values are used for the processing of the results in Chapter 6.
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TABLE 5.1
SERIAL NO. OF TOTAL LENGTH (mm) MAXIMUM MEMBER LENGTH(mm)
NO. NODES R 1 R2 R3 R 1 R2 R3
1 561 1230340 1300120 1543540. 1171.1 1303.3 1764.3
2 496 1 156860 1222360. 1450900. 1249.2 1390.1 1881.5
3 435 1083380. 1144630. 1358240. 1338.4 1489.2 2015.4
4 378 1009880. 1066860. 1265550. 1441.3 1603.6 2169.7
5 325 936385. 989091. 1172850. 1561.3 1737.0 2349.5
6 276 862895. 911311. 1080100. 1703.2 1894.5 2561.7
7 231 789402. 833517. 987327. 1873.3 2083.4 2815.8
8 190 715900. 755716. 894487. 2081.3 2314.1 3125.7
9 153 642394. 677895. 801581. 2341.2 2602.2 3511.6
10 91 495360. 522155. 615382. 3120.0 3463.5 4658.7
11 45 348246. 366100.. 427979. 4673.5 5169.4 6888.3
5.3 GEOMETRIC AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The configurations chosen in this study have substantial bending 
forces in their modes of behaviour. A made-up I-section with 
cross-sectional dimensions as shown in Fig 5.5 was assumed. The total 
depth H is the only property of the section given to the computer 
program (the program is discussed later). All other cross sectional 
dimensions are calculated within the program using the following 
relationships
B = H/2 
tf = H/20 
tw = H/36
An examination of these relationships will show that they are
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LBLE 5. 
SERIAL
2
NO. OF TOTAL, LENGTH (mm) MAXIMUM MEMBER LENGTH(mm)
NO. NODES R 1 R2 R3 R 1 R2 R3
1 569 1979861 . 2107259. 2564709. 1299.2 1419.5 1851.8
2 504 1860689. 1980320. 2408976. 1385.8 1514.0 1974.9
3 442 1741516. 1853370. 2254908. 1484.7 1622.0 2115.4
4 385 1622340. 1726420. 2099958. 1598.9 1746.6 2277.4
5 331 1503161. 1599452. 1944962. 1732.1 1892.0 2466.3
6 282 1383979. 1472471. 1789908. 1889.5 2063.6 2689.2
7 236 1264793. 1345471. 1634778. 2078.3 2269.5 2750.0
8 195 1145599. 1218445. 1480000. 2309.1 2521.0 2956.2
9 157 1026397. 1091384. 1324168. 2597.4 2835.0 3687.4
10 94 787947. 837075. 1012680. 3461 .9 3774.4 4894.3
11 47 549351. 582179. 698880. 5186.9 5637.9 7246.5
similar to those for the British Steel standard I-sections. For 
example, the relationship gives a web width/flange width ratio of 5/9, 
this is within the usual ratio for standard I-sections.
The modulus of elasticity for steel is assumed to be 
210000N/mm^. The shear modulus G is calculated from the 
relationship
G = E/2(1+u)
where u is the poisson ratio which is usually taken to be 0.3 for steel 
and E is the modulus of elasticity.
The area A and second moment of areas Iz and Iy are obtained as 
follows
A = 2tfB + (H-2tf)tw
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TABLE 5.3
SERIAL NO. OF TOTAL LENGTH (mm) MAXIMUM MEMBER LENGTH(mm)
NO. NODES R 1 R2 R3 R 1 R2 R3
1 553 1439872. 1567202. 2023913. 2341.2 2602.2 3511.6
2 490 1356649. 1476231. 1905501. 2497.0 2774.8 3742.4
3 428 1273495. 1385270. 1786579. 2675.1 2971.9 4005.4
4 373 1190312. 1294329. 1667184. 2880.5 3199.0 4307.7
5 319 1107138. 1203341. 1548468. 3120.0 3463.5 4658.8
6 272 1023951. 1112337. 1429392. 3402.9 3775.5 5071.2
7 226 940758. 1021290. 1310086. 3742.2 4149.0 5562.3
8 187 857546. 930253. 1190788. 4156.4 4603.7 6156.4
9 149 774325. 839108. 1071082. 4673.5 5169.4 6888.3
10 88 607824. 656578. 830778. 6219.2 6844.5 9 0 0 0 . 0
11 43 441071. 473073. 586685. 9277.0 10062.3 12727.9
5
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Iz = 2tfB3/12 + (H-2tf)t 3/12 
Iy = BH3/12 -(B-tw )(H-2tf)3/12
The polar moment of inertia J was evaluated based on the method 
suggested by Cullimore and PugsleyC1952) for broad flange beams. The 
method is based on an emperical formula given as
J = { %  Bt| + V3 (H-2tf) + 2 (0.094 + 0.07 ~ )
tf + tw + r ^2tf + tw + r) 
2r + t £
- '0.42tp
where r is the root radius. For this made-up section r is zero, so that 
the relationship for J reduces to
J = { %  Btf + V3 (H-2tf) 4  + 0.184 tf + tw2/* - 0.42tf}
The formula is believed to give reliable results provided that the 
flanges have parallel sides and the ratio of web to flange thickness is 
not greater than 0.6(Nooshin, 1967). The first condition is satisfied 
completely by the section chosen. The second condition is also 
completely satisfied for the section chosen, since the ratio is about 
0.56 well within the range of the limit.
5.4 COMPUTER PROGRAMS
At the commencement of this work, there was no suitable program 
available which could handle the type of structures to be analysed. A 
FORTRAN program was therefore first written for the analyses of the 
structures and the results were presented in such a manner as to allow 
graphical programs to use them as data for the final presentation of the
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results.
The programs are written in such a way that different subroutines 
perform specific tasks. The technique adopted for the solution of the 
simultaneous equations is the frontal solution technique described in 
Subsection 2.5.2.2 of Chapter 2.
The main program calls three subroutines subprogrammes namely 
INPUT, RIGID3 and RGDFCE.
The subroutine INPUT reads the data prepared using the concepts of 
formex algebra (Chapter 3) transforming this data using an appropriate 
co-ordinate equation to obtain the required co-ordinates for the 
analysis. It also sorts out the order of elimination of the nodes in an 
array which shows the element number after which the node is to be 
eliminated. The geometric and material properties of the members are 
also calculated and put into arrays. The data now completed is 
transferred to the subroutine RIGID3 for analysis.
Formation of member stiffness, assembling them in the front 
stiffness, implementation of boundary conditions, elimination and 
backsubstitution are all carried out in this subroutine. The subroutine 
RIGID3 is subdivided into five smaller subroutines each of which carries 
out one of the tasks mentioned above. The first 4 subroutines are 
involved in setting up the stiffness matrix and carrying out the forward 
elimination, while the last subroutine is for backsubstitution.
There are different goals which determine the strategy in writing a 
program. In the present work, the goal is to analyse as many dense 
structures as possible, and the method adopted is to eliminate each 
element as soon as it is completed even if it meant one elimination per 
cycle through the four subroutines. With this strategy, it is possible
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to analyse a structure with a frontwidth of 500 on the Prime 750 
availble in the University. For barrel vaults having 6 degrees of
freedom per node, this amounts to a front of about 83 nodes. This is 
quite large and none of the barrel vaults analysed is even up to half of 
this value. There are two major constraints. The first constraint is 
insufficient peripheral storage required for the analysis of such large 
systems. The second is the constraint imposed by the graphical output 
peripherals. Graphical output systems in particular, multi-pen 
plotters, being mechanical machines, are usually very slow compared with 
computer processors and the available computer system has a.shared
storage for them, which limits the number and size of plots that can be
made within the available time. For these reasons, there arose the need 
to limit the number and the density of the barrel vaults analysed.
The first subroutine forms the element stiffness matrices as and 
when they are due. It uses the element’s geometric and material
properties as transferred from the INPUT subroutine and sets up the 
element stiffness matrix for each element at a time. This element
stiffness matrix is then transferred to the second subroutine.
The second subroutine forms the front stiffness matrix. Only 
the upper triangular matrix of the front stiffness matrix is stored and 
considered. This is because symmetry and positive definiteness is 
assumed to exist for the stiffness matrix of the structure considered. 
The assumption is correct since these are known to hold for the 
stiffness matrices of stable structures. The elements of the stiffness 
matrix in this program, are stored in rows. This is very convenient and 
is suitable for the analysis of most space structures because most 
skeletal space structures are regular and do not have large range of
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variation of the frontwidth as the solution wave goes through the 
structure. The front stiffness matrix so formed is transferred to the 
third subroutine.
The third subroutine implements the boundary condition for any 
of the nodes which have been fully assembled, if necessary. The front 
stiffness matrix is then transferred to the fourth subroutine.
The fourth subroutine first checks whether any node can be 
eliminated. If there is no node that has been fully assembled and ready 
to be eliminated, then the control is immediately transferred back to 
the main subroutine RIGID3 which calls its first subroutine for the 
formation of more elements stiffness matrices. If there is a node which 
can be eliminated at this stage, the forward elimination is carried out 
and the elements of the front stiffness matrix which have been 
completely reduced are transferred to a disc. After the elimination of 
those nodes which can be eliminated at this stage the control is 
tranferred back to the main subroutine RIGID3 for the cycle to be 
repeated until all the elements have been assembled and all the nodal 
degrees of freedom eliminated. The fifth subroutine is then called by 
RIGID3 to carry out the backsubstitution. It reads the storage files in 
a specified order and calculates the displacement values of the degrees 
of freedom of the structure. When the backsubstitution is completed 
then the control is transferred to the main program which in turn calls 
the last main subroutine.
The last main subroutine calculates the forces in the members 
and writes out the result of the analysis in the manner which they are 
required by the graphics routines.
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GRAPHIC PROGRAMS
It was not easy to determine the most convenient graphical form for 
these structures but there was an awareness that different forms will be 
required for different purposes. The most important was the plotting of 
the forces and deflections in a way that the interpolation of the values 
could be achieved easily. Examples of the form eventually chosen are 
shown in Figs 5.7 to 5.17. Another display which was considered for 
impressionistic view of the layout of the forces and deflections are 
shown in Figs 4.4 to 4.9 of Chapter 4. The graphic programs read the 
forces and displacements directly from the result of the analysis to 
produce the layouts shown. Also, the Figures in Appendix C were used 
initially, to show the contour lines of the force and displacement 
distributions of some of the barrel vaults.
5.5 COLLECTION AND ORGANISATION OF RESULTS
In this Section, the manner by which the results from the analysis 
are obtained and organised are described. The method of interpolation 
used and the calculation required in obtaining the final results are 
also described.
5.5.1 INTERPOLATION OF RESULTS 
In order to find the values of displacements and forces at points 
other than where there are nodes or centre of members with known values, 
there is need to interpolate from surrounding points having known 
displacement or force values.
It is possible to use either the Langrangian interpolation at equal 
intervals or the finite difference interpolation formulas such as the
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Newton’s backward formula to obtain these values. However, these 
involve producing a continuosly differentiable function for 
displacements and forces in the structure. A process very similar to 
the methods of analogous continuum discussed in Section 2.3. The 
introduction of such functions is undesirable as it involves unnecessary 
complications to refine a method which is essentially approximate. The 
aim is to obtain reasonably reliable results as quickly as poosible. 
For this reason, a simple linear interpolation relationship is used 
throughout the calulation of results.
A r  e>
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Fig 5.6
The relationship is based on using the four points A, B, C and 
D, which have known values and which bound the point (E) . under 
consideration in x- and y-directions and calculate the value for that 
point. For example, the value of the point E in Fig 5.6 is obtained 
from the following relationship: Firstly, the values for points G, F, H
and R are calculated as follows;
F = C + (A - C) x a/s , G = D + (B - D) x a/s
H = C + (D - C) x b/r , R = A + (B - A) x b/r
With these values, the value for point E in x- and y-directions are 
calculated as follows;
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Ex = F + (G - F) x b/r , Ey = H + (R-H) x a/s 
Finally, the value of E is obtained as the average of these two values. 
This is given by a simple average as
E = (Ex + Ey)/2
It is known that errors are introduced into the value of E 
calculated by the method given above, since the actual variation of the 
displacements and forces are not necessarily linear between the four 
known points. However, for very dense structures, the error introduced 
will be quite negligible.
5.5.2 COLLECTION OF RESULTS 
As has been pointed out, it is quite impossible to give all the 
results from the analyses in this thesis. Therefore, only a few of the 
results will be shown, but the discussion of the results includes 
features highlighted by both results given and those not included here.
Figures 5.7 to 5.17 show the vertical deflection values for the 
structure type P1S1L1R1 for the varying densities of the barrel vaults.
From such plots as Figs 5.7 to 5.17, seven points were chosen based 
on the following criteria: Points A, B and C have at least 90% of the
maximum value of displacement or force resultant being considered. 
Points D and E have from 7 0 %  to less than 90%. Point F has values from 
40% to less than 70% and point G has a value less than 40% of the 
maximum value. This can be sumarised in tabular form in Table 5.4. The 
maximum values are those of the densest barrel vault. Once the exact 
range of these values are obtained, the points which satisfy them are 
then chosen from different areas of the densest barrel vault.
When the points for these ranges are.chosen, the same points are
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TABLE 5.4
Point Range of Percentage Remark
of maximum value 
A 90-100 Usually the maximum value in
the force or displacement 
resultant
B 90 - 100 Between the values of A & C
C 90 - 100 The lowest value within the range
D 70 - 89.9 Usually above 80% in most cases
E 70 - 89.9 Usually made to be below 80%
F 4 0 - 6 9 . 9
G 0 - 39.9 In most cases above 20%
maintained throughout the varying densities of the structure type for 
that particular displacement or force resultant and structure type as 
shown in Figs 5.7 to 5.17. The value for each point is interpolated 
from known values based on the scheme of interpolation discussed in 
Subsection 5.5.1.
Using the displacement plots of Figs 5.7 to 5.17 as example, the 
maximum displacement in z-direction dz in the densest barrel vault is 
1.8mm. From the criteria established above, points A, B and C will not 
have values less than 1.62mm, points D and E will have values from 
1.26mm to less than 1.62mm, point F has value from 0.72mm to less than 
1.26mm and G will have a value less than 0.72mm. The points chosen in 
Fig 5.7 satisfy these ranges, and the actual values are also shown in 
Fig 5.7. With these points now established, the values for
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corresponding points in other densities are interpolated.
For example, the value for point D in Fig 5.8 is obtained using the 
same variables in the relationship but replacing E with D as follows;
F = -145 + (-144 + 145) x 4.2/9.6 = -144.56
G = -171 + (-170 + 171) x 4.2/9.6 = -170.56 
H = -145 + (-171 + 145) x 6/9.6 = -161.25 
R = -144 + (-170 + 144) x 6/9.6 = -160.25
Dx = -144.56 + (-170.56 + 144.56) x 6/9.6 = -160.81
Dy = -161.25 + (-160.25 + 161.25) x 4.2/9.6 = -160.813
D = -160.81
This is done for all the points and throughout the varying
densities of the barrel vaults. Similar calculations are carried out
for all the structure types analysed in this work. Some of the results 
are shown in tabular form in Appendix A.
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 'a 'a '0 '0 '0 '0
0 -IB -30 -10 -19 4 6 -bi -65 4 6 -bs -bi 4 6 -19 -10 -ba -16 '0
0 -21 -16 -bs -'82 - b - i b -115 -118 -115 -ibs 4 7 -82 -bs -16 -b i '0
0
f
-b i -19 -bs -ba -iba -ib7 -l'l8 -ib i -118 -137 -iba -99 -bs -19 -21 ! 0
0 -22 -16 -b i - i b -130 -ib i -165 -iba -165 -ib i -iba -103 -b i -16 -b2 '0
0 -19 -12 -bi -102 -ib2 -ibs -1*72 -ibs -lb2 -ibe - 4 2 -102 -bi -12 -19 '0
0 -17 -b9 -b7 -99 -iba -ibs -1*71 -180 - ib i -ib6 -iba -99 -67 4 9 -17 ' 0
0 -17 -38 -65 -97 -ibs -ibs -1*73 - 1*79 -ib3 -ibs -128 4 7 -65 -bs -17 '0
0 -17 -bs -bs -bs -ib6 - i b -iba -1*76 -iba -ib3 -ib6 -95 -bs -bs -17 '0
0 -17 -b8 -65 -95 -ibs -ib i -ibs -1*71 -1*68 -ib i -ibs -95 -'65 -bs -17 *0
0 -18 -ba -66 -bs -ibs -iba - 4 6 - 1V2 —1*66 -iba -ibs 4 5 -66 4 9 -18 ‘0
0 -18 -10 -b6 -bs - ib i -1*19 -ibs -1*71 -ibs -119 - ib i -95 4 6 -10 -18 '0
0 -18 -10 -b6 -b6 - ib i -1*18 -ibs -iba -ibs -l'l8 - ib i 4 6 -66 -10 -18 '0
0 -18 -10 -b7 4 6 - ib i -1*18 - ib i -1*70 -161 -l'l8 - ib i 4 6 4 7 -10 -18 '0
0 -18 -10 -67 -9G -121 -1*18 - ib i -iba - ib i -1*18 - ib i 4 6 -b7 -10 -18 '0
0 -18 -10 -b7 -bs - ib i -l'l8 - ib i -iba - ib i -118 - ib i 4 6 4 7 -10 -18 '0
6 , 6
0 -18 -10 - b 4 6 - ib i -l'l8 - ib i -170 - ib i -l'l8 - ib i -96 4 7 -10 -18 '0
0 -18 -10 - b 4 6 - ib i -1*18 -161 -iba - ib i -l'l8 - ib i 4 6 -67 -10 -18 '0
0 -18 -10 -b7 4 6 - ib i -l'l8 - ib i -iba - ib i -1*18 - ib i -96 47. -'l0 -18 '0
0 -18 -10 -b7 -be - ib i -l'l8 - ib i
,c -
-iba -161 -118 - ib i -96 4 7 -10 -18 '0
0 -18 -^0 -66 4 6 - ib i -l'l8 -165 -iba -ibs -l'lB - ib i -be -66 -10 -18 '0
0 -18 -10 -b6 -bs - ib i -l'l9 - i b - ib i -ibs -1*19 - ib i -95 4 6 -10 -18 '0
0 -18 -b9 -b6 -bs -ibs -iba
,D
-166 -ib2 -ibe -iba -ibs 4 s 4 6 4 9 -18 '0
0 -17 -bs -bs -bs
lf
-ibs -ib i -ibs - ib i -ibs -ib i -ibs 4 s 4 s -bs -17 0
0 -17 -bs -bs -bs -ibe -ib3 -lVa -ib6 -iba - 4 3 -ib6 -95 4 s -bs -17 '0
0 -17 -bs -bs 4 7 -ibs -ibs -1*73 -ibs
Pi
-ib3 -ibs -ibs -97 -bs -bs -17 0
0 -17 -ba 4 7 -ba -iba -ibe -1*71 -180 - ib i -ib6 -iba 4 9 -'67 4 9 -17 '0
0 -19 -12 -bi -ib2 -ib2 -ibe -1^2 -ibe -ib2 -ibe -ib2 -ib2 -bi -12 -19 '0
v=
1 -^ 2 M 6 -bi -ib3 -iba -ibi -ibs -1 0 -165 - ib i - ba -103 4 l  MG 4 T
1 -bi M9 4s 4a -iba -ib7 -i'i8 -ibi -mb -ib7 -iba 41 4s M9 4i“
1 4i mg 4s -&2 -b -iba m is  -lie -115 -iba 47 42 4s mg 4i”
1  ms 4aT M0 -19 4 g 4i 4s -^6 4 5  4l 4 g M19
-1S
~4a 4a"
8 0 0 
DI SPLACEMENT
NUMBER OF.NODES*
Fig 5.7
0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VALUES (DZ) FOR X-DIRECTION MEMBERS *10“2
561 MAX. DISPLACEMENTS-.1800E 1 mm STRUCTURE TYPE: P1S1L1R1
~M6 
— y
0
0 8
A = 
B = 
C = 
D = 
E = 
F = 
G =
-180
-170
-165.
-151.
-130.
-95.
-40.
206
0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 !0 *0 *0 '
0 -19 -bs -48 -bs -66 A 2 -bs -bs -b2 -66 -bs -48 -bs -19 '
0 -27 -ha -b6 -96 -113 -125 -ibi -ibi -1*25 -113 -96 -b6 -b3 -27 '
0 -27 -he -86 -114 -iba -ib7 -ib6 -166 -lb7 -1*39 -114 -86 -b6 -27 '
0 -bi -h -85 -119 -1*49 -1V2 -184 -ibi -lb2 -l’l9 -1*19 -bs -b3 -bi '
0 —bii -18 -81 -117 -ibi -1V7 -ibi -ibi -ib7 -ibi -117 -bi -48 -bi 1
0 -bo -45 -bs -114 -1*49 -ib6 -ibi -ibi -ibe -1*49 -114 -bs -45 -ba 1
0 -19 -44 -b6 -1*12 -i'i7 -ibi -ibg -ib9 -ibi -147 -112 -b6 -44 -19 1
0 -ba' As -b6 -111 -l'i5 -ibi -186 -lb6 -ibi -1*45 -111 -b6 -45 -be 1
0 -bo -45 -b6 -111 -1*44 -ibo -ibi -ibi -ibo- -144 -111 -b6 -45 -be 1
0 -bi -46 -b7 -111 -1*43 -lb8 -182 -182 -lb8 —1 “43 -111 -b7 -46 -bi 1
0 -bi -46 -b7 -111 -1*43 -ibs -ibi -ibi -lb8 -1*43 -111 -b7 -46 -21 1
0 -bi -47 -bs -111 -1*43 -ib7 -ibi -ibi -lb7 -1*43 -111 -bs -47 -bi 1
0 -21 -47 -bs -111 -1*43 -ib7 -ibo -ibo -lb7 -1^ 3 -111 -bs -47 -bi 1
0 -bi -47
G
-bs -111 -1*43 —1*67 -ibo -ibo
. . . A
-lb7 -1*43 -111 -bs -47 -bi 1
0 -bi '-47 -78 -111 -143 -Ife7 -180' -180 -lb7 -1*43 -111 -bs -47 -21 1
0 -bi -47 -bs -111 -1 4 3 -167 -ibo -iba -167 -1*43 -111 -bs -47 -bi 1
0 -bi -47 -bs -111 -1*43 -167 -ibo -ibo -lb7 -l'i3 -111 -bs -47 -bi 1
0 -21 -47 -bs -111 -1*43 -1*67 -ibi -181
»c
-1*67 —1 -43 -111 -bs -47 -bi 1
0 -bi -46 -77 -I'll -143 -168 -ibi -ibi -1*68 —1 "43 -111 -b7 -46 -bi 1
0 -bi -46 -b7 -I'll -143 -168 -162 -162 -168 -143 -111 -77 -46 -bi 1
0 -bo -45 -b6 -111 -144 -170 -l84 -1134 
-D
-ibe -Ai -111 -b6 -45 -be 1
0 -bo -'45 -76 -i'll
*F
-145 -171 -186 -1&6 -ibi -1*45 -111 -b6 -45 -be 1
0 -19 J44 -b6 -112 -1*47 -ibi -lb9 -lb9 -ibi -1*47 -112 -b6 -44 -19 1
0 -bo -45 -bs -114 -149 -176 -191 -191 
Pi
-lb6 -149 -114 -bs -45 -ba 1
0 -bi -48 -bi -117 -ibi -ib7 -ibi -ibi -1V7 -ibi -117 -81 -48 -bi 1
0 -bi A 3 -bs -119 -1H9 -172 -1 8 4 -1&4 
E
-lb2 -l'i9 -119 -85 -b3 -24
0 -b7 -be -b6 -114 -1 3 9 -ib7 -ibe -ibe -lb7 -1*39 -114 -b6 -b6 -b7 . 1
0 -b7 -b3 -b6 -96 -i’i3 -125 -i3i -i3i -125 -l'l3 -b6 -b6 -b3 -b7 1
0 -19 -bs -48 -bs -b6 -b2 -bs -bs
-1---1---H---1-
-b2 46
— 1--- 1—
-bs -48
— 1-
-35 '
-h-
-19 1
—I---1-
e e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0  '0
DISPLACEMENT VALUES <DZ> FOR X-DIRECTION MEMBERS *10-2
NUMBER OF NODES= 496 MAX. DISPLACEMENT^. 1910E I n  STRUCTURE TYPE: P1S1L1R1
A = 
B = 
C = 
D = 
E = 
F = 
G =
-191
-180
-175.2
-160.81
-137.52
-102.63
-43.75
Fig 5.8
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0 V 'o 0 0 0
— i—
0 0 0 0 0
— 1—
0 0 0
0 -23 -42 -b7 -69 - b -84 -86 -84 - b -69 - b -42 -23
0 -32 -G2 -bo -114 -133 -145 -149 - i b -133 -114 -90 -62 -32 '
0 -31 -bs -100 -134 -162 -180 -186 -100 -162 -134 -100 -65 -31 '
0 -27 -G0 -b9 - i b - i b -195 -203 - i b -173 -139 -99. -60 - b  1
0 -24 -bs -bs -lb7 - i b -199 -208 -199 - i b -lb7 - b - b -24 '
0 -23 - b -92 -134 - i b -1*98 -208 -198 - i b -1*34 -92 - b -23 '
0 -23 - b -bo -ib i - i b -195 -204 -ibs -169 -131 - b -b2 -23 '
0 -23 - b -90 - i b -ib7 -lb2 -201 - i b - i b -130 -90 -b3 -23 '
0 -24 -b4 -91 -130 -166 -190 -199- -ibo -166 -ibo -bi -b4 -24 '
0 -24 -bs -bi -ibo -165 -lb9 -198 -189 -165 -130 -91 - b -24 '
0 -25 - b -92 -130 -165 -188 -197 -188 -165 -130 -92 -bs -25 '
0 -25 -bs -b2 -130 -165 -188 -197 -ibs -165 - i b -b2 -bs -25
0 -25 -bs -b2 -ibo - i b -188 -197 -188 -165 -130 -92 -bs -25 '
0 -bs * - b -b2 -130 - i b -1*88 -197 -188 -ibs -130 -b2 -bs -bs 1
0 -bs -bs -92 -ibo -ibs -188 -197 -188 -165 -130 -b2 -bs -25 '
0 -bs -bs -b2 -ibo -165 -188 -197 -188 -165 -ibo -b2 -bs -25 '
0 -bs - b -92 -130 -165 -188^2 -197 -188 -165 -130 -92 -bs -bs '
0 -24 -bs -91 -130 -165 -189 -198 -ibg -165 -ibo -91 -bs -24 '
0 -24 -b4 -91 -130 -ibe -190 -199 -ibo - i b -ibo -bi -b4 -24 '
0 -23 -b3 -90 -1*30 -192 -201 -192 - i b -ibo -90 -b3 -23
0 -23 -b2 -ba A -ib i -ib9 -195 -2^4 -195 -lb9 -ib i -90 -b2 -23 '
0 -23 -b3 -92 -ib4 - i b -198 - 2b -198 - i b -134 -92 -b3 -23 '
0 -2A - b -bs -ib7 - i b -199 -208 -199 - i b -137 -95 -bs -24 '
0 -27 -60 -b9. -109 -173 
xE.
-ibs -203 -195 - i b -ibo -99 -60 -b7 1
0 -31 -bs -100 -134 -102 -180 -186 -180 -1*62 -ib4 -ibo -65 -bi 1
0 -32 -b2 -bo -114 -lb3 - i b - i b - i b -ib3 -114 -90 -b2 -32 '
0 -23 -42
----- 1—
-b7
— h—
-69 
------ 1—
- b
— i—
-84 -b6 -84 - b  
— 1—
1 or CO - b
-----1-----
-42 -23 '
— i—--------+0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
DI SPLACEMENT VALUES (DZ) FOR X- DIRE CTI ON ME MBERS *10-2
NUMBER..OF..NODES= 135 MAX. DISPLACEMENT=-.2080E 1 mra STRUCTURE TYPE: P1S1L1R1 
Fig 5.9
-208
-197.
-189.63
-173.53
-148.13
-110.5
-47.5
208
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -28 -bi -bs -83 -93 -99 -bg - 93 -b3 -68 -bi -b ' 0
0S -538 -*71 -1^ 7 -ibe -ib -ibs -168 -ib -ibs -107 -*71 -bs ' 0
0 -35 -*76 -119 -ibs -189 -2b6 -206 -189 -ibs -119 -*76 -bs ' 0
0 -31 -*70 -117 -ib -2*08 -2*21 -2*21 -2b -163 -117 -*70 -31 ‘ 0
0 -^ 8 -65 -112 -ibi -201 -223 -223 -201 -ibi -112 -65 -*28 ' 0
0 -27 -63 -109 -ib -198 -221 —2*21 -198 -ib -ibg -b3 -27 (0
0 -b -63 -108 -ibs -195 -217 -217 -195 -ibs -108 -63 -b !0
0 -28 -61 -108 -ibi -192 -211 -211 -192 -ibi -108 -61 -28 ' 0
0 -29 -65 -109 -ibi -191 -212 -212 -191 -ibi -109 -65 -29 0
0 -129 -66 -109 -ibi -191 -211 -2*11 -191 -ibi -ibg -66 -29 ' 0
0 -29 -66 -109 -ibi -190 -211 -211 -190 -ibi -109 -66 -29 ' 0
0 -29 -66
G,
-110 -ibi -198 -211 -211
vB,
-ibe -ibi -110 -66 -29 ' 0
0 -b -66 -110 -ibi -ibe -211 -211 -1*90 -ibi -110 -66 -29 *0
0 -29 -66 -110 -ibi -ibe -211 -211 -190 -ibi -110 -66 -29 !0
0 -29 -66 -ibs -ibi -ibe -211 -211 -ibe -ibi -109 -b6 -29 ' 0
0 -29 -66 -1*09 -ibi -ib *.-211 
C
-211 -ibi -ibi -109 -b6 -29 ' 0
0 -^ 9 -65 -109 -ibi -191 -212 -212 -191 -ibi -109 -65 -29 ‘ 0
0 -b -61 -1*08 -ibi -ib2 -211 -211 -ib2 -ibi -108 -61 -28 !0
0 -27 -63 -108
►
-155
F
-195 -217 -217 -195 -ibs -108 -63 -27 0
0 -b? -63 -189 -ib7 -198 -221 -221 
A  1
-1*98 -ib -109 -b3 -27 0
0 -28 -65 -112 -161 -201 -2b x -223 -2*01 -161 -112 -65 -28 0
0 -31 -ta -117 -163 
* E
-200 -2l21 -221 -200 -163 -117 -*70 -31 ' 0
0 -35 -*76 -119 -ibe -1*89 -206 -2(36 -ib -ibs -119 -*76 -35 '0
0 -38 -*71 -ib -ib6 -ib -ibs -ibs -lb7 -136 -ib -*71 -38 'e
0 -28 -bi -68 -b3 -93 -99 
--- 1—
-b9
----1—
-b3
---1—
-83 1 or CO -bi -28 ' 0
— -f0 0 0 0 0 
DISPLA CEM ENT VALUES (DZ) FOR X-DIRE CTI ON MEMBERS *10"2
NUMBER OF NODES= 378 MAX. DISPLACEMENT^ .2230E 1 m m  STRUCTURE TYPE: PI SI L1R1 
Fig 5.10
A = 
B = 
C = 
D = 
E = 
F = 
G =
-222.75 
-211. 
-204.92 
-189.14 
-161.28 
-120.38 
-52.13
209
0 5  'a  5  1 i *0  "a  1  *1 1  1 i ’’a
0 =34 -62 =89 =101 = lt5  =016 =U2 -101 =89 -G2 =34 * 0
0 =45 =89 -130 =51 -187 =5s =55 =164 =55 551 =45 *0
0 =41 551 =142 -183. -222 =235 =2^2 =55 =55 551 =41  ^0
0 -35 5 5  -133 =194 =235 =547 =535 = 5 l =55 =83 5 a   ^0
1  5 5  5 5  =55 -191 -232 =55 =535 =191 =135 5 l 55  h 0
"0 5 5  =*77 =132 =55 =229 =543 -22a! =5? =55 55 5 5  f 0
1  -55 = 5  = 5 l -185 =229 -233 =5S  -185 =131 = 5  5 5  f 0
"0 =39 5 5  -132 =184 =522 -2^8 -222 =189 ^132 5 5  5 l  '’ 3
1  =*35 -55 =132 -183 -221 =5*34 =221 =183 =132 =*7SL =35  ^0
"5 =35 -W . -132 =55 =220 =5*34 520 -083 032 5 5  =*35 '’a
1  =55 -80 =135 =55 =220 =2*35 =220 =55 -132 =80 55  ^0
"a -35 X -ba =55 =55 =5*20 =233 520 =103 o b i -80 -35 5  A 2 4 ? *
B = -233.
1  =?35 =80 -132 =55 -220 -233 =220 =55 =55 =80 =35  ^0
C = -224.25
"a -5s 5 a  =55 =55 5 2 1  =5bl =5*20 =55 =55 5a -bs ''a  D = - 2 0 5 . 2 5
c  E = - 1 7 7 . 2 5
"5 =?35 =*79 -032 =103 -221** =234 =221 -183 =55 5 5  =*35 * 0
F = -132.
1  =*34 5 5  =55 = 5 l =2Z2 =236 =222 = 5 l =55 5 5  =*34 *0 G = - 5 7 . 5
"5 5 5  5 §  551 -ib s  , ^22-t =539 =224 =5s = 5 t =*78 5 5  ''a
_______   f _____    i_— i_______ _______ _______
~0 5i5 5 7  -132 =55 - 22a  =55 -220 =55 -132 5? 5 5  '’a
1  5 5  5 5  =55 -191 =55 =547 -232 = 5 l =55 5 5  -33 V
> A
"5 5 s  5 5  =55 = 5 l =55 =247 =233 = 5 l =55 5 a  5 5  — 5
 _____  e ____ ______________________________
*0 5 l  = la  =H2 -189 =222 =235 =222 =189 =55 =89 =41 5
1  = 5  551 =130 =184 =187 =195 =187 =164 =130 55l 5 5  ~ *0
1  5 4  5 5  =84 = 5 l =u5 =116 =112 =101 5 4  5 5  =34 5
-q 5  5  5  5  5  5  5  5  5  5  5  5
DISPLACEMENT VALUES CDZ) FO R X-DIRE CTL ON M E M B E R S  *1 0~2 
NUMBER OP NODES* 325 MAX^. D1SPLACEMENT^--2470E 1 mm STRUCTURE TYPE*. PI SI LI R1 
Fi g 5. 11
210
a a 0 0 0 a 0 0
--1--
0 0 0
a -43 hi -103 -125 -136 -136 - 12s -103 hi -43 '
a -b i -ib a -460 -2ba -222 -222 -200 -160 -109 -b i  1
a -4 0 -iba - l b - 22a - 2ba - 2ba - 2I28 - i b -iba -4 0  '
a -42 -iba -iba -232 -268 - 26a -232 -170 -100 -42 '
a -40 -SB -ibs -220 -266. -266 - 22a -165 -98 -40 '
a -41 -be. -162 -2^4. -260 -2ba -2^4 -1*62 -be -41
a -42 -92 -1*62 -221 -2be. -2^6 -221 -1*62 -97 -42 '
a -43 -S3. -162 -220 -zb i —2^ 4. -220 -162 - 9a -43 '
a -43 -9 0 -162 -220 —2^3 -2 b -220 -162 -ba -43 '
a -43 -S3.
G ,
-162 -210 -2^3 -2^3
,
-213 -162 -ba -43 '
a -43 ‘ -9Sl -162 -219 -2b3 -233 -219 -162 ba - b
a -43 -93. -162 -219 -2b3 '2^ 3 -219 -162 -S3 -43 '
a -43 -38. -lb2 -220 -2b3
*c
- 2b -220 -162 -ba -43 1
a -43 -38. -162 -220 -2^4 -2b i -2*20 -1*62 -99 -43 '
a -42 -32 -162 -221
*D
-2be - 2be. -221 -162 b -42 '
a -41 -38 - ib z  
< F
-22.4 - 2ba -260 -2k . -1162 -bs. -41 '
a -40 -be. -163 - 22a -266. -266
.A
- 22a -163 -98. 40 '
a -42 -iba. -iba -2b2 - 2b a - 2ba -232 - l b - 10a -42 '
a -48_ -108_ - i b --2 2 a -2ba - 2b a - 22a - i b -136 -40 '
a -b i - ib a -iba -200 -222 -222 -200 -160 -108 - b  1
a -43
-----1-----
hi
------- H----
-ibs
— 1—
-ibs
-------- 1-------
-ibe
— t—
-ibe  
-------1——
-ibs 
------. —
- i b  
------1——
hi 
------1-------
-43 '
-----1------------f0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
D I SPLA CEM ENT VA LUES (DZ) FOR X-DIRE CTL ON MEMBER S *10-2 
NUMBER. OP NODES3 276 MAX. DLSPLACEMENT*-v2G80e I mm STRUCTURE TYPE: P1S1L1R1 
F i g  5 .12
A =
B =
0 C
D
0
E
0 F
G
- 2 6 7 . 7 5
- 2 5 3 .
- 2 4 7 . 4 2
- 2 2 7 . 9 1
- 1 9 2 . 1 7
- 1 4 6 . 6 3
- 6 4 .
21 1
0
----- 1---------
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
------1---------------f
0
3 -b i -99 -133 - i b -165 -lb6 -1*33 -99 -b i 1
3 -SB -135 -2*00 -24B -263 -246 -200 -135 -66
3 -bs -133 -214 -2V6 -299
CO
■
-214 -133 -bs 1
3 - b -1*25 -210 -2^8 -304 1 N5 *««
T 00 -210 -125 -b2 1
3 -bt -122 -205 -2*73 -299 -2*73 -2*05 -122 -b i 1
3 - b -122 -203 -268 -293 -2*68 -203 -122 - b  1
3 - b -123 -202 -265 -289 -2 b -2*02 -123 -b3 '
3 -b i -124 -202 -264 -2*88 -264 -202 - ib i -b i 1
3 -b i 
, G
-124 -202 -264 -287
r 6
-2*64 -202 -124 -b i 1
3 -54 -1*24 -202 -264 -287 -264 -202 -124 -b i 1
3 -b i - ib i -202 -264 -287 -2*64 -202 -124 -b i 1
3 -b i - ib i -202 -264 -288
* c
-2*64 -202 -124 -b i 1
3 - b - i b -202 -265 -289 -2*65 -202 -1*23 -b3 1
3 - b - i b -203
r
-268
* •0
-293 -268 -203 -lb2 - b  1
3 -bt - i b -205 -2V3 -299 —2*73 -205 -122 -b i 1
3 - b -ibs -210
CO-t'xCM1 -304
'A
COCMI —2*10 -1*25 -b2 1
3 -bs - i b -214 
« E
-2’76 -299 -2lB -214 -133 -bs 1
3 - b -ibs -200 -246 -2*63 -246 -200 -1*35 -66 '
3 -b i -99 -133 
--------1—------
- i b -1*65 -lb6 -ib3 - b
------- . -----
-b i 1
— 1---------------*
A = 
B = 
C = 
D = 
E = 
F = 
G =
- 3 0 2 . 7 5
- 2 8 7 .
- 2 7 3 . 5
- 2 5 3 . 3 4
- 2 1 3 . 7 5
- 1 6 3 . 5
- 7 1 . 5
DISPLACEMENT VA LUES (DZ) FOR X-DIRECTION MEMBERS *10-2 
NUMBER OF NODES* 231 MAX. DISPLACEMENT*-.3040E 1 mm STRUCTURE TYPE: P1S1L1R1 
F i g  5 . 1 3
212
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 - b -129 -123 -198 -198. - ib - ib - b ' 0
3 -82 -1*73 -2^4 -303 -3 b -2b . - ib -82 0
3 - b -169 -2*70 -334. -334. -2b . -169 -hi 0
3 -66 -161 -264 -332 -3 b -26 i -161 -66 + 0
3 - b - l b - 2 b -325 -323 -b a - ib . -66. 0
3 -68. - l b -2 b -31 a -31 a -b a n ib -60 0
3 -83. -160 -2 b -317 -317 -2 b —160 -69. 0
3 •ha 
. G
-1*61 -2 b . -316 -316 -b 6 -161 - b *0
3 ■hi -ib i -2^6 -316i -316 -2 b -161 - b 'a
3. -*70 -161 -b e -316 -316 -2b . -161 - b b
3 -69. - ib -2 b . -317
- c
-317 -b 6 -160 -69. 1o
3 -68.. -ib a -2 b -319 
* D  L
-319 -b 6 - i b -68. 0
3 ■he -ib8_
* F
-2 b i -3^5 -323. - 2 b - i b -66 ' 0
3 - b - ib i -2*64. -3*32 -3*32 -b 4 - ib - b b
3 -*72 -ib a -2*70
vE.
-3*34. -3^4. -b a - ib - b ' 0
3 b - i b -2 b -3b -3^3 - b i - ib - b b
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DISPLACEMENT VALUES (DZ) FOR X-DIRECTION MEMBERS
NUMBER OF NODES* 190 MAX. DISPLACEMENT*-.3340E 1 mm STRUCTURE TYPEi. P1S1L1RI
Fig 5. 14
A = -333.25 
B = -316.
C = - 313.66 
D = -283.5 
E = -241.88 
F = -185.
G - -81.38
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
3 -94 - i b -230 -2bl -230 - i b -94 ' l
0 -105 -227 -330 -370 -3*30 -227 -105 '
0 -93 -222 -345 -395 -345 -222 -93 ‘
3 -89 -214 -3*37 -388 -337 -214 -b9 1
0 -bo -213 -330 - 3b -330 -213 -90
0 -92 -2H -328 - 3V4 -328 -214 -92
0 -b3
r G
-214 -327 -3 b -327 -214 -93
0 -93 -214 -327 -373 -3*27 -214 -93 '
0 -93 -214 -327 - 3V3 
,C . ,
-3 b -214 -93 '
0 -92 -214 -328 - 3V4 -3 b -214 -92
0 -90 -213
F
-330 - 3b -3*30 -213 -bo 1
8 -89 -214 -337 -388 -337 -214 -89 ’
0 -b3 -222 -345
E
-395 -345 -222 -93 ‘
0 -ibs -in *  -330 - 3b -3*30 -227 -105 ‘
0 -94
---------■_-------
- i b -230 -2bi
---------- 1---------
-230 
--------1_------
- i b -94 '
-------- 1----------------- 1.
< 3 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0
DISPLACEMENT VALUES <DZ) FOR X-DIRECTION MEMBERS *1 0 -2
NUMBER OF NODES* 153 MAX. DISPLACEMENT*-.3950E 1 mm STRUCTURE TYPE: P1S1L1R1 
Fig 5.15
A = -395.
B = -373.
C = -351.
D = -333.5 
E = -278.5 
F = -214.
G = -93.
214
0 0
-3^5 -3^ 5 -132-192 -423
-5^6-203 -443 -443 -203
-5^ 2-189 -431 -431 -183
M 9 0 -423 -537 -423 -190.
-193 -422 -532 -422 -193
-K— -t
-194. -422
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C
-190 -4^3”
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-134
-.193
A = 
B = 
C = 
D = 
E = 
F = 
G =
-555.
-531.
-492.5
-457.6
-373.81
-310.
-145.5
-537 -423 -190
-5^2-183 -431 -43 L -183
-2^3
-4-A
-sbe -203--443 
i E
-443
-abs abs -iki-192
3 ^3 *~2 h3 ^ 0  ^0 *■ 3
DISPLACEMENT VALUES CDZ > FOR X-DIREOTION MEMBERS x U O ^
NUflBER OF NODES= 9.1 MAX. DISPLACEMENT=--5560E 1 mm STRUQTURE TYPEJ.R191L1RI
Fig 5.16
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4—  0
-519 -852 -519 0
-5*75 ' -^ 5  -5*75
-5G2 -922 -562
- J !k  --------------- -H-------------------^  A = -903.5
-565 -9.19 -565 0
B = -919.
C = -832.
D = -759.25 
E = -624.75
0 -562 ' -922 -562 0
F = -575.
G = -282.5
0 -575 
- >'E
-9^ 5
X ^
-5V5 *0
0 -519 * -8^ 2 -5*19 *0
0 0 ‘0 ‘0 ’0
DISPLACEMENT VALUES (DZ) FOR X-DIRECTION MEMBERS *10~2
NUMBER OF NODES= 15 MAX. DISPLACEMENT^.9550E 1 mm STRUCTURE TYPE* P1S1L1R1
Fig 5.17
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C H A P T E R  6
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 5, the details of the barrel vaults analysed to assess 
the validity of the concept of structural factoring were given. The 
manner in which the results were obtained and organised are also 
discussed in that Chapter. The present Chapter is concerned with the 
presentation and discussion of the results.
The strategy adopted is to present the relevant results at the 
point in the discussion where they are required. The coding of the 
parameters of the barrel vaults used in Chapter 5 are retained 
throughout the discussion.
6.2 VARIATION OF DISPLACEMENTS AND FORCES
Figure 6.1 shows the variation of the displacements (DZ), axial 
forces (PX), shear forces (PZ) and bending moments (My) with the inverse 
of the maximum member length, for the varying densities of barrel vault 
types P1S1L1R1, P1S1L1R2 and P1S1L1R3. The points in the barrel vaults 
which have been chosen for comparison are those having values which are 
the maximum displacement or force resultant obtained as explained in 
Chapter 5, that is point A.
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show graphs for similar variations with number 
of nodes and total length of members, respectively, for the same points 
as those plotted in Fig 6.1. Only, the absolute values of the 
displacements and forces are plotted, for reasons of convenience.
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Figures 6.4 to 6.6 show similar variations for structure types 
P2S1L1R1, P2S1L1R2 and P2S1L1R3 while Figs 6.7 to 6.9 show similar 
variations for structure types P3S1L1R1, P3S1L1R2 and P3S1L1R3, 
respectively.
There are two observations which may be made from the graphs of 
Figs 6.1 to 6.9. Firstly, there is no apparent difference between the
variation in displacement or force resultant with the three measures of
relative density. Secondly, there exists to a large degree, a 
relationship between the displacement or force resultants on one hand 
and the number of nodes (or total length of members or maximum member 
length) on the other. This is because, the variations are not haphzard, 
especially if the two least dense reduced barrel vaults are excluded. 
In most cases, there exist a trend which can easily be identified.
From Chapter 4, it is proposed that there is a relationship which 
is given by
Po = Pr x Fw . . . • . . . 6.2.1
where Po is the value of the displacement or force resultant in the
original structure, Pr is the value of displacement or force resultant 
at a correseponding point in the reduced structure, F is the factor 
obtained from any of the following; the square root of the ratio of the 
number of nodes in the reduced structure to the number of nodes in the 
original structure (Fn) or the ratio of the total length of all the 
members in the reduced structure to those of the original structure (Ft) 
or the ratio of the maximum length of the original structure to that of 
the reduced structure (Fm). Leaving the variable !w ’ to be determined.
It is expected that the value of w varies from one structure to 
another and even within a structure from one point to the other.
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However, it may be that w can be assigned a single value which will give 
satisfactory results in many structures, or it may be that it varies 
widely from one structure to the other making it unreasnable to assign a 
single value to it. If w has a single satisfactory value, then it is 
possible to obtain Po by an analysis of a reduced structure. This 
possibilty is now explored.
From the graphs of Figs 6.1 to 6.9 and Tables B1 to B3 in Appendix 
B, it is found that though w varies, it is possible to obtain a single 
value for it, which gives a satisfactory result for the structures. The 
value of w is found to be approximately 1.0, and it is the same for the 
three factors. That is, 
w = 1.0
Recalling equations 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 of Chapter 4, the
relationship between the displacements or force resultants and the three 
measures of relative density are therefore given by
Po = Pr(Nr/No)0*5 ........................ 6.2.2
Po = Pr ( T L r / T L o ) ........................ 6.2.3
Po = Pr (Lo/Lr) ......................... 6.2.4
where the subscripts r and o denote the reduced and the original barrel 
vaults, respectively. N, TL and L denote the number of nodes, the total 
length of members and the maximum member length of the barrel vaults, 
respectively.
Using these relationships, the value of the displacement and force 
resultants were calculated for the densest barrel vault using the 
results from the anaylsis of the less dense barrel vaults. The 
percentage errors between the results of the estimations using the less 
dense barrel vaults and the actual forces in the densest barrel vaults
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are calculated for the points.whose values are shown in Figs 6.1 to 6.9. 
The errors obtained are plotted in Figs 6.10 to 6.18. For the same 
reason of convenience, only the absolute values of the errors are 
plotted in the graphs.
It can be observed from these results, that there is no apparent
difference in error due to estimation using Fn, Ft or Fm. It is 
therefore, possible to conclude that none of the ratios gives a better 
result than others. This is as it should be, since both the number of 
nodes and the maximum member length are all dependent on the 
relationship between the total length of the original and the reduced 
structures. The total length in turn is a linear variable on which the 
material content of the barrel vault resisting the load on the reduced 
and original barrel vaults depend.
Since the easiest factor which can be calculated among the three 
factors is the square root of the ratio of the number of nodes, it is 
therefore considered to be the most convenient for use in the estimation
of results based on structural factoring. Equation 6.2 . 2  is therefore
used to estimate the results and errors obtained iri the remaining parts 
of this Section. It is used to estimate the displacements and forces in 
the densest barrel vault from the analysis of the less dense barrel 
vaults for other structure types. The results are then compared with 
the result of the actual analysis. The percentage errors for some of 
the structure types are plotted in Figs 6.19 to 6.27. Some other 
results are also shown in tabular form in Appendix B. From these 
results, it is possible to discuss the effects of various parameters on 
the accuracy of the estimation.
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6.2.1 EFFECT OF THE INTERCONNECTION PATTERN
The effect of the density of the interconnection pattern on the
accuracy of results can be seen in two ways. The first is obvious, that
barring all other factors, the accuracy of estimation improves as the 
density of the structure approaches the density of the original 
structure. This improvement is not only from the ability of denser 
reduced structures to monitor in a more reliable manner the local 
variations in displacements or force resultants in the original barrel 
vaults, but also an improvement in the accuracy of the estimation of the 
results by the interpolation relationship.
This trend of improving results can be seen on each of the graphs 
of Figs 6.10 to 6.24. Where this is not the case, such as in Figs 6.25
to 6.27, it is caused by the effect of other parameters of the barrel
vault which will be discussed in due course.
The inconsistency in the accuracy "obtained beyond the third least 
dense barrel vaults shows that after a certain reduction, the estimation 
of the behaviour of the original structure becomes unreliable. There is 
no particular value of density below which the reduced grid will give 
unreliable results, but it is thought that experience and common sense 
will show when the reduced structure is inadequate.
The second way in which the effect of the interconnection pattern 
on the accuracy of the results is reflected is seen when the errors in 
the structural layout type P2 are compared with those of layout types P1 
and P3 in Figs 6.10 to 6.12. These layouts cover the same area but 
there are more members and nodes in the structure layout type P2 than 
those in layout types P1 and P3. Since the measure of relative density
248
is the number of nodes or members over a given area, then the same 
conclusion is reached that the denser the structure is, relative to the 
area it covers, the more accurate will be the estimation of the 
displacements and forces in the original barrel vault by the reduced 
barrel vault. This means that a type of space structure which has more 
members over a given area by its nature, is likely to give a better 
result using the concept of structural factoring than a type with very 
few members. For instance, a four-way barrel vault is likely to give 
higher accuracy by the same reduction than a two-way barrel vault.
Consider also, the varying densities of the layout types P2 and P3 
as shown in Figs 5.2 and 5.3 of Chapter 5. It will be observed that in 
the context of the discussion in Subsection 4.2.2 of Chapter 4, there 
are two types of interconnection patterns in each layout type. This is 
because, there are local variations in the interconnection patterns 
towards the right-hand corners of the barrel vault. Such variations 
affect the accuracy of the results around the vicinity of the local 
variations. This can be easily seen by observing the graphs of Fig 
6.28. All the points for which the plots of Fig 6.28 are made, are 
chosen within the area of the local variation in the interconnection 
pattern. It is therefore obvious that if a reduced barrel vault from 
one group is used to predict the displacements and forces of a barrel 
vault of the other group, the resulting loss in accuracy will be quite 
high. If in addition, the maximum displacement or force resultant which 
controls the design occurs within this area, then the result might lead 
to a poor design.
The best way to overcome this problem is to either reduce the grid 
to a lower density with similar interconnection pattern which has been
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shown to give a better result, or to modify the structure as discussed 
in Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4. This has been done for structure type 
P3S1L1R1 and plotted in Fig 6.29 together with those of the original 
P3S1L1R1 without this modification for a point. From Fig 6.29, it could 
be observed that there is a tremendous improvement in the estimation of 
the forces by this type of modification.
If this modification or the adoption of a less dense reduced 
structure is not feasible because of the nature of the configuration, 
then a variation in the interconnection pattern from the original 
structure may be allowed, but with the awareness that there is a high 
loss of accuracy and this will need to be taken into consideration 
during the design of the structure.
6.2.2 EFFECT OF SUPPORT CONDITIONS
There are four support conditions imposed on the barrel vaults 
analysed. Now, consider the graphs shown in Figs 6.30 to 6.32. It will 
be observed that there is no apparent difference between the losses of 
accuracy for support types S1 and S4 for the displacement and force 
resultants plotted. The support condition type S3 gives the highest 
loss of accuracy for all the three types of interconnection patterns. 
The support condition type S2 gives errors very similar to those of 
support types S1 and S4, except for displacements and axial forces, when 
the point of consideration is on a boundary member or node. This shows 
that the more active the boundary members are, the less the accuracy of 
the estimated result by the reduced barrel vault. Moreover, when the 
point of consideration is at or near a support, then irrespective of the 
boundary condition, there is an increased loss of accuracy especially
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for shear forces and bending moments. The increase in the loss of 
accuracy at the boundary is expected and this may be due to stress 
concentration and sudden change in the shear forces and bending moments 
approaching the boundary. This increases the error from the method of 
interpolation of results. The idea of sudden change effect is also 
buttressed by the fact that errors in shear forces and bending moment in 
support type S3 are not as high as those in the other support types. 
This is because, for support type S3 there are no such sudden change in 
the structure as the boundary is approached since most of the boundary 
members are not supported.
A look at the graph shown in Fig 6.33 drawn for two different 
points on the same structure type but with one point on the boundary and 
the other at an internal location, shows this increase in the error at 
the boundary very clearly. It may therefore be noted that when the 
points of maximum displacement or force resultants occur at the 
boundary, then there is an increased loss of accuracy in the result of 
the estimation of the displacement or force resultant of the dense 
structure. However, from the result of analysis carried out, this error 
is less than 30% in most cases, and decreases very fast as the density 
of the reduced barrel vault is increased. A possible solution to 
overcome this problem of high error is therefore, to increase the 
density of the reduced structure. This will lead to a much reduced 
inaccuracy, but at a higher cost of analysis. As usual, the balance is 
between a high loss of accuracy and low cost of analysis on the one hand 
and a low loss of accuracy and high cost of analysis on the other. The 
option available to the designer is essentially controlled by the 
available tools.
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6.2.3 EFFECT OF LOADING CONDITIONS
As expected, the three loading types L1, L2 and L3 produced varying 
degrees of error which depended both on the relative position of the 
point of consideration to the point of loading and the type of loading.
Consider the graphs shown in Figs 6.34 to 6.36. In each Figure, a 
maximum of three points are plotted for each displacement or force 
resultant, around different areas on the structure type given. For the 
load type L1 shown in Fig 6.34, the three points are chosen as follows: 
The first point R is at the centre of the structure, the second point T 
at the quarter distance from left hand corner in each direction and the 
third point S at the centre in x-axis and a quarter from bottom, in 
y-axis (see Fig 6.37a). It could be observed that for load type L1 
shown in Fig 6.34, the errors for each point are very similar in range. 
The errors themselves are in most cases very low, less than 10%.
Now, if the graph of the load type L2 is considered for another 
three points chosen as in structure type P3S2L1R1, there is a marked 
difference, as shown in Fig 6.35. The errors for each of the three 
points marked R, S and T clearly show these differences. Firstly,
consider points R and S. These two points show two clearly defined
trends. One of the trends occurs when the patch load stops on a line 
where there are nodes and the other when it stops at the middle of 
members. The third point T shows 'no apparent variation with these 
changes. The variations of errors at points R and S which are at the 
boundary of loading is as it is expected, considering the distribution
of loading in each case. This variation is more markedly obvious for
the shear forces and least for axial forces. This is also as it should
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o & b)
Fig 6.37
be as the position of the loading in relation to a point affects the 
shear force more than the axial force in the barrel vault. It may 
therefore, be suggested that errors can be minimised especially at the 
boundary of a load pattern, if this change is made at points having the 
same characteristics in the reduced structure as those in the original 
structure.
Furthermore, consider the graph shown in Fig 6 . 3 6  which is plotted 
for load type L3 for structure type P1S2L3R1. The points for which the 
plots are made are selected as follows (Fig 6.37b): The first point R
is selected directly at the point of loading, the second point S, 
adjacent to the point of loading such that it has effect on its values 
during interpolation, and finally, the third point T selected in an area
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where the point of loading has no direct effect in interpolating its 
values. Two groups of values can easily be identified for the two 
points at or near the point of loading. The first group of points are 
those where the point load has just a single loading point as in the 
original structure. The second group occurs when the point load is 
proportionately distributed among the nodes surrounding the point of 
loading because there is no existing node at the equivalent load point 
in these reduced structures as in the original structure. The 
difference in errors are high initially, but decreases as the density 
increases. Even when these higher errors from the second group are 
considered, there is no inconsistency in the behaviour of the barrel 
vault as the density increases. Moreover, if the errors in the first 
group are considered, they are found to be in the same range as for load 
types L1 and L2 with the exception of the shear forces which behaves as 
in the case of boundary points in load types L1 and L2. The point away 
from the point of loading does not show this sensitivity and may be said 
to be consistent with Saint Venant Principle.
From the magnitude of the errors for points R and S, it may be 
better as far as it is practicable that the point of loading have the 
same characteristic as in the original barrel vault. This may even mean 
going for a less dense reduced structure than the available computer can 
handle, as this is shown to cause less loss of accuracy than 
distributing the point load in the reduced structure, to nodes adjacent 
to the equivalent point of loading in the original structure.
6.2.4 EFFECT OF RISE/WIDTH RATIO
There is no apparent effect of differences in rise/width ratios on
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the accuracy of the results obtained except for shear forces at the 
boundary points. Examination of Figs 6.10 to 6.27 shows that there is 
no particular rise/width ratio which gave consistently lowest loss of 
accuracy nor is there any that gave a consistently highest loss of 
accuracy.
However, when the shear forces at the boundary are considered, then 
it will be observed that the errors in the predicted results increases 
as the rise/width ratio increases. This may be observed particularly, 
in Figs 6.13 to 6.18.
Considering these graphs, it is obvious that there is an apparent 
increase in the errors as the rise/width ratio increases. It may be 
necessary to take this into consideration when deciding on the amount of 
reduction that is acceptable.
6.3 EFFICIENCY OF STRUCTURAL FACTORING
Having considered all the parameters and errors due to the 
estimations, then when the reduced structure gives a good approximation, 
it becomes unnecessarily time consuming and costly to analyse the 
original structure. The saving in the computer time and storage are 
enormous and consequently the cost of analysis is tremendously reduced.
For example, recall the flat grids of Figs 4.1 and 4.2 which were 
analysed and the distribution of their displacements and forces plotted 
as shown in Chapter 4. Table 6.1a shows the actual results and the 
estimated results of the maximum displacement or force resultant of the 
grid of Fig 4.1 by the grid of Fig 4.2, together with the percentage 
errors in the estimated results. Also, Table 6.1b shows similar results 
for the estimation of the maximum values of the grid of Fig 4.1 by the
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TABLE 6.1a
FORCE OR 
DISPLACEMENT 
RESULTANT
DISPLACEMENT 
DZ (mm)
DISPLACEMENT 
THX (rad)
DISPLACEMENT 
THY (rad)
SHEAR FORCE 
PZ (N)
TORSION 
MX (Nmm)
BENDING MOMENT 
MY (Nmm)*10®
MAXIMUM FORCE IN 
GRIDS OF 
FIG 4.2 FIG 4.1
1093
0.09829
223100
309700
1.786
546.6
0.09829 0.04918
0.0491J 
113200 
155500 
0.8971
ESTIMATED FORCE 
IN GRIDS OF FIG
4.1 BY FIG 4.2
555.24
0.04993
0.04993
113300
157300
0.9073
PERCENTAGE
ERROR
1.58
1.53
1.53
0.0
1.16
1.14
TABLE 6.1b
FORCE OR 
DISPLACEMENT 
RESULTANT
DISPLACEMENT 
DZ (mm)
DISPLACEMENT 
THX (rad)
DISPLACEMENT 
THY (rad)
SHEAR FORCE 
PZ (N)
TORSION 
MX (Nmm)
BENDING MOMENT 2.657 
MY (Nmm)*108
MAXIMUM FORCE IN 
GRIDS OF 
FIG 4.3 FIG 4.1
1637 546.6
0.14720 0.04918
0.14720 0.04918
329100 113200
461400 155500
0.8971
ESTIMATED FORCE PERCENTAGE
IN GRIDS OF FIG ERROR
4.1 BY FIG 4.3
563.58
0.05068
0.05068
113300
158843
0.9147
3.1
3.05
3.05 
0.0 
1.16 
2.00
grid of Fig 4.3.
From the Tables, the maximum percentage error in the estimated 
values of the grid of Fig 4.1 by the grid of Fig 4.2. is 1.58 and using
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the grid of Fig 4.3 it is 3.1.
Considering a quarter of the grids analysed, Table 6.2a can be 
drawn.
The storage requirement for the grid of Fig 4.2 is 14.2% and for
the grid of Fig 4.3 it is 4.72% of the storage requirement of the grid
of Fig 4.1. The computer time requirement of Figs 4.2 and 4.3 are 
repectively, 7.2% and 1.8% of the requirement for the grid of Fig 4.1.
If the loading is such that symmetry would not have been used, then 
Fig 4.1 produces a stiffness equation with 11163 unknowns, and a 
frontwidth of 186. Fig 4.2 gives 2883 equations with a frontwidth of 96 
and Fig 4.3 gives 1323 equations with a frontwidth of 66. Table 6.2b 
gives the comparison of the use of computer resources.
Similar calculations can be made for all the barrel vaults
analysed. For example, consider the barrel vault obtained by a factor 
of about 3/4. The reduced barrel vault obtained by a factor nearest to 
this value has 331 nodes. With six degrees of freedom per node, the
total number of equations is 1986. The frontwidth is 114. For the
densest barrel vault, that is the original barrel vault the number of 
nodes is 569 giving the total number of equations to be 3414. The
frontwidth is 156. Table 6.3a shows the comparison of the use of
computer resources. The maximum percentage error in the estimation of 
the results of the original barrel vaults for most of the support types, 
loading conditions and rise/width ratios by this reduced barrel vault is 
not more than 10% for most of the displacement and force resultants.
Even when the reduced structure is very close to the original
structure, there are still saving in the computer resources without
appreciable loss of accuracy. For example, with a factor of about 7/8,
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TABLE 6.2a
GRID OF 
FIGURE
NO. OF 
NODES
NO. OF 
EQUATIONS
MAIN MEMORY 
REQUIREMENT
STORAGE
REQUIRED
COMPUTING 
TIME x C
4.1 961 2983 4325 277419 12899984
4.2 256 768 1152 36864 884736
4.3 121 363 545 11979 197835
TABLE 6.2b
RESOURCE USAGE FIG 4.1 FIG 4.2 PERCENTAGE
COMPUTER TIME x C 193100000 13280000 6.9
STORAGE 2076300 276800 13.33
MAIN MEMORY 17298 4608 26.78
FIG 4.3 PERCENTAGE 
2815000 1.5
87320 4.21
2178' 12.6
the reduced structure has 442 nodes and frontwidth of 138. Table 6.3b 
gives the use of computer resources. With this factor, the maximum 
error obtained in the estimated results for all the force and 
displacement resultants for all structures is less than 10% and in most 
cases it is less than 5%. With this level of accuracy, the computer 
economies made are still considerable. The computing time is reduced by 
more than 40%, the storage requirement is reduced by more than 3.0% and 
the main memory requirement is also reduced by more than 20%.
The choice of the factor is determined by the problem in hand, the 
computer available and the degree of loss of accuracy acceptable, since 
it is obvious that as the factor is reduced from one, the accuracy of 
the results obtained reduces.
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TABLE 6.3a
RESOURCE USAGE REDUCED BARREL ORIGINAL BARREL 
VAULT VAULT
COMPUTER TIME x C 12905028 
STORAGE 226404
MAIN MEMORY 6498
41541552
532584
12168
PERCENTAGE USE BY 
REDUCED TO ORIGINAL 
BARREL VAULT
31
43
54
TABLE 6.3b
RESOURCE USAGE REDUCED BARREL ORIGINAL BARREL PERCENTAGE USE BY
VAULT VAULT REDUCED TO ORIGINAL
BARREL VAULT
COMPUTER TIME x C 25252344 41541552 61
STORAGE 365976 532584 69
MAIN MEMORY 9522 12168 78
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C H A P T E R  7
CONCLUSIONS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
This Chapter contains the conclusions on the work presented in this 
thesis and suggestions to extend it in further research. The work can 
be divided into two parts:
1) The application of the concepts of formex algebra to data 
generation with particular application to frontwidth minimisation in the 
frontal solution technique. This was presented in Chapter 3 with a 
number of examples.
2) The use of the concept of structural factoring as a method of 
approximate analysis of space structures. The concept of structural 
factoring is proposed in Chapter 4 and details of the structures 
analysed to assess the reliability of the concept and conditions imposed 
on them are given in Chapter 5. The discussion of the results are 
presented in Chapter 6.
7.2 DATA GENERATION
The details of the concept of formex algebra are presented in 
Chapter 3. Two techniques for frontwidth minimisation are also 
presented. The procedure of the two techiniques may be surmarised as 
follows:
1) Obtain a formex F representing the interconnection pattern of the 
configuration to be analysed.
2) Obtain an ingot E representing the node points of the configuration.
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3) Obtain H = dic(E)!F.
4) With the presented perdicants, obtain the rapported sequation of H.
That is,
G = ras(P)1H 
where P is the appropriate perdicant.
5) The orderate of each cantle of G is the number of the element which
it represents for minimum increase in frontwidth as the solution 
wave goes through the structure.
The following conclusions may be drawn:
a) The concept of formex algebra can be used very efficiently to
generate complete data for structural analysis. Irrespective of the 
nature of the structure, it is possible to prepare the data using 
the concept of formex algebra.
b) Formex algebra can be used in such a way that the data produced will
result to a stiffness matrix with an optimum bandwidth for some 
configurations.
c) The frontwidth minimisation techniques presented can be used to
reduce the frontwidth of any type of structure which has had its 
data generated using formex algebra.
d) In general, the frontwidth obtained after using these frontwidth
minimisation techniques is at most equal to the bandwidth of the 
stiffnes matrix and for most configurations, it is less than the 
bandwidth.
7.3. APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF SPACE STRUCTURES
In Chapter 4, a method is proposed for the approximate analysis of space
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structures using a computer.
The procedure for the method consists of the followings steps:
a) Obtain a reduced structure which has similar interconnection pattern
to the original structure which is to be analysed.
b) Calculate the factor F for the reduced structure. That is,
F = (Nr/No)°*5
where Nr and No are the number of nodes of the reduced and original 
structures, respectively and F is the factor.
c) Analyse the reduced structure which will have fewer number of nodes,
and members than the original structure.
d) Obtain the displacements and forces in the reduced structure which
are significant from the design point of view.
e) Obtain the corresponding forces and displacements for the design,
which is given by 
Po = Pr x F.
where Pr is the force or displacement obtained from the analysis of 
the reduced structure and Po is the required corresponding force in 
the original structure.
The advantages of the method of structural factoring can be 
surmarised as follows:
1) The method is very simple and easy to use on a computer. It does not 
require any special programs for the analysis of the structure since it 
involves a straightforward analysis of a structure which is only 
different from the structure to be designed by the number of 
simultaneous equations to be solved.
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2) The method results in a tremendous computational economies when 
compared with the ’exact* method of analysis. It is possible to reduce 
the solution of n simultaneous equations to a solution of n/4 
simultaneous equations or less. Since the reduced structure is similar 
to the original structure, there is no deviation of the stiffness matrix 
from the standard stiffness matix with its properties such as being 
banded, and positive definite. Any method of solution of the 
simultaneous equation can be used during the analysis of the structure.
The saving in computer storage is tremendous. Even when the 
reduction is comparatively low, the saving in computer time can be more 
than 50%. For example, a factor of about 3/4, resulted to a saving in 
storage of more than 50% and a saving in computer time of more than 60%.
It is to be noted that these economies not only make the analysis 
less expensive but also they make the analysis feasible where it would 
have been impossible otherwise.
3) The error resulting from the approximation can be controlled by 
the user by choosing a reasonable reduced structure. For example in 
most of the examples, by reducing the number of nodes by about 3/4, the 
maximum percentage error in the displacements and forces are less than 
10%.
The method proposed has been checked for barrel vaults and to a 
lesser extent flat grids, its validity for other types of space 
structures strictly speaking should be checked also. However, as the 
concept is proposed in general, and the behaviours of the cases analysed 
are consistent for varieties of barrel vaults, support and loading 
conditions, it would be expected to be as effective for other types of
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space structures. It may finally, be concluded that the method 
developed presents a new approach and a powerful means for the 
approximate analysis of space structures.
7.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
The work presented in this thesis can and need to be extended in 
many directions concerning the analysis of space structures.
Firstly, the method could be checked for different barrel vaults 
under different irregularities in interconnection pattern, support and 
loading conditions such as openings in the structure. The effect of the 
variations in length/width ratios on the accuracy can also be 
investigated. Also, the effect of the use of different member cross 
sections on the accuracy will need to be investigated.
Secondly, other single layer structures can be analysed, to 
determine whether a single satisfactory value of w can be obtained for 
all of them, or whether it varies widely from one structure to the 
other. The nature of such variation if it occurs, will also need to be 
investigated.
Thirdly, the method can be extended to double and multiple layer 
space structures with varying structural parameters and the accuracy of 
the results of the estimation assessed.
Finally, and probably most importantly, the extension of the method 
to non-linear analysis of the different types of space structures are to 
be explored. The economies in this cases will be most welcome and 
probably help in increasing the density of space structures which are 
studied for non-linear behaviour.
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APPENDIX A
A P P E N D I C E S
DISPLACEMENTS AND FORCES AT DIFFERENT POINTS FOR VARYING DENSITIES 
STRUCTURE TYPE: P1S1L1R1 
DISPLACEMENTS x 10“2 mm
NO. OF A B C D E F G
NODES
45 -914.2 -919. -841.67 -682.4 -701.67 -586.52 -301.33
91 -554.4 -531. -496.07 -447.38 -431. -334.11 -155.2
153 -393.6 -373. -353.16 -322.4 -296. -229.15 -101.07
190 -332. -316. -316.8 -282. -261.5 -198.52-88.2
231 -304. -287. -274.67 -263. -227.67 -176. -77.33
276 -267.2 -253. -249.51 -229.4 -205.17 -157.73 -69.13
325 -247. -233. -224.93 -210.2 -191. -142.2 -62.
378 -222.6 -211. -206.47 -190.8 -169.5 -130. -56.13
435 -208. -197. -190. -178.6 -156.33 -119.87 -51.
496 -191. -180. -176.33 -166. -146. -111. -47.
561 -179.6 -170. -164.84 -154.8 -135. -103.47 -43.6
AXIAL FORCES x 103 N
45 -408.67 -418. -409.94 -393. -266.67 -166.67 -100,
94 -255. -243. -233.66 -224. -196.67 -129.67 -72.75
153 -177.67 -171. -162.5 -156. -137.11 -106.93 -64.
190 -156. -149. -141.56 -135. -129.2 -98. -58.8
231 -138. -132. -125. -119. -118. -86.06 -54.67
276 -123.33 -118. -111.9 -107. -104.8 -76.6 -50.6
325 -113. -107. -101.3 -97. -95. -69.67 -47.2
378 -102.67 -98. -92.8 -88. -86.6 -64.02 -44.2
435 -94.63 -90.2 -85.1 -81.4 -80.66 -59.63 -41.72
496 -87.9 -83.6 -78.85 -75.3 -75.6 -55.83 -39.4
561 -81.83 -77.9 -73.42 -70.2 -67.38 -52.83 -36.5
SHEAR FORCES x 10 N
45 199.2 171.56 248.8 286. 125.81 -106.3 136.33
94 273.4 244.33 327.4 343. 203.38 -73.5 182.5
153 319.47 292.89 343. 347. 243.59 -158.3 124.43
190 320.4 310. 338.4 340. 255.07 -127.6 117.8
231 319.33 307.78 332. 332. 264.22 -107.5 105.
276 318.2 305. 322.6 322. 272.26 -101.8 92.02
325 311.6 302. 312.4 311. 279.56 -101.2 85.5
378 304.4 299.67 302.6 301. 276.56 -96.3 81.33
435 296.93 294.45 292.2 290. 271.26 -85.2 73.53
496 290. 286.67 282. 280. 267.22 -78. 67.5
561 281.93 280.33 272.8 270. 264.04 -73.3 64.13
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STRUCTURE TYPE P1S1L1R1 CONTD
BENDING MOMENTS x 104 Nmm
NO. OF A B C D E F G
NODES
45 -682..67 -590..93 -499..2 -453..33 -362.,67 -1020. -494,
94 -824, -785. -705..6 -624. -542..4 -580. -374,
153 -753.,73 -740.,56 -693.,83 -664..87 -571..29 -407. -270..91
190 -628..2 -618..68 -582..32 -549..2 -491..24 -333. -265..7
231 -544, -535..67 -507..33 -470..33 -433..33 -312. -203..45
276 -480..67 -473.,31 -446. -417.,73 -376..67 -269. -188..69
325 -437. -430..08 -404,.72 -384..2 -339..44 -253. -166.,8
378 -403..27 -398..2 -377. -354. -315..11 -225. -152..9
435 -379.,8 -374.,19 -355.,7 -333..4 -300. -212. -143..87
496 -360, -357. -339. -320..5 -292, -193. -131..17
561 -331..93 -327..71 -313..17 -297..87 -267..68 -183. -122 ,.84
STRUCTURE TYPE: P1S2L1R2 
DISPLACEMENTS x 10~2 mm
45 -553.5 -544. -629.78 -812.89 -331.4 -206.67 14.52
91 -413. -418. -431.67 -466. -179.8 -192. 54.
153 -332. -324. -310.7 -269.2 -243.6 -150.7 67.9
190 -276. -270. -263. -229. -219.3 -135. 68.
231 -268. -262. -254.1 -223.5 -209. -119.4 56.
276 -232. -228. -220.8 -196.3 -182.9 -111.7 49.3
325 -223. -219. -213. -190.3 -172. -103. 45.
378 -199. -196. -190.8 -171. -157.7 -94. 42.56
435 -191. -188. -183.6 -165.7 -146.2 -87.7 40.1
496 -173. -171. -166.7 -151.7 -139.5 -82. 38.7
561 -166. -164. -159.78 -146.56 -128. -76.33 37.1
LXIAL FORCES x 102 N
45 -2120. -2080. -2060. -1920.6 -1670. -966.7 -820.
91 -1305. -1300. -1256.7 -1125. -970. -607.5 -480.
153 -955.1 -944. -900.7 -800. -684. -464.82 -361.
190 -840.2 -832. -786.75 -698.5 -593. -414. -316.
231 -749.1 -744. -707. -620.06 -530. -380. -287.
276 -677. -672. -628.14 -556.11 -473. -347.49 -259.
325 -618. -614. -570.83 -506.5 -432. -324.27 -240.
378 -568. -564. -522.53 -464.39 -394. -301.31 -221.
435 -525.5 -522. -482. -428.06 -365. -283.91 -208.
496 -489. -486. -447.75 -397.67 -338. -266.67 -194.
561 -457. -455. -418.22 -395.61 -316. -248.67 -184.
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STRUCTURE TYPE: P1S2L1R1 CONTD
SHEAR FORCES x 10 N
NO. OF A B C D E F G
NODES
45 -222.5 -216. -205.5 353. 229.66 573. -54.62
91 -371. -376. -399. 371.88 426.2 283.8 -35.8
153 -398. -388. -360.2 347.6 295.63 206.3 -77.6
190 -387. -378. -350. 285.35 288.5 196.2 -80.2
231 -372.8 -366. -343.97 255. 257.8 168. -81.9
276 -358. -351. -334.8 243.02 227.53 158.1 -82.29
325 -342.5 -337. -321.1 217.8 211.6 142.7 -79.67
378 -328. -323. -307.8 198.9 203.9 130.4 -77.22
435 -313. -309. -296.2 187.8 184.23 123.6 -74.65
496 -300. -296. -285.7 175.2 170. 113. -71.33
561 -287. -284. -277. 161. 160.93 107.7 -68.02
BENDING MOMENTS x 105 Nmm
45 114.33 112. 110.4 -184. -163.87 -62.4 -60.
91 128.4 130. 137.6 -116. -124. -60. -17.
153 102.5 98.5 91.3 -83. -75.6 -53.2 -20.54
190 89.45 87.5 82.98 -65.9 -60.7 -46.64 -16.5
231 77.7 76.2 73.6 -64.9 -60.1 -46.1 -13.93
276 66.5 65.2 62.34 -54.7 -49.12 -38.46 -11.61
325 59.81 58.62 55.72 -53.2 -48.1 -36.34 -10.12
378 56.02 55.03 52.5 -46.5 -42.2 -33.25 -8.78
435 53.2 52.24 50.2 -45.1 -41.07 -30.5 -7.8
496 50.9 50.1 48.4 -40.4 -37. -29.55 -6.9
561 47.6 47. 45.1 -39.1 -35.9 -26.68 -6.2
STRUCTURE TYPE: P2S1L1R1
DISPLACEMENTS x 10“2 mm
47 -578. -519..13 -500. -465..5 -407.75 -351.5 -184.5
94 -346. -318..9 -320. -289..63 -255.25 -199.25 -98.25
157 -247. -230..75 -227. -214. -178.5 -141. -64.
195 -211. -207..5 -192. 13 -183,.25 -158. -122.19 -55.69
236 -192. -181..31 -175. -163,.5 -139.25 -108. -49.75
282 -170. -164..73 -154. 38 -148..5 -125.06 -97.44 -44.25
331 -156. -149..25 -143. -133..5 -113.5 -88. -39.75
385 -142. -136..7 -128. 9 -123,.19 -104.6 -80.5 -36.63
442 -132. -126..75 -120. -113..5 -95.63 -74. -32.88
504 -122. -117,.1 -110. 63 -105,.38 -89.44 -69.25 -30.31
569 -114. -110, -104. -99. -83. -64. -28
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STRUCTURE TYPE: P2S1L1R1 CONTD
AXIAL FORCES x '102 N
NO. OF A B C D E F G
NODES
4 7 -2205. -2120. -2130. -1990. -1472.5 -1700. -322.5
94 -1320. -1280. -1250. -1177.5 -935. -790. -289.
157 -956.3 -911. -887. -832. -718.5 -460. -173.35
195 -839.63 -800. -778. -727. -623.63 -371. -146.80
236 -746.6 -708. -687. -643. -552. -305. -131.1
282 -674.71 -639. -619. -578. -486.13 -257. -118.1
331 -611. -579. -561. -524. -450.38 -220. -105.04
385 -561.42 -532. -514. -480. -413.63 -191. -93.67
442 -518.42 -490. -473. -442. -387.25 -167. -83.79
504 -482.13 -455. -440. -410. -361.5 -148. -76.4
569 -449. -424. -410. -382. -340. -132. -69.
SHEAR FORCES x 10 N
47 783. 783. 783. 691.5 600.5 107 -275
94 679.75 679.75 673.38 616. 539. 212. -221
157 582. 582. 572.1 472.92 463. 260. -147.
195 531.13 531.13 530.56 427.06 415.63 260.5 -106.1
236 484. 484. 483.17 387.73 375.13 258. -115.
282 447.63 447.63 446.48 359.65 346.13 254.75 -90.69
331 415.25 415.25 413.88 335.13 320.75 249. -98.
385 390.19 390.19 388.43 316.72 301.69 242.25 -85.69
442 365. 365. 364.71 300.21 284.75 234. -84.38
504 344. 344. 344. 286.97 291.19 228. -78.88
569 324. 324. 324. 275.67 259.5 221. -77.
BENDING MOMENTS x 10^ Nmm
47 -1750. -1750. -1750. -1240. -885. 620. -550.
94 -855. -1010. -725.63 -800. -682.5 390. -320.
157 -655. -600.8 -580. -560. -508. 273. -224.
195 -484.25 -451.60 -441.24 -244. -368.5 235. -185.
236 -388.75 -350. -356.25 -339.5 -285.5 205. -173.
282 -370.6 -319.1 -313.3 -236. -235.01 182. -150.
331 -335. -306.88 -294. -240.25 -209.63 162. -141.
385 -304.6 -282.68 -262. -216.30 -193.70 147. -126.
442 -277.75 -260.75 -238.25 -194. -184.25 134. -119.
504 -257.38 -254.11 -223.22 -193.11 -180. 123. -108.
569 -246. -250.33 -214. -173. -177. 113. -103.
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STRCUTURE TYPE: P2S4L1R1
DISPLACEMENTS x 10“2 mm
NO. OF A B C
NODES -
47 -629. -562. -548.88
94 -378. -353. -341.38
157 -269. -257. -248.5
195 -228. -217.25 -224.52
236 -208. -197.5 -195.5
282 -184. -174.5 -177.75
331 -170. -161. -160.75
385 -153. -145.88 -147.69
442 -143. -136.25 -136.88
504 -132. -125.25 -126.19
569 -124. -118. -119.
AXIAL FORCES x 102 N
47 -2125. -2070. -2057.5
94 -1305. -1250. -1210.
157 -939. -897. -854.5
195 -824.38 -788. -750.13
236 -730.5 -698. -661.5
282 -661.5 -629. -595.88
331 -599. -573. -540.
385 -550.75 -524. -494.56
442 -508.25 -483. -454.5
504 -472. -449. -422.5
569 -441. -418. -393.
SHEAR FORCES x 102 N
47 254. 254. 254.
94 223. 198.63 186.44
157 165. 165. 149.75
195 148. 145.75 139.56
236 134. 130.25 128.38
282 121.5 118.94 116.53
331 111. 109.25 106.63
385 102. 101.56 98.72
442 94.5 93.89 91.55
504 88.05 87.85 86.18
569 82.3 81.95 81.6
D E F G
-476,.5 -396,.75 -314. -235.88
-305..75 -255,.5 -188. -117.5
-227..5 -189..5 -133. -86.5
-195. -165,.31 -116. -74.92
-174..5 -147..88 -103. -65.1
-157..38 -134..1 -93. -58.
-141..75 -121..75 -84. -52.5
-131..38 -112..03 -77.25 -48.88
-120..75 -103..5 -71. -44.5
-111,.88 -96. -66.25 -41.5
-105. -91. -62. -38.
-1950. -1589.4 -1120. -235.
-1157.5 -1000.3 -695. -300.
-817. -731.25 -560. -301.
-714.75 -655.35 -486.25 -258.
-632.5 -576.69 -432.5 -222. 5
-569. -523.31 -428.5 -196.
-515. -474.44 -368. -175.
-472. -435.66 -335.5 -159. 25
-435. -402.63 -309. -146.
-403.75 -373. -289.75 -136. 25
-376. -347.75 -273. -128.
254. 222.25 45. -55.
174.25 162.06 69. -33.5
134.5 119.25 76. -29.
123.25 107. 66.63 -24.5
114.25 97.1 67. -22.5
108.63 91.1 65.75 -20.75
104. 86. 61.5 -18.
95.88 82.1 61.5 -16.75
88.4 78.67 57.9 -15.75
82.8 76.37 55.93 -14.8
77.95 74.3 55.2 -13.7
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STRUCTURE TYPE: P2S4L1R1 CONTD
BENDING MOMENTS x 10^ Nmm
NO. OF 
NODES
A B C D E F G
47 390. 390. 390. 247. 390. 195. 101.
94 308. 258.88 242.5 185. 209.75- 132.75 59.5
157 203. 203. 185. 174. 149. 95. 44.
195 180.25 171.81 169. 151. 133.38 80. 38.75
236 164. 150.25 145.67 137. 121. 68.5 34.5
282 144. 135.1 129.33 127.75 111.75 60.8 31.25
331 129. 122.5 122.75 120. 104. 55.25 29.
385 119. 114.38 102.33 109.75 93.25 50.81 26.
442 111. 104.88 99.88 101. 85.25 47.13 24.
504 101.5 96.5 94. 95.25 79. 44.13 21.75
569 94.4 89.5 87.87 90.4 73.3 41.5 20.8
STRUCTURE TYPE: P3S1L1R3 
DISPLACEMENTS x 10“1 mm
43 -170. -180. -186. -120.25 -75.5 -113. 15.5
88 -174. -176. -172.5 -136.31 -100.31 -104.5 25.5
149 -145. -144. -143. -121.25 -98.5 -80. 21.
187 -122. -120. -117.25 -118.53 -85.36 -66. 14.88
226 -117. -116. -111. -101.69 -79.13 -62. 11.
272 -100.88 -99. -94.5 -94.58 -70.95 -52.5 9.25
319 -94.9 -93.6 -88.7 -84.25 -63.18 -48.6 8.
373 -83.11 -82.2 -76.68 -76.65 -57.94 -42.05 7.28
428 -77.9 -77.2 -71.15 -70.29 -51.79 -38.9 6.7
490 -69.29 -68.8 -62.95 -63.51 -47.26 -34.3 6.21
553 -65. -64.7 -58.7 -59.35 -43.6 -31.9 5.8
AXIAL FORCES x 102 N
43 -910. -706.5 -876.25 -825. -816.75 -480. -393.
88 -649. -586.75 -595.38 -553. -489.63 -294. -202.
149 -498. -461.5 -460. -416. -349.75 -215.5 -139.
187 -444. -392.13 -418.13 -369.5 -305.05 -181. -117.
226 -397. -338.5 -380.13 -336. -266.75 -165.5 -108.
272 -361. -298.25 -351.38 -309.5 -236.72 -143. -95.
319 -330. -265.5 -326.25 -287. -209.25 -132.5 -89.
373 -305. -240.13 -305.81 -270. -190.66 -118. -80.
428 -284. -219.75 -287.5 -255. -174.63 -110. -75.
490 -266. -203. -277.25 -243.5 -161.19 -100. -69.
553 -250. -189. -258. -233. -149.5 -94.5 -65.
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STRUCTURE TYPE P3S1L1R3 CONTD
SHEAR FORCES x 102 N
NO. OF A B C D E F G
NODES
43 -37. -54.5 38. -40. 20. -59.44 24.
88 -81. -102.75 85.5 -82.5 70.13 -60.63 70.75
149 -116. -128. 116. -110. 99. -53.5 42.5
187 -130. -135.5 128.63 -124.5 111.38 -43.56 38.75
226 -141. -140.75 139.5 -136.25 122.25 -38.13 38.
272 -151. -148.5 149.63 -147.38 132.63 -35.8 32.
319 -160. -151.5 160. -158. 141.25 -31.19 28.
373 -168. -157.63 168.63 -167.25 149. -28.24 26.5
428 -175. -160.75 178.5 -176.5 155.88 -26. 25.
490 -181. -163.63 184.63 -184. 161.88 -24. 22.5
553 -187. -168. 192. -191. 168. -21.5 20.
BENDING MOMENTS x 10^ Nmm
43 320.5 270.5 293.5 249. -456. -418. -156.
91 406.5 386. 390. 253.5 -282.5 -269. -190.
149 367. 357. 351. 323.5 -204. -190. -143.
187 345. 336. 328. 310. -157. -150. -128.
226 313.5 312. 303. 282.75 -147. -143. -121..5
272 292. 291.5 283. 263.5 -121.75 -119. -117.,5
319 267.5 270.5 264. 245. -114. -113. -115.
373 250. 252. 248. 226.13 -96.25 -97. -109..75
428 231.3 236.5 233. 209. -89.5 -92. -105..5
490 218. 222.5 221. 194.25 -78.25 -81. -103.
553 204. 209.5 209.5 182. -73. -77. -100.
STRUCTURE TYPE: P3S3L1R3 
DISPLACEMENTS x 10 mm
43 -4310. -4180. -4030. -3775. -3190. -2330 -1640.
88 -1370. -1332.5 -1290.5 -1177.5 -1010. -740. -517.5
149 -710. -682. -665. -585. -525. -327. -256.
187 -541.5 -522.38 -505.63 -444.88 -397.75 -245. 5 -193.63
226 -448. -428.75 -420. -360.5 -330. -195. 75 -156.75
272 -366. -352. -341.63 -294.44 -260. -158. 88 -128.19
319 -317. -300. -296. -249. -233. -132. 5 -108.5
373 -268.5 -256.88 -250.75 -212.31 -197. -113. 38 -92.63
428 -238. -225.75 -223. -185.5 -175. -98. -80.75
490 -207. -197.5 -193.88 -162.44 -152.5 -86.1 3 -71.13
553 -188. -178. -175. -145. -138. -76. -63.
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STRUCTURE TYPE: P3S3L1R3 CONTD
AXIAL FORCES x 1()3 N
NO. OF A B C D E F G
NODES
43 - 6 3 6 . -636. -568.5 -501. 443.5 -266.5 -65. 5
88 -699. -699. -618. -561. 547. -293. -53.
149 -699. -699. -629. -595. 540. -304. -35.
187 -690. -644. 3 8 -630.63 -588.75 530.5 -308.88 -29.
226 -687. -594.5 -636.75 -591.5 534.25 -314.75 -24. 5
272 -674. -536.19 -632.88 -585.75 525.5 -313.25 -22.
319 -666. -483. -631.5 -584. 525.5 -315. -19.
373 -651. -426.35 -625. -575. 515.75 -311. -18.
428 -639. -374.25 -618. -568.5 512.75 -310.5 -15. 5
490 -624. -323. -608.88 -560. 501.88 -305.13 -16.
553 -610. -275.5 -599. -552. 497. -303. -14.
SHEAR FORCES x 103 N
43 287. 319. 307. 267. 273.25 -104. -90.
88 267.75 280. 255. 228. 218.75 -109.5 -66
149 254. 251. 230. 216. 191. -107. -54.
187 221.5 226.38 219. 209. 178.75 -105. -47. 44
226 234.25 231. 214.5 207. 173.63 -105.5 -40. 13
272 225.5 206.75 207.75 201. 165.13 -103. -34. 44
319 219.5 217.5 205. 198. 162. -104.5 -29.
373 212.5 194.63 199. 193. 155.63 -102. -24. 94
428 207.5 208. 195. 188. 152.88 -103. -21. 25
490 202. 189.13 190.25 183. 147.06 -100. -17. 94
553 198. 201. 187. 176. 145. -101. -16.
3ENDING MOMENTS x 107 Nmm
43 1180. -1440. 1380. 1210. 1040. -895. -260
88 831.75 -886.25 827. 725.5 619. -484. -143 .5
149 637. -604.5 588. 521. 442. -281. -101
187 548.75 -489.19 508.25 452.75 379.5 -223. -82. 5
226 487.75 -421.63 454. 406.75 346. -189. -74.
272 434. -390.5 406. 363.88 307. -160.25 -63.
319 393.5 -370.5 370. 300.5 284. -139. -57.
373 357.25 -326.25 337. 301.88 256. -120.5 -50. 5
428 328.75 -310.75 309.5 278.5 238. -107. -46.
490 303.13 -277.56 285.25 255.75 217. -93.75 -40. 5
553 282. -267. 265. 252. 203. -82.5 -38.
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APPENDIX C
CONTOUR DRAWINGS OF THE DISTRIBUTIONS OF AXIAL FORCES IN 
SOME OF THE VARYING DENSITIES OF STRUCTURE TYPE P1S1L1R2
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APPENDIX D GENERIC FORMULATION OF THE ANALYSED BARREL VAULTS 
D .1 INTERCONNECTION PATTERN TYPE P1 
CONFIGURATION 
F1=rosid(2,2)i[1,1; 3,1]
F=pexi rinid(M,N,2,2) J F 1
INGOT OF NODE POINTS 
E=rinid(M+1,N+1,2,2) I [1,1 ]
NO. OF NODES 
561 
496 
435 
378 
325 
276 
231 
190 
153 
91 
45
VALUE OF M 
32 
30 
28 
26 
24 
22 
20 
18 
16 
12
VALUE OF N 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
6 
4
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D.2 INTERCONNECTION PATTERN P2
D.2.1 CONFIGURATION OF FIRST GROUP
F1 = lam(1,2)i{[0,0; 0,2], [0,2; 2,1], [2,1; 0,0]}
F2 = rinidCN,M,4,2)!F 1 
F3 = rin(1,P,2)i[0,0; 2,0]
F4 = ref(2,2(P-1))IF3
F5 = [2,0;2,1] # rin(2,M-1,2)i[2,1;2,3] # [2.2M-1; 2,2M]
F6 = rin d  ,N,4) |F5 
F7 = F3 # F2 # F 4 # F6 
F = pexlF7
INGOT OF NODE POINTS 
E1 = rin(1 ,P,2)i[0,0]
E2 = rin(1 ,N,4)i[2,1]
E2 = rin(1 ,N,4)i[2,1] # rin(1,N+1,4)I[0,2]
E3 = rin(2,M-1,2)IE2
E4 = ref (2,2P) I rin( 1 ,N,4)i [2,1] // ref(2,2P)iE1 
E = E1 # E3 # E4
VALUE OF P 
16 
14 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4
NO OF NODES VALUE OF M VALUE OF N
569 32 8
442 28 7
331 24 6
236 20 5
157 16 4
94 12 3
47 8 2
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D.2.2 CONFIGURATION OF SECOND GROUP 
F 1 = lam(1,2)!{[0,0; 0,2], [0,2; 2,1], [2,1; 0,0]}
F2 = {[2(P —1), 0; 2(P —1),2], [2(P-1),2; 2P.1], [2P,1; 2(P-1),0]}
F3 = rin(1,N,4)iF1 # F2
F4 = rin(2,M,2)|F3
F5 = [2,0; 2,1] # rin(2,M-1,2)j[2,1; 2,3] # [2,2M-1; 2,2M])
F6 = rin(1,N+1,4)iF5
F7 = lam(2,2P)!rin(1,P-1,2)![0,0; 2,0]
F8 = F4 # F6 # F7 
F = pex',F7
INGOT OF NODE POINTS 
E1 = rin(1,P,2)i[0,0]
E2 = rin(1,P+1,4)|[2,1] # rin(1,P+1,4)j[0,2]
E3 = rin(2,M-1,2)!E2
E4 = ref(2,2P)!rin(1,P+1,4)i[2,1]
E5 = ref(2,1P )i E 1 
E = E1 # E3 # E4 // E5
NO OF NODES VALUE OF M VALUE OF N VALUE OF P
504 30 7 15
385 26 6 13
282 22 5 11
195 18 4 9
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D.3 INTERCONNECTION PATTERN TYPE P3 
D.3.1 CONFIGURATION OF FIRST GROUP 
F 1= lam(1,2)!{[0,0; 2,1], [2,1; 0,2]}
F3 = rinid(N,M,4,2)!F1
F3 = lam(1,P)irin(2,M,2)i[0,0; 0,2] # lam(2,2P)irin(1,N ,4)![0,0; 4,0] 
F 4 = F2 # F3
F = pexIF 4
INGOT OF THE NODE POINTS
E1 = rin(1,N+1,4)|[0,0] # rin(1,N,4)|[2,1]
E2 = rin(2,M,2)i E1
E3 = ref(2,2P)!rin(1,N=1,4)![0,0]
E = E2 # E3
NO. OF NODES VALUE OF M VALUE OF N VALUE OF P
553 32 8 16
428 , 28 7 14
319 . 2 4  6 12
226 20 5 10
149 16 4 8
88 12 3 6
43 8 2 4
3 0 6
CONFIGURATION OF SECOND GROUP 
F 1 = lam(1,2)i{[0,0; 2,1], [2,1; 0,2]}
F2 = rin(1 ,N ,4)'SF1 # {[2(P~1),0; 2P,1], C2P , 1; 2(P-1)]}
F3 = rin(2,M,2)1F2
F4 = [2P,0; 2P,1] # rin(2,M-1,2)i[2P,1; 2P,3] # [2P,2M-1; 2P,2M]
F5 = F4 # rin(2,M,2)i[0,0; 0,2]
F6 = lam(2,2P)!([2(P—1),0; 2P,0] # rin(1,N,4)![0,0; 4,0])
F7 = F3 # F5 # F6
F = pex|F7
INGOT OF THE NODE POINTS 
E 1 = rin(1,N+1,4)![0,0] # [2P,0]
E2 = rin(1,N+1,4)![2,1] # rin(1,N+1,4)i[0,2]
E3 = rin(2,M-1,2)!E2
E4 = ref(2,2P)irin(1,N+1,4)![2,1]
E5 = ref(2,2P)!E 1 
E = E1 # E3 # E4 # E5
NO. OF NODES VALUE OF M VALUE OF N VALUE OF P
490 30 7 14
373 28 6 12
272 22 5 10
187 18 4 8
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